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BROMIDIA
FORMULA -Everyflîiddrachncontains15 grs.each of pure Brom.Potas. and puriied Chloral, and j gr. SAcH ofgen. itp. ext. Cannabismnd. anti Hyoscyam.

DOSE.--Onee-hlt f to one fttid drachtt in WATRa or sYRup every houruntil sleep is produced.

BROMIDIA is the Hypnotic par excellence. It produces refreshingsleep, anl is exceedingly valuacle in sleeplesness, nervousness, neu-ndulia, healache, convulsions, colic, etc., anti will relieve when opiateg
faf. Unike preparations of opium, it does not locku the 8ecretions.
In the restlessess and delirium of fevers it ie absolutely invaluable.

F. H. DAVENPORT, M.D., Boston, Mass.
Aset. in Gynecology, Hirvard University Medical Dep't.

J. K. BAUTDUY, A. K., M D> LL.D., St. Louis, Mo.
Pro?. N arvous nd Nfcnta. Diseases, Mo. Medical College.

L. C. B )ISLItIERE, M D, LL.D., St. Louis, Mo.
Prof. of O ttetrics and Diseases of Wcmen, St. Louis Medical Col.

J. S. JEWELL, A.M., M.D., Chicago, I1L
Ed. " Journal of %tenitl a 1i Nervoj 4 Diteaiei," and Prof. Nervousand Mntal Diseases, Chicago Medical College.

H. M. LYMAN, A.M., M.D., Chicago, DL
Prof. Phvsiology and Diseases of the Nervous System, Rush Medi-cal College.

D. R. BROWER, M.D., Chicago, II.
Ed. " Ciicago iis licil Journal and Evaminer," and Prof. Nervousand %Iantal Diseases, etc., Womnan's Medical College.

L N. DANFORTH, M.D., Chicago, i.•
Prof. Pichilogy an iseses of the Kidneys, Woman's Hospital,We.lical C.tlle-4e; P-esi.lnt and Lecturer on Pathology, SpringFaculty, Rush Medical College.

D. D. BRAMBLE. M.D., Cincinnati, o.
Dean; Prof Principles and Practice of Surgery and Clinical Surgery,Cincinnati Collage Medicine and Surgery.

WML CLENDENIN, M.D., Cincinnati, o.Prof. )tscriptive and Surgical A.nato ny, Miami Medical College.J. B. MARVIN, M.D., Louisville, KY.
Prof. Cheuistry, etc., ani Jii-licil Lecturer on Nervous Diseases,Hospital College of Medicine.

W. B. FLETCHER, MD., Indianapolis, ind.
P of. Phv iology, Hygiene, and Clinical Medicine, Medical Collegcof Indiana.

W. J. SCOrT, M.D., Cleveland, O.
Prof. Principles anl Practice of Medicine, Medical Department

Wooster University.
H. H. POWELL, M.D., Cleveland, O.

Prof. Obstetries and Diseases Children, Cleveland MediSà Collage.

IODIA
FORMULA.-Iodia is a combination of active principles

obtained from the green roots of STILLINGIA, HELONIAS,
SAXIFRAGA, Menispermum, and Aromatics. Each fluid
drachm also contains five grains IOD. POTAS. and three
grains PHOS. IRON.

DimE. -Oe or two fluid drachms (more or less as indicated) three
times a day, before meals.

IODIA is the ifear Alterative. It has bedn largely prescribed in
Syphilitic, Scrofulous, Cutaneous, and Female Diseases, and bas an
establiheà reputation as being the best alterative ever introduced to
the Profession.

W. H. BYFORD, A.K, M.D., Chicago, i.President and Prof. Obseetrics, Wiman's Hospital Medical College;Prof. Gynecology, Rush Medical Col ege.
CARL SEILER, M.D., Philadelphia, Pa.Late Director of the Microscopical and Biological Section of theAcademy of National Science of Phila.-Lecturer on Diseases ofthe Tnroat, University of Pennsylvania.
RICHARD McSHERRY, MD., Baltimore, Md.Prof. of Principles and Practice of Medicine, University of Mary-land Medical Department.
C. F. BEVAN, M.D., Baltimore, Md.

Prof. of Anatomy, Genito-Urmary, and Orthopedic Surgery, Col-lege Physicians and Surgeons.
R. M. KING, A.M., M.D., St. Louis, Mo.Prof. Physiology and Clinical Medicine, St. Louis College of Physi-clans and Surgeons.
A. S. BARNES, MD., St. Louis, Mo.Prof. Otstetrics and Diseases of Women, St. Louis College Physi-

clans anti Surgeons3.
C. D. PALMER, MD., Cincinnati, O.Prof. Medical and Surgical Diseases of Women, and Clinical Gyne-colo.cy, Medical College of Ohio.
J. A. LARRABER M.D., Louisvi1le, Ky.Prof. ol Nateri t Medica and Tnerapeuties, and Clinical Lecturer onDiseases of Children, Hospital College of Medicine.
M. F. COOM ý3, M.D., Louisville, Ky.Prof. of Physiology and Ophihalmology in the Kentuckv School ofMedicne.
D. OVERLY CHRIST, M.D., Indiauapolis, Ind.Prof. Materia Medica and Therapeuticà, Central College Physicians

and Surgeons,
N. W. WEBBER, MD., Detroit, Mich

Prof. Medical and Surgical Dite ases of Women, and Clinical Gyne-
cology, Detroit Medical College.J. A. McCORKLE, M.D., Brooklyn, N.Y.

Prof. Materia Medica and Therapeuties, Long Island College
Hospital.

J. M. BIGELOW, M.D., Albany, N.Y.
Prof. Materia Medica and Therapeutics, Albany Medical College.J. L. WHITE, M.D., Bloomlngton, I1.
Ex-Presiaent Illinois State Medical Society. L

made by thmslvs whe en RO\leDIous by physicians that some dislionest druggists substitute an inferior preparationmase hy themselves when BRO mD[A is prescribed. Physicians are cautioned to look out for these substitutions, be-cause the lives of their patients mlay 13e enriangered and their own reputation injured as well as ours We have employeddetect/nes, and shall protect our rights te the fullest extent of the law.

BATTLE & Co., Chemists, 116 Olive Street, St. Louis, Mo.
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SOLUBLE PILLS AND GRANULES.
Unequalled for Purity in Composition, Solubility in Coating, Uniformity in Size.

Perfection in Form and Finish.
The marked increase during the past few years in the demand for Pills made in accordance with the U. S. Pharma-

copoeia, and other recognized formulas, induced us, some time since, to commence their manufacture in our own labora-
tory, and we are now furnishing Coated Pills, which, for beauty of finish, solubility, and general excellence are unequaled.

We desire to call the attention of physicians and others to the following points:
1. The best materials are used in their manufacture.

2. No article required by a formula is omitted on account Of its high cost.
3. No Pills are deficient in weight.

4. The Pills are Coated while soft.

8 There ib but one Coating, which is perfectly soluble, and there is no sub-coating of resinous character.
6. The Coating is so thin that the Pills are not perceptibly increased in size, and yet it is entirely sufficient ,to protec-

the Pills from atmospheric influences ; and effectually covers any nauseous taste, thus rendering the Pill easy to be
swallowed.

7. The Coating is so transparent as to clearly reveal the color of the mass.

S. Their solubility is not impaired by age.

9. The various masses are so thoroughly worked that the materials are perfectly distributed.
10. The excipients are peculiarly adapted to the permanent solubility of the mass and its efficient therapeutic action

Particular attention is called to our GRANULES of MORPHINE, STRYCHNINE. ARSENIOUS ACID, andother powerful remedies, which are prescribed in minute doses. The desirability of having these medicines in this shape,eccurately weighed and ready for administering, has long been recognized.
We also offer a ine of GRANULES of RHUBARB, IPECAC, OPIUM, CAMPHOR, and other simple agentsin such minute divisions that they can be administered in almost any required proportions. We have taken every precau-tion to insure accuracy in weight, and can give assurance that in this,as in other particulars, they can be implicitly reliedupon.

W. H. SCHIEFFELIN & CO., New York.
N.B.-We have made arrangements with Messrs. Lymans, Clare & Co., ofMontreal, whereby. they can supply theinpo most favourable terms.

In CorrespordiQg with Advertisers, please mention THE;CANADA LANCET
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the price, postpaid..

BARTHOLOW'S PRACTICE OF MEDICINE, cloth

" leather

STEPHEN SMITH'S MANUAL OF OPERATIVE SURGERY, cloth
NETTLESHIP'S GUIDE TO DISEASES OF THE EYE, cloth .

JACOBI ON .DIPHTHERIA, cloth
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HARILLAND HALL'S DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS: A Manual of the Comparative
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LOMBE ATTHILL's CLINICAL LECTURES ON DISEASES PECULIAR TO WOMEN;
5th edition, revised and enlarged
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SCHAFER'S PRACTICAL HISTOLOGY

ROBINSON ON NASAL CATARRH..

ATKINSON's THERAPEUTICS OF GYNJECOLOGY AND OuSrETRICS, comprising theMedical, Dietetic, and Hygienic Treatment of Diseases of Women, asset forth by distinguished contemporary specialists
RINGER'S HAND-BOOK OF THERAPEUTICS; 8th edition
EMMETT'S PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF GYN£COLOGY; cloth

leather
GANT'S SURGERY ; new edition, 2 Vols
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A complete reference Catalogue Of English, American, and Canadian Medical Works, givingdates of last edition, etc., may be had on application

Willing & Wiliamson,
7 and 9 KING STUIRIEET EAST, TORtgONTO.



Formulas of Maltine Preparati'ons.
MALTINE-Plain-A simple Extract of malted Wheat, Oats and Barley, without any medic; tion

and is indicated in debility resulting from any cause. It is rich in Diastase.

MALTINE wvith HopS-In many cases the sedative and tonic properties of the Hops will be
found a valuable addition to the nutritive and digestive properties of MALTINE. Con-
tains 2 per cent. of Hops.

MALTINE Ferrated-This combination is especially indicated in Anæmia and Chlorosis, and in
all cases of defective nutrition, where Iron is deficient in the system. Each fluid ounce
contains Pyroplios. Iron, 8 grains.

MALTINE with Alteratives-This preparation will be found a remedy of the highest value in
Syphilis, Scrofu.a, and ail depraved conditions of the blood. Each fluid ounce contains:
Chlorde lagnesiumi, 5 grains; Bromide Sodium, 5 grains ; lodide Potassium, i grain ; Iodide
Iron, 4 grain.

MALTINE with Beef and Iron-One of the most valuable combinations in cases of General
Debility, Chlorosis, Anæmia, and Imperfect Nutrition. Each fluid ounce contains : Extract
of one oz. of Betf; Citrate Iron, 4 grains.

MALTINE with Pepsin and Pancreatine-One of the most effective combinations il,
Dyspepsia, Cholera Infantum anc ail diseases resulting from imperfect nutrition anld mlŽ!-
assimilation. Each fluid ounce contains : Pepsin, 15 grains ; Pancreatine, 15 grains.

MALTINE with Cod Liver Oil-A very agreeable mode of administering Cod Liver Oil.
MALTINE with Cod Liver Oil and Pancreatine-Cod Liver Oi should never be pre.

sented except when combined with Pancreatine, the principle that digests ail oleaginous
substances. Tiis preparation contains the best Norwegian Cod Liver Oi and sufficient
Pancreatine to digest it, and it is a most perfect emulsion.

MALTINE with Peptones-A concentrated digested food, indicated in convalescence in Fevers,
Phthisis, iLllmonary Affections, and ail Wasting Diseases. Each fluid ounce contains the
nutritive properties of iy' ounce of beef digested.

MALTINE

MALTINE

MALTINE

1ALTINE

MALTINE

M A LTINE

with Hypophosphites-This preparation is especially indicated in Phthisis, Rick-
ets, and Deficient Ossification. Each fluid ounce contains : Hypophos. Lime ai Soda,
each, 3 grains; and Hypophos. Iron, 2 grains.

with Phosphates-Each fluid ounce contains : Phosphate Lime, 4 grains ; Phosphate
Soda, 4 grains ; and Phiosphiate Iron, 3 grains.

WINE-This preparation consists of Maltine Plain in combination with the best Sherry
Wine, imaking a most pleasant and nutritive cordial.

WINE with Pepsin and Pancreatine-Indicated in all cases of impaired
digestion, or where the stomach is too debilitated to thoroughly accept MALTINE with
Pepsin and Pancreatine. Each fluid ounce contains : Pepsin, 15 grains ; Pancreatine, 15
grains.

with Phosphates Iroi and Quinia-A powerful, general and nutritive tonic.
Each fluid ounce contains : Piosphale Iron, 4 grains ; Phosphate Quinia, i grain.

witi Phos. Iroin, Quinia and Strychnia-A powerful general, nutritive and
nervous tonic. Ear fluid ounce contains : Phosphate Iron, 4 grains; Quiia, I grain;
Strychnia, 2-75 grains.

MALTINE with Phosphorins Comp.-Used in Impotency, or Lassitude of the Generative
Organs. Each fluid ounce contains : Phosphorus, 1-50 grain ; Quinia Sulph., i grain
Strychnia, 1-40 grain.

MALTO-YERB1NE-This is the most perfect remedy yet produced for Pulmonary Affections,
Irritation of the Mucous Membrane, Difficult Expectoration, Bronchitis, and ordinary
Coughs and Colds. Each pint of this preparation contains : MALTINE, 14 ounces ; Car-
rageen, i ounce ; Yerbine, i ounce.

MALTO-VBURNIN-Will be found a most effectual remedy in Dysmenorrhœa and Uterine con-
tractions. Each fluid ounce contains the active principle of one-half ounce of Viburnuin
Prunifolium.

For particulars of the above preparations send for Reed & Carnrick's pamphlet on MAL'INE.

Address,

ffa ePPOSITE PAU

II. P. GISBORNE,
10 Colborne Street, Torrnt(,,



M ALTINE,
A CONCENTRATED EXTRACT OF

MALTED WHEAT, OATS, AND BARLEY.
In its preparation the temperature employed does not exceed 150 deg. Fahr., thereby retaining althe nutritive and digestive agents unimpaired. Extracts of Malt are made from Barley alone, by theGerman process, which directs that the mash be heated to 212 deg. Fahr., .hereby coagulating theAlbuminoids, and almost wholly destroying the starch digestive principle, Diastase.

LIST OF MALTINE PREPARATIONS.
MALTINE (Plain).
MA4.TIE With Iops.
MALTINE with Alteratives.
MALTINE with Beef and Iron.
MALTINE with Cod Liver 011.
M A L T IN E with Cod Liver Oil and Pancreatine.
MALTINE with Hypophosphites.
MALTINE with PhosphorusComp.
MALTINE with Peptones.

MA L T IN E with Pepsin and Pancreatine.
MALTINE with Phosphates.
MALTIN E with Phosphates Ir.n and Quina.
MALTINE with Phosphates Iron, Quinia and Stryona.
MALTINE Ferrated.
MALTINE WINE.
MALTINE WINE with Pepuin and Pancreatin,

1 MALTO-YERBINE.
'MALTO-VIBURNIN.

MEDICAL ENDORSEMENTS.
We appeind. b l ermiso, a few names of the many prominent Members of the Medical Profession who anprescribing oui Maltine Preparations:

BAUvU, al. D., St. .LOU15 MO.

Physician to St. Vincent's Insane Asylum, and Prof.
Nervous Diseases and Clinical Medicine, Missouri
Medical Colege.

WB. PORTER, A. M., M. D., St. Louis, Mo.
E. S. DENSTER. M. D., Ann Harbor, MIch.,Prof. Obs. and Dis. Women and Children Universityand in Dartmouth College.
TIIOMAS H. ANDREWS, M.D., Philadelphia, Pa.Demonstrator of Anatomy, Jefferson Medical College.
B. F. HAMMEL, B. D., Philadelphia, Pa.,Supt. Hospital of the University of Penn.
F. R. PALMER, M. D.. LouIisville, Ky.,

Prof. of * iogy and Personal Diagnosis, Univers-
ity of Louisville.

B1UNTER McGUIRE. M. D., Richmond, VaProf. of Surgery, Med. Col. of Virginia.
F. A. MARDEN, M. D.. Milwankee, Wis.,

Supt. and Physician, Milwaukee County Hospital.
L. P. YANDELL. M. D.. Louisville, KyProf. of Clinical Medicine and Diseases of ChildrenUniversity. Louisville.
JOHN. A. LARRABEE, M. D., Louisville Ky.,Professor of Materia Medica and Therapeutics, andClinical Lecturer on Diseases of Children in the Hos-pital College of Medicine.
R. OGDEN DOREMUS. M.D., LL.D., New York,Professor of Chenistry and Toxicology, Bellevue Hos-

pital Medical Colle ; Professor of'Chemistry andPhysics, College of the City of New York.
WALTER S. HAINES, M. D.. Chicago, I.,

Professor of Chemistry and Toxicology, Rush Medi-
cal College, Chicago.

E. F. INGALLS, A. .. M. D., Chicao, Il.,Clinical Professor of Diseases of Chest and Throat,Woman's Medical College.

H. F. BIGGAR, M. D.,
Prof. of Surgical and Medical Diseases of Women,lomoeopathic Hospital College, Cleveland, Ohio.

DR. DOBELL, London, England,
Consulting Physician to Royal Hospital for Diseases
of the Cheat.

DR. T. F. GRINSDALE, Liverpool, England.
Consulting Physician, Ladies' Charity and Lying4-
Hospital.

WN. ROBERTS, K.D., F.R.C.P., F.R.S., Manchester, England,Prof. of Clinical Medicine, Owens' College School ofMedicine; Physician Manchester Royal Infirmary andLunatic Hospital.
J. C. THOROWOOOD, M.D., F.R.C.P., London, England,

Physician City of London Hospital for Chest Dis-cases ; Physician West London Hospital.
W. C. PLAYFAIR, M. D., F.R.C.P., London, England,Prof. of Obstetric Medicine in King's College, and

Physician for the Diseases of Women and Chldrento King's College Hospital.
W. H. WALSHE, M.D., F.R.C.P., Brompton, England,

Consultng Physician Consumption Hospital, Bromp-
ton, and to the University College Hospital.

A. WYNN WILLIAMS. M.D.. M.R.C.S., London, England,
Physician Samaritan Free Hospital for Diseases of
Women and Children.

A. C. MACRAE, M.D., Calcutta, Ind.,
Dep. Insp.-Gen. Hosp. Indian Service, late Prea.
Surg., Calcutta.

EDWARD SHOPPEE, M. D., L. R.C. P., B.R.C.S., London, England.
LENNOX BROWN, F.R.C.S., London, England

Senior Surgeon, Central Throat and Ear Hospital.
J. CARRICK MURRAY, M. D., Newcastle-on-Tyne, England,

Physician to the N. C. H. for Diseases of Chest.
J. A. GRANT, M. D., F.R.C.S., Ottawa, Canada.
A. A. MEUNIER. m.D.. Montreal, Canada,

Prof. Victoria University.

MALTI N E is prescribed by the most eminent members of the Medical Profession in the United StaGreat Britain, India, China and the English Colonies, and is largely used for patients at the principal Hospitals
preference to any of the Extracts of Malt.

We will furnish gratuitously a one pound bottle of any of the Maltine Preparations to Physicians who will paythe express charges. Send for our 28 page Pamphlet on Maltine for further particulars. Address,

CANADA BRANCH: 10 Colborne St., Toronto,
H. P. GISBORNE, Manager.

REED & CAIRNIRICR
182 FULTON STREET,

New York.
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Trinty Medical College, Toronto
IN AFFILIATION WITH

The University of Trinity College, The University of Toronto, The University ofManitoba; and recognized by the several n o) ai Colleges orPhysielans and Surgeons in Great Britain.

S U M MER SESS IOiW, 1883.
FACULTY:

CHARLES SA M M.R CS Eg.; Pathologist to Toronto General Hospital; Prof. Pathology and Physiology; Clinical Lectureron Pahlg a ooto CGeera Hospital; Secretary and Trecssurer of Summer Session Faculf y.W. T. STUAT e, M.D Lecturer on Practical Chemistry, Trinity Medical School; Prof. Chemistr ,ntal College; Lecturer on Midwiferyand Prcical Cbemistry. 
F ~ .JOHN FRASER, M.D., L. R.C.P., Lond.; R. C. S., Edin. ; Member of Acting Staff Toronto General Hospital; Lecturer on Anatomy andMaterja Med ica; Clinical Lecturer in Hospital."«

FRED. Le M. GRASETT, M.B.C.M., Edin. Univ.; F.R.C.S., Edin.; M.R.C.S., Eng.; Fe"". Ob "iïcSociety, Edin.; Menber of ActingStaff, Toronto General Hospital; Physician to Children'a Hospital and to the Burnside Lyin -in-Hospita; Lecturer on Surgeryand Clnical Surgery; Clinical Lecturer in Hospital.%Aus M p nVsiL d Ler
THOMAS KIRKLAND, M.A., Lecturer en the Natural Sciences, etc., Normal School, Toronto; Professor General Chemistry and Botany.GEORGE ;. RYERSON, D., L.R.C.P. ; L.R.C.S., E.; Member Ophthalmic Society, Gt. Brit.; Surgeon to Mercer E e and Ear Infirmary,Toronto; Conbulting Oculist sd Auri t to the Institutions for the Blind, Brantford, and for the Deaf and Dumb, Belleville, Ont.;Lecturer on Ophthalniology, Otology and Laryngoscopy.

The Session wl be dvided Into Two Courses.- In order to meet the neecis of al] Medical Students, the Course will be dividedinto a Prmary Coure and a Final Coure ; and the student iay eleût either course, or if sufficiently advanced in his studies, he may takeboth courses. The Course will commence on THE IST 0F MAY.I
PRIMARY COURSE.-The Prnary Course wilI comprise the following subjects: Anatomy, Physiology and Microscopy, MateriaMedica. Chemistry (theoretical and practical), and Botany.
FINAL COURSE-The Final Course welt iclude the follewing subjects :AilatcmySurgical and Medical), Medicine, Sugery,Midwilery (practical and theoretica]), Pathology and Ophthalinology.

Igr Clinical Instruction will be'given daily in the Toronto General Hospital.For further particulars apply to--

DR. C. SHEARD, Sec.-Treas., 64 Gerrard Street East, Toronto.

>ir8t Prize Provincial

Bronze Medal TorontoJ
Exhibition, London, 1881

rndustrial Exhibition, 1881.
Toronto Artificial

LEG and AR --
COMPANY. Blancard's Pils are speially onoame.dd bManufacturers of the medical celebritie of the world fr sef

W. H. Swinbulrn's *cousmpton, Constutionaî eaknes, Normau **Blood, and for proyokig and regnIatin& ils proPatent Legs & Arms, * attachsd t pars otéc, a
Instrumenta for the wraper,

Spinal Disease, Lateral and Sbearng th aac-
Angular Curvature, Hip Dis- simae of ease, Partial Paralysis of the signature os
Lower Extremities, Anchy-
losis of the Knee Joint, hithea which ma are genaChronio Inflammation of the, 13EWMU OFIIA IOKnee, Fractured Patella, WAREOF IMITATION.
united Fractures. KnockKnees, Bow Legs, Weak
Ankles, Club Foot Shoes,
Trusses, Crutches, &c., &c.
AD workguaranteed. A. M. ROSEBRUGH M.D.1RePairing a speciality. (Surgeon to the Toronto Eye and Ear Disyensary.)
Surgical Instruments Sharpened,

Repaired and made to order. May be consulted at the residence 0f151 Bay Street, Dr. J. W. Rosebrug, Upper ames St. HamUton,
Toronto.

(Between Richmond & Queen Ste.) TRI
* e Reference: Last Saturday of every Month.J. FULTON, M.D., M.R.C.S.
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MoGill University, Montreal.
FACULTY

SUMMER

OF MEDICINE.

SESSION-,

IE Eighth Regular Summer Session of the Medical Faculty of McGill University will begin on the r2th of April,T and continue twelve weeks. The classes are chiefly practical and demonstrative and are designed to supplementand extend the teaching of the regular winter courses. The experience of the past sessions has been very encouraging,both in regard to the numbers in attendance, and the dlligence with which the classes have been followed ; and theFaculty hopes that the students will endeavor to take one or more of these extra sessions, the fees for which have beenplaced so low as to be almost nominal. The special advantages of attendance upon a summer session are :-I. Thebenefit derived from the practical and demonstrative classes. 2. Dresserships anti clinical clerkships are more easily ob-tained at the Hospitals, and the student has more time at his disposal to foll,>w up the cases. 3. Cases of midwifery are.obtained in greater numbers at the Lying-in-Hospital. 4. Systematic study can be carried out more effectually than athome.
The advantages offered by the City of Montreal for the practical study of Medicine and Stirgery are unequalled in theDominion. In the wards of the General Hospital there is always, and more particularly in the summer months whennavigation is open, a large collection of interesting medical and surgical cases. In the out-door department, there is adaily attendance of between 75 and ioo patients, which afford excellent instruction in minor surgery, routine medicalpractice, and diseases of children. The Eye and Ear Department will afford an opportunity of studying practically andunder skilied direction, these important branches.
The'hours of attendance at the Ilospital and Dispensaries are so arranged that the student can be occupied from i ia.m. to 3 p.m. in seeing the practical work of his profession.
At the University Dispensary there wiil be, in addition to the Demonstrations on Gynecology, Demonstrations onDiseases of Children and Diseases of the Skin.
Dresserships and clinical clerkships can be obtained on application to the physicians and surgeons in attendance atthe Hrospital.
The Faculty has made arrangement for the following courses
Clinical Instruction at bedside SURGERY, 111E ATTENDING PHYSICIANS AND

in General Hospital, MEDICINE, SURGEONS.
Medical Clinic, GEORGE ROSS, A.M., M.D.
Surgical ClinicT. G. RODDICK, M.D.
General Clinic (at Dispensary), DRS. MACDONELL AND SUTHERLAND.
Genito-Urinary Surgery,.G. E. FENWICK, M.D.
Diseases of Wornen,.WILLIAM GARDNER, M.D.
The Urine in Health and Disease, R. L. MACDONELL, B.A., M.D. & M.R.C.S., ENG.
Practical GynecologyD. C. McCALLUM AND WM. GARDINER, M.D.
Practical Obstetrics,.ARTHUR A. BROWNE, B.A., M.D.
Ophthalmic and Aural Surgery.. FRANK BULLER, M.D., M.R.C.S., ENG.
Diseases of the Skin,.F. j. SFEPHERD, M.D., M.R.C.S., ENG.
Minor Surgery, F. J. SHEPHERD, M.D., M.R.C S., ENG.
Prescriptions and Prescribing, R. L. MACDONNELL, B.A.,M.D., M.R.C.S., ENG.
Diseases of the Throat,.GEORGE W. MAJOR, B.A., M.D.
Diseases of Children, A. D. BLACKADER, B.A., M.D., M.R.C.S., ENG.
Morbid Anatomy, W. OSLER, M.D., M.R.C.P., LOND.
Museum Instruction,.. W. SUTERLAND, M.D., L.R.C.P., LOND.
Ail students desirous of attending the above courses are expected to register their namnes with the Registrar of theFaculty, and to pay a fee o)f $15, when a ticket wili be issuied admitting bearer to the lectures. Enregistration and pay.ment of the fee is colpulsory upon ail students, whether attending one or more of the classes. A printed certificate ofattendance will be issued at the close of the session.
The follewing Speciai Courses wili be given :

Operative Surgery. F. J. SHEPHERD, M.D., M.R.C.S., Eng. Fee, $5.
Course on the Microscope in Medicine. By WM. OSLER, M. D. Fee, $io.

For Sessionai Announcement, containing fuller details, or for information about the Winter Session, appy to-

WM. OSLER M.D., Registrar,
1351 St. Jatherine St., Montreal.

1883.
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The Inobriates' Home0, port Hamilton, KY.
INCORPORATED 1866.

A Hospital for the treatment of Alcoholism and the Opium Habit.

Visiting Physician, LEWIS D. MASON, M.D.; Consulting Physician, T. L. MASON, M.D.
The building is situated in a park of twenty-six acres, overlooking and commanding fine views of the Narrows,

and the upper and lower bay of New York Harbor. The accommodations, table, attendance and nursing are of the
best character and suited to first-class patients.

For manner and terms of admission, apply to J. A. BLANCHARI, M.D., Superintendent at the Institution,
Fort Hamilton (L.I.), New York.

Gothie Street, Northampton, Mass.
ENLARGED, 1876.

Chartered by Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
Lnnacy and Nervous Diseases, Ailments of Women. This veteran establishment-located in a beautiful town oftwelve

thousand inhabitants, on the Canada and New York express railway, Connecticut River R. R., with gas, public water
from mountain streams, free public library, opera house, paved walks, charming scenery, a protected inland location and
climate, choice society, and at a distance from New York permitting a visit and return, either way, the same day-has
been of late further equipped and improved. Steam heat has been introduced. The proprietor and founder is confident
that it is now better suited than ever before to satisfy the eminent physicians who have honored it with their recommenda-
tions, as well as the class of invalids to whom comfort or luxury are indispensable. Progressive, selected studies, in cer-
tain mental cases a specialty. Original methods in managing and treating alcohol and narcotic habitués.

Reference, by kind permission, to Charles O'Reilly, Esq., M.D., and Dr. Philbrick, Toronto.

A. W. THOMSON, A.M., M.D., (Harv.) Formerly of Northampton Lunatic Hospital. Ex-President
Hampshire Medical Society.

Cenre Tiemann & Cn E U ROPE !!
- - . u .... mu. w w.

F. A. STOHLMAN EsTABLIsHED 1826 ED. PFARRE,

67 CHATRAM STREET, NEW YORK.

MANUFACTURERs AND IMPORTERS OF

Surgi cal Instruments,
RECUIVE»

2 Awards at Centennial Exhibition, 1876.

2 First Medals and i Honorable Mention
at International Exhibition, Santiago,
Chili, 1875.

2 Silver Medals anl i Bronze Medal at
International Exhibition, Paris, 1876.

Cook's Grand Educational Vacation Party leaving New York
by the new and magnificent steamer "FURNEssIA" on June 30th,
1883. Outward route via Liverpool, returning via Glasgow. Two,
Divisions, one $400, the other $550, including all neces ary ex-
penses. Visits to the Holland International Exhibition. New
programme for sight-seeing in London, with special carriage
drives and a Steamboat Excursion on the Thames. Carriage
drives in all places where at all necessary. Party select and limited
in number. Full programme free on application. Other parties start
on April 26th, per White star steamer "Baltic"; on May 30th, per
Cunard steemer "Scythia"; and on June 13th, per Cunard steamer
'Servia." Address-

TUflflnfmfo<nia j 261 Broadway, New York.THO. K & SON, B 197 W ngton St., Boston.
NOTE.-Thomas Cook d· Son carry out all arrangements through

their ou'n contracts and employees, and never transfer liability to
sub-contractors, or other persons, under any circumstances.

BRIGHAM HALL,
A HosPITAL FOR THE INSANE OF TAE PRIVATE CLASS,

CANANDAIGUA, NEW YORK.
Organized in 1855.

Legally authorized to receive for medical treatment and care, cases
of mental and nervous disease.

Inquiries may be addressed to
DR. D. R. BURRELL.

MEDICAL PRACTICE FOR SALE
P ARTIES desirous of purchasing, on reasonable terms,

a good paying practice in a desiralle location, will
please correspond with

CANADA LANCET OFFICE, TORCNTO.

VOL. XV.
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Neow Hypodermic Syringes!
~~# 4 w

These cuts (two-thirds the actual ize) represent a New H dermio Syringe of our Manufacture. Wlth the exception of the needie'. It %l
of German Silver, a material chasen as posseuuing, next to stee the greatest rigldity and durability, while froc from liabilty ta oxydauun.
The barrel l formed b - a process peculfar to ourselves, securing uniformity of calibre without soldered joint or meam. It la plated inside and
outside with nickel. e piston ls packed in the double parachute forin with leather prepared expressly for the purpose. I will b. foundto
retain its elasticity, ta operate umoothly, to reuist all tendency of fluid O pa above, as af air below it. A nicely-engraved scale upon the
piston -rod indicates minmm, thirty being the cap t af he Syringe.

Syringes Nos. 2, 8 and 4 have alo a screw threadupon the piston-rod, and a traverse nut, therehy favoring the utmost nicety ln the
graduation of doses.

No. 3, Compact, has hollow piston-rod to rclve one nSile, mlma a preacting cover mnd fluld retainer; it may b. carried la the Poeke
Instrument or Vial Case or without any case.

No. 4, Compact, la like No. 8, with the addition of a second needle, .arrisdupon the Syringein theusual placeprotected by a metalmbhid.
Nos. 1 and 2 are put up ln neat morocco-covered case, with vial.
Two sizes of needles are furnished with each Instrument, Nos. 1. 2 and 4; ooy with No. I. They are of refined steel, carefully temper-

ed, and thoroughly plated with gold; they are of small diameter and larg relative clibre, sharpened to such an angle as will offer least resist-
ance to penetration, and therefore cause east . At the oint of union with the ocket they are reinforeed with an outer covering of Gsr
ma silver, thereby overooming the tendency become broken at this plac They are connected with the 'barrels by a screw thread.

Prices: No. 1, $3.50. No. 2, $4.00. Postage, .0g,
" NO. 3, $2-50. No. 4, $3.50 . " .0a

These B nes are so thoroughly and strongly made s to b. fre. frocn theanaoying accidentso-mmmco a e Hl'ypoderute Syrngest an
ve belleve hat for convenience, durability, md niety of contruction, they bave n» superior.

OTHER HYPODERMIC SYRINCES.
No. 7, glass-ba-rrl, graduation engaed on hr, with srw nu aS Mon, nickel-platd mounatings, two but steel glUt Postage.

nee&!hts, in neat case..................................................................................... . .02
No. 9, glass, graduation engraved and numbered on piston.rod, with screw nut, two beut steel git needles, ln neat case.. .02
No. 7 or No. 9 with two steel unplated needles, either............................................. ......... . .02
No. 10, glass, Luer's (French). graduation as No 9, one gold needie and two stel needles, silver mouatings, nea* velvet.

lined morocco case.. ........................ .... g .No. 11, glass cylinder. fenestrated, nickel.piatsd Mta ,nting s. cu). ..

As represented in the cut, the glass cylinder ls enessd la a metal mounting, fenestrated to show the graduations forniiïms. The instrument may readily be taken apart for cleaning, and. for those who prefer glass, la recom- POss.mnided for its non-ilability to breakage. Price, with two bout steel gilt needles, ln nat case............... T .

MW Any of the above wil be sent by rduru mail on reeipt of price and postage.

HYPODERMIC SYRINGES OF ALL KINDS PROMPTLY REPAIRED.
Our new liustrate& Catalogue of Surgical I istraments, also a new Pamphlet on Inhalation of Atomised Liquida, by

distinguished medical authority, with many valuable formulas, vI be forwarded, postpaid, on application.
Atomisers and articles for Antiseptic Surgery, Aspirators, Clinical Thermometers, Elastic Hose, Electrical Instrunents, Invaidh

Articles Manikmys, Modele, hthalmocopes; Dr. Paquelin's Thermo-Cautery; Pe-waries, Rubber Urinals; Sayre's spîlit and apparatus for
evory kn ai o n e tons Shygmograph, Splnte, Transfusion Apparatus; Vaccine Virus from our uwn ,tble; Veterinary In-
strinmeuté; Waidonburg's Pneumtc Apparau», &cr_, &&

ar See our other Advertisemnents in successive nusobers of THE LA OET.

CODMAN & SHURTLEFF,
Makers&Importersof Superior Surgical Instruments,

13 & 15 TREMONT STREET, BOSTON, MASU.
ln oorresponding with Advertisrs please mention THE CANADA LANCET.
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DER. McIJSWTOSI-I'S

NATURAL UTERINE SUPPORTER.
No Instrument has ever been placed before the

Medical Profession which has given such
Universal Satisfaction.

EVERY INDICATION OF UTERINE DISPLACEMENTS la net by this combination; Prolapsus, Anteversion, Retroversionand Flexions are overcome by this instrument, when others fail. This la proven by the fact that sine@ its introduction to the Profession itbas come into more general use than all other instruments combined.

UNION OP EXTE RNAL AND INTERNAL SUPPORT.-The abdomen is held up by the broad morocco leather belt, with con-cave front, and elastic straps to buckle around the hips. The Uterine Support is a cup and stem made of highly polished hard rubber verylight and durable, shaped to fit the neck of the womb, with openings for the secretions to pass out, as shown by the cut. Cupe are, adewith extended lips to correct flexions and versions of the womb.
ADAPTABILITY TO VARYING POSITIONS OF THE BODY.-The cup and stem are suspended from the belt by two softelastic Rubber Tubes, which are fastened to the front of the belt by simple loops, pass down and through the stem of the cup and upto theback of the belt. These soft rubber tubes, being elastic, adapt themselves to aIl the varying positions of the body and perform the serviceof the ligaments of the womb.
SELF A DJUS7ING.-One of the many reasons which recommend this Supporter to the Physician is that it lu self adjusting. Thephysician after applying it need have no fear that he will be called in haste to remove or readjust it, (as is often the case with rings andvarious pessaries held in position by pressure against the vaginal wall) as the patient can remove it at will, and replace it without assistance.It can be worn at all times, will not interfere with nature's necessities, will not corrode, and is lighter than metal. It will answer for ailcases of Anteversion, Retroversion, or any Flexion of the womb, and is used by the leading Physicians with unfailing success, even in themost difficult cases.

Our Reduced Prices are, to Physicians, $7.00, to Patients, $10.00.
Instruments sent by mail at our risk, on receipt of price, with 35 cents added for Canadian Postage; or we can send by Ex•press, C. O. D. Physicians in the Dominion can obtain the Instrument at above prices from ELLIOTT & CO., No. 3 Front Street,oronto, or F. GROSS, 682 to 690 Craig Street, Montreal. CA UT1ON.-We call particular attention of Physicians to the factthat unscrupulous parties are nanufacturing a worthless imitation of thia Supporter, and some dishonest dealers, for the sake of gain, artrying to sell then, knowing they are deceiving both physician and patient Persons receiving a Supporter will find, if it isgenuine, the directions pasted in the cover of the box with the head-line " DR. L. D. McINTOSHS NATURAL UTERINESUPPO RTER "; a cut on the right, showing the Supporter, and on the left its application ; also the Fac Simile Signature of DR L. DMcINTOSH. Each pad of the abdominal belt is stamped in gilt letters, DR. McINTOSH'S NATURAL UTERINE SUPPORTER CO, CHI-CAGO. ILL Each box also contains our pamphlet on " DiSPLACBMENT8 OF TR WOMB," and an extra pair of RUBBER TUBES.

DR. McINTOSH NATURAL UTERINE SUPPORTER 00.
192 and 194 JACKSON STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.

Our valuable pamphlet, " Sone Practical Facts about Displacements of the Womb," will be sent you free on application.

ArBpeclfy on aUl ordersu1

Planton's OapeU1ei, OR. MARTINS VACCINE VIRUS
The Best of American Manufacture.

Known as Reliable nearly 50 years for PRICE DUTETr 1
"General Excellence in Manufacture."

H.PLANTEN&SON, --

No. 224 WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK. Tre An"a1 Vaejs^4- VMqis lO
* See Profs. VAN BURIN & KEYEs on Urinary Organs, note p. 64,

Soft and Hard Capsules all kinds Filled.
EMPTY. Order by TOP No. only.O

Fer taking Powders or 0 Boxes 100 each,
Solida, free of taste,
smell, lnjury to the z
teeth, mouth or throat. - o

Send for a trial box.
100 by mail 50 cents.

3. 6, and 12 grain.

1-8, 1-4, 1-16, and 1-32 ounce.

1, 2, 3, 4 and 8 drams.
For giving liquids or solida te Horses and Cattie.

DOC WORM.
5 Minima Oil of Male Fern.

CAPSULES FOR MECHANICAL PURPOSES.
N.B.-We make aIl kinds of Capsules te order. New Articles, lnCapsuling and Private Formulas w.speciality.

Sold by all Druggists. Samples Free.

- -us go augeéSncS QM K)
16 Large Ivory " Lancet" Point................ $2 00

de go ............. 1 007 99 id

ALL VIRUS FULLY WARRANTED.

It in hoped that the Profession will approeiate the impor-
tance of fully supporting Physicians devoted te this laboricusand expesive specialty, and responsible for the quality of ailVirus issued.

If the patronage of Physicians is distributed amongst ail,who, often without any fitness, offer to supply true animalvirus; the simple result will be that no on will receive
enough te maintain a proper establishment.

Our Senior Partner has been for over twenty years devotedto týe specialty of Vaccine supply. He introduced trueAnimal Vaccination into America In 1870; and our establish-ment is by far the most perfect and extensive in the world.Address

DR. HENRY A. MARTIN & SON,
Roxbury District, Boston, Mass.

RECTAL, 3 Sizes.

VACINAL, 4 Izes

HORSE, 5 Sizes.
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RUGURTama TRADE MAR.
PUT UP _ gpLgg

IN- 
fiiiê

on
1 lb. Cans uppuation.

5 " ITHE
10 " POST OFFICE

10 LAWS
25 FoRiBi anything
50 " of an oleaginous

nature being sent
through the mail.

a nd chemical aomposition, Co moline [Un duentum Potrolel] la an ola1nous hydrocar ea, pnding ta the heavy petroleum oils,anrd contairning a large amoiut of the paraffines aud olefine ai formulS C16 H84 & ClORSI It containu buta sms.tl percentage of thepaafflueand olefines, corresponding to the formula 07 H16 and 07 H14, ruepectively, and the offensive aud irritatlng properties of the crude oit havebeen carefully removed. In the process of purification, no acide, alkalles, or other chemicals are emproyed, red no injurous addition aany kid are made to the natural product. The result l a semi-eolid, translucent substance, with a faint odor, an unctuous feel and aslightIy tarry taste.
Cosmoline [Unguentum Petrolel] melte at about 100 FaB. (W Osai.); and boils at about 625 Ykh. (20 Ost.); its speciSc gravity laabout 0.875 at 60* Fah.
As it contains no oxydizable or organic matter capable cg aaqe by putrefacion or fermmtatlc, sud la abeotutely without affinltyfor moistu re, iL offers ta the PioCession ant admirable unguesit wua» cn nve décomposa, fermat, or becme rancid ini any climats ortemperature.

1 MAals Aumva, Nu, Toas, Febmuary 26th, 1878.1 have examined the Preparations of Cosmoline as mranutetured by E. F. Houghton & Co.. Philadelphia, and betteve them weladapted to the purposes for which they are designed. As lubricants, and as the bases of simple or medicated ointraenta, they have a decidedadvantage ever the fixed oil and fatty substaose in ordlnary use, la that they do Mot become rancid, and do not acquire m rreiating qua tiedfro m a tm o p h e ric e x to s u re .A 
I D C . P O T I L , L D ,Emertus Pro fessor of Clinic Surgery in the UnisrUy of New Tork, fuiitio Swrgeon to PrDEbD H .Dp. d.

Mass E. F. HoueaTos & Co.: 218 SOUTE BIrIT NTr SrammE, PUAI>I 4i July 7tk l».
Gentlemen-Tie petraleum produc prea red byyou and uppled ta phyeian under the nae of Cosmoline [Unguentum Petroasw),was finit brougbt ta ruy notice whie I was a Reident hyseioan the Peu ivanla Hospital, and l ai once commenrled Iteeti ta me as ràbland emo!lient, as an elegant substitute for Carron oil in burns and cde, as a protctive an excoriations aud certain disemse as theskin, and as an excipient in the place of lard for a liestlons to the eye and ear. For the last ve eOor I have used the plain Casmolineboth in hospital and private practice in Gynecological Obstetrical cases, with perfect sainfacto an consider e mch superlor t OliveOil, which is so generally used. Carholated Cosmoline is a ful combination, but tan os-ented oline te beyond ait question a Oveoof art, which cannot be too highly commended. I have the honor to be,

Very respeufully, jou, FRANK WOODBURY, M.D.,
Physician to German Hoieptal.

Mussas. E. F. Hoevour & 00.: P m ar, JIly 10Qh 18
1 bave for a number of v'ears muade extensive nue of Ocernoline [Unguentua PetMol md sensder it a mosi valuable article for surg-cal purposes. Eiher as a dreming by Itseli or as a veIide for tbe application af medîcamente, i là gresUy supere t lard or ier .matters, eapeclally by reason, of lia nualiiy i. ehaffl by tUrneo ai erperature.Tor %WJONIPAKRID

______ Youes iruly, JOHN H. PACKARD, M..

Mussas. E. F. HouenToN & Co.: 1M WaLNUT $nair, PEUADWAULr .
I have used extensively Cosmahhne U wuetur Puésoleil bath in Danad&ty and prlvate ractic with very i satisfaction. Asa vehicle for maklug ointinents It la inl.uable, andl Mr sanror ta lard, for the reasnaau à Il fot become ranci or u dergo chaudeschange like the latter, when exposed to th@ aea-p -g ianaitoo hi ly commend it as a t In varions ski diseuses.

Tours truly JOHN V. SHOEMAKER, AN., M.D,
Physlcian ta the >mqtvsZ Free Dtopeary for Skia D ,es

Messrs. E F. Houerrros & Co., M West B4th Steuet, Naw T a.
Quirs :-I fully appreciate th ve Y" to Ysr OaeIe er Ungi. Putch andrmmbehM Irqu n luinimentr. Pluid Voohia.fhave usca oonotly for several Ves a a lu sait ureea l souda i jethe n en Flui f=nn

TOME #IT.ly cm HuaNi VOL.

PREPARED BY

E. F. HOUGHTON 00.,
211 S. FR1O]frT STr]EET, PHTT.AD)LP II.

In corresponding with advertisers please mention the CANAriA LANCET.
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MILK
9 0

Tra de Mark.

ITS PREPARATION AND VALUE FOR INFANTS.
Preparation.-For an infant under three months mix one teaspoonful of the Food with ten of hot or coldwater, hold over the gas, lamp, or stove with constant stirring, until it has boiled two or three minutes. Cool to aboutblood heat, and give in feeding botle. For a child three to ten months old, mix in proportion of eight of water to oneof Food. For a pap in proportion of five of water to one of Food.
Value.-Containing only Milk, Wheaten Bread Crust, and Cane Sugar (as stated in No. 1), this Food suppliesall the elements necessary for complete alimentation in the most easily assimilable form ; the milk furnishing casein,albumen, hydrates of carbon and sugar of milk, while the wheaten bread crust supplies nitrogen, and is especially richin saline matter, particularly in potash salts, mainly in the form of Phosphates, and carbon is obtained from the canesugar. It makes pure blood, firm flesh, hard muscle, and tough bone. It is a sure preventive of summer complaint,and by its use the bowels can be kept in just the state desired. The simplicity of its preparation, and the uniformityobtaned are two points the value of which cannot be overestimated.
Particular Attention.-We do not claim that this Food will agree with all children; we do not think thatany artificial food will ever be made which will do this, as nature sometimes fails, a mother's milk not agreeing with herown child. We only claim what bas been proved by its use for fifteen years past, that it will agree with a larger propor-tion of children that any other artificial food.
We shall shortly address you with reference to this Food as a substitute for woman's milk and cow's milk.A pamphlet by Prof. H. Lebert, of Berlin, giving full particulars of the Food, sent to any address on application to

THOMAS LEBMING & 00., Sole
nMioNTRoEAL. P. Q.aFor a perfectly pure condensed milk, free fro>n starch of any kind, try Nestle's.

THE IMPROVED BODY BRAOE.

FIG. a.

ABDOMINAL AND SPINAL
SHOULDER AND LUNG BRADE.

FIG. 8.

THE BANNING
Truss and Brace Company's

S~Y¯STEDM
or

M echanical Support
Has the unqualified endorsement of over flve thous-
and of the leading medical men of this country and
Europe, and has been adopted by them in their
practice

PRACTIT ONERS
report.to the Medical Journals and to us that cases of

Hernia, Spinal Deformities and
Uterine Displacement.

which have gone through the whole catalogue ofother Spinal Props, Corsets, Abdominal Supporters,Pesaries and Trusses,

Yield Readily to our 8ystem of 8upport.
AN EXPERIENCED PHYSICIAN IN ATTEND-

ANCE FOR CONSULTATION.

BanningTruss& BraceGo.
704 BROADWAY,

New York City.
NO OTHER OFFICE OP ADDRESS.

îend for our Deaoriptiue Pamphlet.
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No. 19. - Tan IxRaovED REvoLVmNe
SPINAL PRoP, for sharp angular curva-
ture, or " Pott's Disease " of the spine.
Recent and important improvements in
this have led to its adoption by the most
eminent physicians.
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®rialata gommntrations.

ON COUNTER-IRRITANTS, BLISTERS,
ETC.

BY ALFRED J. HORSEY, M.D., M.R.C.S., ENG.,
OTTAWA.%

GENTLEMEN,-With your permission I will sub-
mit to you a few thoughts and observations, on
some local medicaments, as irritants and blisters,
which have in a greater or less degree engaged
the attention of each of us. The remarks that I
am about to make, may to some appear heterodox,
though, if they are a departure in the direction of
truth you will commend them, but if not, the re-
verse must be your verdict. I may not tell you
anything new; but, by drawing your attention to
the subject, set you thinking. I hope at least
just now to set you talking, so that your various ex-
periences and opinions may be known, and the
outcome be of benefit both to ourselves and pa-
tients. #

It is not because I think topical applications of
the class I have mentioned, to be of no service in
the treatment of disease that I have chosen them
for the subject of my brief and imperfect remarks,
for I believe them to be the greatest comforters,
as well as the greatest tormenters of humanity, but
curative of disease only in a minor degree. I be-
lieve them to be as we read of them in our text
books even of to-day, a most barbarous and cruel
mode of treatment, sornetimes attended by posi-
tive harm, often as, alas, is too frequently the case
in much we do in medicine, applied in a haphaz-
ard or routine sort of way, it may be for the sake
of appearing to do something, hoping at least*no
harm may come of them. Not that routine prac-
tice, where we are convinced that it is productive of

* Read before the Bathurs nd Rideau Medical Associa-
tion, Jany. I7th, 1883.

good, should be objected to, for much of our most
useful treatment is empirical; we may not know
how it proves beneficial, but for this reason will not
discard it, but continue to carefully use it, hoping
some day to have revealed thit which is now hid-
den from us.

Counter-irritation, as you know, is irritation ex-
cited in a part of the body with the view of reliev-
ing a pathological irritation already existing in
another part. It is one of the oldest applications
of our art, being handed down to us from I don't
know whom, very probably it was the first domestic
remedy, a moral rubefacient, applied by the hand
of mother eve, to theglutei maximi of master Cain,
and judging from the little villian's after-career was
productive of much good.

Derivation or revulsion means a centre of irri-
tation, established in a part for the purpose of ab-
stracting the blood and vital manifestations from
some other part. Trousseau says, it would greatly
embarrass us to have to say by what internal paths
revulsions act ; the explanations of pathology have
not made the question clear, and we freely confess
we have vainly sought the explanation. This mode
of treatment is an attempt to imitate nature, sug-
gested by the knowledge, that disease for reasons
unknown, suddenly disappears from one part or
organ of the body to appear as suddenly in another
which phenomenon is known as metastasis. I
think it is admitted there is such a thing though
very often, that which is thought metastatic is
secondary to the original disease and merely an ex-
tension of it, as is exemplified in the deposit of pus
in the joints from a distant wound. The most
perfect metastasis is said to take place between
the parotid glands and testicles, which are like-
wise, said to be in symyathy one with another
most intimately. Though this connection is not
very apparent, it is true in a limited degree in all
probability, that one disease proves curative of an-
other, as after prolonged fevers old ulcers heal
and skin diseases disappear. Glands in many mor-
bid conditions seem to play a principal part, the
brunt of the disease falling heavily upon them. For
instance, many disorders manifest themselves by
derangement of the glands we can see and feel
about the throat, the tonsils, parotids, thyroids and
others, and yet we know the materies morbi to be
not only in these parts but generally through the
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Long ago, even before the time of Brown and
Broussais, it was thought that by setting up a
greater extent of irritation, that a less was drained
of its blood and vital phenomena and thus the part
was enabled to regain its normal action. I
think I am correct in stating that it is not generally
thought so now, but rather that an inflamed part
bas the power to draw to it all the blood required
to carry on the morbid changes in it, and that
though a second part be inflamed it does not de-
tract from the first. There are various other terms
now almost obsolete, which signify the methods in
which irritants act, or were supposed to act; such
as transpositive, substitutive, spoliative, but we will
not dwell on them here.

Local applications may extend their influence in
more ways than one ; but it is chiefly through the
nervous system, the impressions being transmitted
by the different nerves to their centres and thence
reflected to distant parts.

Ringer says, by applying an irritation to the ter-
mination of a nerve, we excite pain and the conse-
quent phenomena follow in their order; the irr-
itant produces certain molecular changes, which
thence extend to the sensorium, and on removing
the cause of pain the molecular arrangement re-
verts to its original condition and the pain subsides.
In every instance of pain, however produced, mole-
cular changes must involve the nuclei of nerves
or the centriptal fibres passing from them to the
sensorium. Some think that pain is an exaggerated
common sensation. There is no doubt that topi-
cal irritations make themselves felt in parts distant
from the points of application, whether they are
from the centre towards the surface or the surface
towards the centre. In epilepsy we have covul-
sions ; snuff excites sneezing ; ipecac, vomiting,
cach sensation excites a different molecular ar-
rangement in the nucleus of a nerve.

Let us ask ourselves are irritants curative in dis-
ease ? Are they capable of doing what their long
names would leadi one to believe they can do?
Through the sympathetic system or trophic nerves,
as they are called, because they preside over nutri-
tion and secretion, various impressions are transmit-
ted, capable of modifying the processes in various
ways and to some degree. But we cannot make
them do anything we wish, even if we knew what to
wish for. They are capable of performing certain
functions in health, it may be presiding over a gland

that makes saliva and we cannot compel them to se-
crete anything else. By interfering with them, by ir-
ritants and other disturbers of the laws upon which

they work, we may for a time and to some degree
make them secrete a greater or less quantity, or
a more or less abnormal quality ; but we can never
make a salivary gland secrete else than a good or
ba< quality of saliva. And yet we, to a part al-
ready thrown off its balance by a morbid process,
seek to make it right by another foreign imitation
of our own which we call art, hoping by this
homœopathic treatment, out of two wrongs to make
a right. And so it is with nutrition, we cannot go
beyond a narrow limit in it. We can deprive the
system of this or that element, or give a superabun-
dance of this or that, but only tissues more or less
normal can be produced. We may pervert, clog
or even suspend action by irritants and poisons, but
we can do no more.

There is no doubt, for it is daily'exemplified,
that counter-irritants are not only our most com-
mon but most effectual and safe means of relieving
pain, whether applied in the form of mustard
as a rubefacient to some painful nerve, or that of

the potential cautery in painful disease of joints.
And here we might ask ourselves, what is pain ?
Austie bas poetically called it " the prayer of the
nerves." It is said to depend on a Inolecular
(electrical if you like) change in a nerve different
from that of health, but of the same nature. When I
said blisters were the greatest comforters of man-
kind I meant by their pain-relieving properties. It
is thought they do so by altering the molecular
arrangement in the nerve, or its nucleus or replac-
ing it by a different one. Might it not be, in the
case of the more powerful counter-irritants and
cauteries, by shocking or paralyzing the nerves so
rendering them unfit to carry impressions ? How-
ever it is brought about, their pain-relieving pro-
perties are beyond a doubt. As to their curative
powers, except indirectly in this pain-relieving
quality, to my mind, they are but weak and unre-
liable agents.

A blister applied directly to an ulcer, in which
there is deficient action or indolence, may so
change it that it may readily heal-perhaps by
drawing more nutriment to it, or by destroying
granulations in a sore with abnormal action, as is
shown by large, soft, pale, insensitive celis, and
thus help it to repair. Or it may be by killing some
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local parasites as the trycophyton tonsurans in
tinea tonsurans or ring-worm, and in other local
affections in divers ways, prove curative. But in
general diseases to me they have long seemed un-
productive of good, excepting by relieving pain.

In pneumonia for example, in which blistering
has been used perhaps more than in any acute dis-
ease, I have failed to see any good which could be
attributed to its use, but certainly much pain and
discomfort if not positive harm. Dr. Inman, and
others, have shown that blisters and counter-irri-
tants applied to the chest or abdomen will, in some
instances, excite inflammation of corresponding
parts of the pleura and peritoneum. Again, an
irritant applied to a joint distended by synovial
fluid increases for a day or two the amount of
fluid. The arrest of lung fever, which I regard pneu-
monia to be. by the application of a blister meas-
ured by feet, seems to me as irrational as to place
one over the back for the cure of small-pox. If
there is any disease in which a whole and healthy
skm is required it is this one. The skin has been
called the external lung and to damage a large
extent of it as is sometimes done cannot be other
than injurious. It is through it that a critical
termination is sometimes brought about by profuse
sweating. I once heard Bennet, by whose teaching
bleeding was abandoned in this disease, and who
was not much in favour of blistering say :-Inflam-
mation of the lungs frequently terminated in one
of three ways, a copious sweat, urination or ex-
pectoration.

It was once the fashion to treat pneumonia at the
outset by a large fly blister hoping by revulsion to
arrest the disease, but as time went on its applica-
tion became more and more retarded, till, as Dr.
Wood says, "it is precisely at the period when
depletion, local and general, is no longer required
that blisters are applicable-or, as it might be put,
just as the patient has turned towards a favourable
termination he is subjected to useless pain and
annoyance and his recovery probably retarded by
the abstraction of more or less serum which con-
tains al nost as much albumen as blood and also
some fibrin. In pleurisy their benefit in my ex-
perience is very doubtful, and I think it amongst
the rarest probabilities, that the amount of sérum
in a pleural sac can be diminished by their use.

In inflammation of the bowels it is the common
practice of the day to place upon the abdomen

some active counter-irritant hoping it will in some
way prove remedial. Reasoning from analogy the
practice is very questionable. In burns and
scalds, especially of the trunk, inflammation of the
viscera is one of the most common sequences, and
more especially is this the case with the bowels.

Wm. Curling, of London Hospital, was the first
to call attention to the frequency of ulceration and
perforation of the duodenum in scalds and burns,
-not those of degree but of extent. It is super-
ficial sores of large extent that most commonly pro-
duce them, just such an injury to all appearance
as a fly blister would cause.

The foregoing remarks do not apply to the mc:c
emollient applications, liniments, rubefacients and
poultices, which, by their heat, moisture and active
principles are capable, with few exceptions, of do-
ing what the mure powerful vesicants are capable
of without their damaging effects. An now,
gentlemen, let me thank you for listening to my
paper, which I shall rather abruptly close for fear
what was intended for a mild rubefacient should
prove a blister.

LONGEVITY IN BRAZIL.

BY JOSEPH WORKMAN, M.D., TORONTO.

If the occurrence of remarkable instances of
longevity can be regarded as a sufficient indica-
tion of the salubrity of the climates in which they
are observed, we may feel almost warranted in the
conclusion, that our preconceptions as to the un-
healthiness of some countries, heretofore generally
reputed to be very inimical to human vitality,
have been very erroneous. In the November
(1882) number of the Uniao Medica, of Rio de
Janiero, a list is given of persons who had attained
to very advanced ages, in the Empire of Brazil.
The following is a translation from the Portuguese,
of the details presented :-

" In the province of Rio Grande, south, there is
a locality called Povo Novo, (young people), which
should rather be styled Povo Velho, (old people),
because of the long life of its fortunate inhabitants.
We here present a practical demonstration of the
existence of the elixir of life in this precious land :
Counting 17 years of life in the last century, there
is in this place a woman named Damazia de Bar-
ros, who married at 16, and lived in wedlock 70
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years, and lias been a widow for 15 years. From
her marriage she had 1 1 children, of whom eight
are now living; she has 48 grandchildren, 142
great grandchildren, and 20 great great grand-
children ; thus showing a descendence of 218 per-
sons, who are all now in the full enjoyment of
their mental faculties. She has a son who is past
8o, residing in Arroio Grande, from which he comes
every year to visit his old mother, making the jour.
ney, without much fatigue, in a single day ; two
sisters, each over seventy, accompanying him.

In the same locality, there are, of less ages, the
following persons :-Donna Maria Pereira das
Neves, aged 95, and Donna Muela das Neves,
aged 93, who are both industrious, and occupy
themselves in domestic work. Raphael dos Santos,
aged 94, who is able to do some work; Donna
Marenciana da Rosa, aged 90. There are in Povo
Novo an unusual number of persons, in comparison
with the entire population, from 70 to 8o years old.
It is there no rarity to hear of persons of 100 years
or over. From 1840 to the present date the fol-
lowing persons have died at this advanced period:
Anna Veladoa, 114 years ; Maria de Barros, 113
Joao da Rosa, 113; Diego de Barros, 104; Luiza
de Barros, 1o6; Anna da Rosa, 107 ; Domingos
de tal, 1o6; Rosa Rogado, 104; Maria Joaquina
da Conceico, 102 ; Manuel dos Quadros, 1oi:
Caetano Silveira and his wife died on the same
day, qnd were reckoned to have each passed oo
years of age. Donna Damazia de Barros, in spite
of her roo years, is able to work with the hoe from
morning till night. Albino de Barros, her son, is
87 ; he resides near Arroio de Palma, 12 leagues
from his mother, whom he visits every year, on
horseback. The youngest son of this woman,
Manuel de Barros, is 56. Mathias de Barros, the
husband of Damazia, died 16 years ago. A few
days before his death he shouldered a heavy bur-
den, and trotted off with it like a strong boy. He
related that he had danced at the ball given on
the occasion of his wife's baptism. In this family
many of the members are above 6o years old.
Maria de Souza is 1o8; D. Monoela da Rosa is
about 1oo ; D. Maria Soares, the mother of Lieut.-
Colonel J. Soares, is 95 ; Eugenia Nunes de Sousa,
is 83 ; Justino Luiz de Lima is 88, and his wife is
90 ; Antonio Ilheo, is above oo ; Polydoro Pe-
reira died at over ioo ; D. Joanna Mendes died
at over oo ; a short time before her death she

still rode on horseback, and went out at all hours,
in the exercise of her function as a midwife. Her
son, Frederico M., reached the age of over roo*

Stili more of the Macrobiotic sort.-Within the
present year (1882), there died in the vicinity of
S. Francisco de Paula, a Brazilian named Antonio
José da Silveir a, aged 132 years, and an African
named Goncalo, aged roo, both enjoying to the
end their complefe faculties. There lives in the
city of Porto Alegre, Rio Grande, South, in the
street Riachuelo, No. 16o, a lady who was born in
1773. She married at 25, the Governor D. Diego
de Souza being a witness. in the year 1798 ; she
is therefore now 109. She has the perfect use of
her faculties ; converses with much decision ;
travels on foot through the whole city, visiting
many of her friends ; on the day of visiting the
graves, she goes to the cemetery, and returns from
it on foot, and in like manner she attends the fes-
tals of the M1enino Deus. She numbers sons,
grandsons and great grandsons. Ditosa senhora 1"

Some of our modern- Thomases may be dis
posed to question the accuracy of the preceding
figures, simply because they do not comport with
their own experience, which is a form of argument
no less cogent than that of the African who de-
nied the possibility of water becoming solid, be-
cause he had never seen frost. It is, no doubt,
quite true that old people have but weak memories,
and from having no reliable record of their births,
or having forgotten the dates, they may fail into
the error of exaggeration, and by frequent repeti-
tion become at last sincere believers in their own
assertions. Some, however, of the preceding Bra-
zilian records appear to have fair pretensions to
accuracy.

HINTS ON CHRONIC CONSTIPATION.

BY T. ARNOLD HAULTAIN, M. A, PETERBORO, ONT.

Perhaps no malady of those that are popularly
classed as trivial and undeserving of medical aid, is
so pregnant with results destructive of the very acti-
vities most required by the class of persons often-
est afflicted with it, as Chronic Constipation.
It is the sedentary man, the man who lives by his
brain, that suffers most ; and it is his brain, his
mental faculties, that he finds chiefly impaired.
,Every student knows the value of a laxative dur-
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ing examinations ; Carneades, the most celebrated
of the later Academic philosophers, I believe it
was, who was accustomed to take a strong purga-
tive before arguing against the Stoics; and I once
heard of a commandant of a regiment who vowed
he knew no better incentive to the invention of a
new manouvre than an anti-bilious pill.

The particular species of constipation to which
1 refer, is that due to the impairment of the con-
tractile power of the muscular coat of the large
intestine. So many influences tend to diminish
the patient's efforts to cure this habitual form, that,
in nine cases out of ten, only by spasmodic and
soon-discouraged endeavors can he be persuaded
to undertake remedial measures. Its persistency ;
the expense and trouLle of procuring drugs, the
use of which cannot be long continued; the per-
ceptibly waning efficacy of many of these very
drugs; the want of time to persevere daily in such
mechanical contrivances as enemata, suppositories,
lengthened attempts at evacuation; the absolute
impossibility to the majority of sufferers-in this
country at least-of procuring throughout the year
such articles of diet as are almost a sine qua non ;
the inability to devote to defecation the time best
suited to the system,-these are some of the causes
that lead to a cessation of the employment of
measures, such as, even to procure a moderate
amount of success, demand untiring pertinacity.
This being the case, the simpler the remedies, and
the more suited to the habits and circumstances of
the patient the better. I do not hesitate therefore, to
suggest the following remedial-I will not as yet
say curative-plan as an adjunct or auxiliary to
the conventional treatment.

This is the induction of a greater number of eva-
cuations per diem than that to which the patient
has been accustomed. The intestinal canal has
been subjected to abnormal and long-continued
distension ; nutrition of this organ has been dimin-
ished ; its muscular fibres are probably somewhat
atrophied, and the nerve blexûses do not fulfil their
function. If then we can eliminate the causes of
distension we shall have accomplished everything ;
and the less unnaturally the elimination is effected
the better.

This augmentation of the number of evacuations
may, I think, best be provoked by :-

i. Regular attempts at defecation, not only after
breakfast as usual, but also after the mid-day and

evening meals ; and if this last consists of ' tea,
after supper also.

2. Employment of the measures adopted or pre-
scribed in the medicinal and mechanical treatment
at times calculated so that these will exert their
effects after the mid-day and evening meals, leav-
ing the first to nature.

3. (a). The ingestion of a glass of cold water,
or-better still, cold tea or coffee, before luncheon,
and (b). Supplementing the last repast-which
ought to be light-with a small quantity of spirits
diluted with hot water. This, so common a cus-
tom amongst the lower and middle classes in Eng-
land, exerts a great influence on the peristaltic
action of the intestines, and is preferable--at all
events to the palate !-to any stomachic.

4. Kneading the abdomen with the fingers,
especially along the course of the descending colon,
sigmoid flexure and rectum, while at stool, in the
intervals of the expulsion of feculent matter. By
these means I believe (and, I may add, not on
theoretical grounds alpne) the bowel may soon be
made to understand that it is expected to divide
its daily task of expulsion into three or more por-
tions.

The theory on which the success of the method
depends is, of course, that the colon, rectum, etc.,
do not become distended to the extent that they
otherwise would be and are, were there only the
usual single evacuation in the twenty-four hours.
And it seems plausible to imagine that, the quan-
tity of food ingested remaining the same, the
amount of nourishment extracted and assimilated
remaining the samne, then, if the excreta are expell-
ed instead of being allowed to be retained for
twenty-four hours there cannot obtain that same
ennervating distention of the bowel.

-0-

RETENTION OF A DEAD FŒTUS FOR
NINE YEARS.

BY A. D. M'GILLVARY, SYDNEY, N. S.*

It is an old saying that "truth is stranger than
fiction." I submit to you the following history, ex-
tracted from my note-book, not for any very great
advantage it may be to my professional brethren
so much as to show how much the human system
can endure at times.

* Read before the Cape Medical Society, Feb. 13th, 1883.
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On the 1st of November last I was called quite rest and high up I could not remove. I then,
a distance into the country to see a patient who with difficulty, passed a gum catheter into the
gave me the followiig account. Her name was uterine cavity and removed three pints of most
Mrs. J. McL., aged 36 years, has been married fetid pus ; afterwards I washed out the cavity
eleven years, her husband still living. During the with a solution of permanganate of potash. I put
first year and nine months after being married the her upon sulphate of quinine, and as the perspi-
menstrual flow was regular and normal ; at that rations were so very profuse I gave her a solu-
period her courses stopped, and for the next six tion of sulphate of atropia.
months she had all the symptoms of pregnancy On November 3rd, accompanied by Dr. Wm.
with quickening in the fourth month. About the McKay, of Reserve Mines, we visited the patient.
end of the sixth month she received a severe in- Found the pulse 12o, temperature 102° ; the gen-
jury in the back while driving in a waggon over eral condition much the same as on previous visit.
a broken bridge. Immediately after the injury From the foetor of the discharge the air in the room
she was attacked with vomiting, and from that was almost unbearable. I had the patient placed
time her health began to fail. In a fortnight's on a table, then passed a catheter into the uterine
time her feet and legs began to swell and the ab- cavity and removed nearly á pint of thick pus, not
domen became flaccid and uncomfortable. A quite so offensive as the first.
month after the injury she had severe intermittent Dr. McKay then put the patient under ether,
pains for twenty-four hours, followed by a discharge and I removed the impacted bone from the canal,
of water and a little blood. About a month from that I could not remove on my first visit. My
this date she awoke in the night, flooding. A sound passed into the cavity about six inches. I
doctor (save the mark) was called, who gave some found no solid body, but a mass of semi-solid ma-
medicine and left. This flooding continued for terial that grated on the sound as it passed through
six days, when it stopped, and a white purulent it. I immediately began to dilate the neck, using
discharge began, which has continued ever since. the blades of a pair of forceps as a dilator. In a
A year after the purulent discharge began she con- short time I was able to pass a pair of placenta
sulted a second doctor, who gave some more me- forceps and with them removed a quantity of
dicine, and ordered vaginal injections. At the end broken down tissue mixed with bone. Having
of two years from the time the discharge of pus emptied the uterus I washed out the cavity with
began, or about three years from the date of preg- the permanganate solution as before. The patient
nancy, small pieces of bone began to come away- came out from under the ether very slowly, shethese continuing to pass at irregular intervals for being an hour and a half under its influence.
over six years. Eighteen months ago she con- During the whole operation there was not two
sulted a third doctor, who ordered injections again. ounces of blood lost. The patient being placed
At the time of my visit her condition was as fol- in bed, I left the tollowing instructions : Hot
lows: Pulse, 130; temperature, 10334-very much turpentine stupes to be applied occasionally to theemaciated-and very nervous ; has had hectic fever abdomen ; opium to be given if there should be
and profuse night sweats for over a year. .Has much pain or tenderness, and sulph. quinine
had diarrhœa and vomiting for the last three to be continued and largely increased should the
months ; is unable to take any solid food. The temperature rise high.
abdomen is enlarged to about the size at seven November 6-Visited patient again ; pulse 96,month's pregnancy. The uterus feels soft and temperature 101°, general condition much im-
boggy, marked tenderness on the upper portion, proved ; night sweats still troublesome, but not soparticularly on the right side. On making a va- bad as formerly. The abdomen was markedly re-ginal examination I found the uterus low down, duced in size, with very little tenderness on pres-the os slightly dilated, the cervix very much hyper- sure. The discharge is still copious but not sotrophied, and the cervical canal impacted with fœtid. I introduced a No. 12 catheter and drewpieces of bone, some of them deeply imbedded in off about four ounces of very thick pus, after whichthe tissue. With a pair of forceps I removed I washed out the cavity as on the other occasions.
some eight or ten piece%, but one larger than the I gave sulph. quinine and tinct. ferri mur., and
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instead of the atropia solution I gave tinct. of
ergot. This was my last visit.

Here let me draw attention to some of the dif-
ficulties I had to contend with : First, the distance
from town prevented my giving the case the atten-
tion it required, and the debilitated condition of
the patient prevented her removal; it also pre-
vented me from using the ordinary means of dilat-
ing the os uteri, and necessitated my using forci-
ble dilatation. Had I failed in this attempt I
should have had to divide the neck on either side
snfliciently to pass my forceps ; yet, in the face of
all these difficulties, my patient is making a good
recovery. There is still some discharge; the night
sweats are troublesome at times, yet she is
steadily improving, taking sulph. quinine and
tinct. ferri mur. before eating, and iodide pot. with
fl. ext. sarsap. co. between meals.

The lessons to be learned from this case are:
ist. The great necessity for a correct diagnosis;
2nd. Encouragement to try, even in almost hope-
less cases ; and 3rd. When instrumental interfer-
ence is required, use the appliances you have at
hand, even if they are not just those laid down as
the proper ones. If the work is properly done
success may crown the effort when everything ap-
pears to be against you.

ON THE TREATMENT OF HYDROPHO-
PHOBIA.

BY J. M'CREA, M.D., CAMPBELLFORD, ONT.*

In June. i86o, I attended a case of hydrophobia
near the Village of Hastings. The case terminated
fatally on the fifth day after the symptoms were
well marked. At the time and since, I have read
much on the subject, and have studied carefully
the opinions of different writers.

Dr. Watson appears to have devoted much time
and talent in discussing the nature and treatment
of this terrible disease ; and after giving a long list
of medicines and operations together with many
so-called specifics, that in time proved to be of
little value, he sums up by saying that the disease
once established was incurable by any known re-
medies, and that our efforts should be directed to
the removal of the virus at the seat of injury at an

* Read at the meeting of the Newcastle and Trent and
Quinté and Cataraqui Medical Association.

early date, and that the only safe and effectual re-
medy was perfect excision of the part bitten. But
it is quite possible that the part bitten may be so
situated that excision may be difficult or dangerous.
Now, Dr. Watson, foreseeing the trouble attending
such a complication, has recommended that if a
general excision should be difficult or dangerous
to make skewers of wood and insert a skewer into
each separate tooth-mark, and then make a circular
incision around the skewer, and thus remove the
poison. Or, if that operation was dangerous or
difficult, to wash out the wound and apply nitrate
of silver.

About 20 years ago I treated two cases of bites
from decidedly mad dogs. In March, 186z, I. B.,
aged seven years, went to the barn to call her
father to dinner. As she was returning to the
house a dog came from under the barn and seized
the child by the leg. She was wearing short dresses
at the time, and the bite was on the bare leg, mak-
ing a very severe wound in the popliteal space.
The cries of the child brought her father to her,
and with a fork he was using at the time, he killed
the dog. I was called to the case, and finding
several of Mr. B.'s animals bleeding from recent
wounds, inflicted as we supposed by the dog, we
were disposed to think seriously of the matter.
In examining the wound I found the formation
of the part such that I could not see my way very
clear to excision either general or on the skewer
plan, and I resolved to treat her by the application
of caustics. I had with me both nitrate of silver
and chloride of zinc, and resolved to use the zinc.
After probing the wounds to a.certain their depth
and direction, I washed them freely, using a male
syringe, with very warm water, and continued
the operation for a considerable time. I then
shaved the rods of zinc into very fine points and
introduced one into each separate tooth-mark, be-
ing more particular that the points were sufficiently
long to reach the botton than to their circum-
ference. I ordered warm linseed poultices to be
frequently applied, and left opium powders to allay
pain and procure sleep. On the second day a
profuse suppuration ensued, but not before I be-
gan to regret having placed so formidable a caustic
in the immediate neighborhood of the knee-joint.
The inflammation and suppuration soon ceased,
the wound healed kindly, and she made a good
recovery from the effects of the caustic. She has



never shown any tendency to hydrophobia, is mar- REPORT F A CASE 0F POLYSARCOMA
ried and has five children, yet Mr. B. was ob-
liged to shoot five or six of his animals, unmistak- BY J. ALGERNON TEMPLE, M. D., M. R. C. S. ENG., ETably mad in periods ranging from 13 to 27 days. Prof. of Miduifery and Diseases of Women and Children i

My second case was in the month of January, Trnity Medical College, Toronto, etc.
1864. T. C., a well-to-do farmer, came to con- Owing to the rarity of this disease 1 am induce
sult me, having just a few hours before been bitten to give the following brief report of a case occur
by his own dog. He reported that he found his ring in my practice fa
dog acting strangely, worrying the animals in the On July st, 88, 1 was requested to see
barn-yard, and in the attempt to pull the dog off gentleman, aged 77 years, from whom I got th
a sheep, the dog seized him by his hand, passing folowing history :-Two months previous to thi
his teeth entirely through the hand between the time he was attacked with excessive pain along thi
base of the index finger and the thumb. He killed time he ascith exessive pai aonth
the dog, and after seeing that quite a number of course of the left sciatic nerve, which has continue
his animals had been bitten, he became alarmed, up to the present in spite of medical treatment
fearing the dog was mad. .He was advised to have some Turkish baths, anc

had tbree, which appear to have prostrated hirrI gave him a full history of I. B.'s case, and
advised him to submit to the same line of treat- very much. About two weeks before I saw him ht
ment, telling him I had every confidence that the noticed a great number of small, hard, painles
suppurtion iduce by teer custidcewul percth tlumps, scattered over the whole anterior surface osuppuration induced by the caustic wouild perfecty the abdominal wall, accompanied by great weakeliminate the poison, admonishing him aiso of the ness but no pain. The day I saw him, his pulstgreat pain and inflammation that was sure to e 1- was 112, temperature 99-2 ; skin hot and drysue. fe appeared to dread the caustie, and countenance anxious and haggard, tongue coatedbegged of me to excise the part, or amputate at bowels constipated, entire loss of appetite, restless,the wrist. I at u ength prevaied on him to alo wakefu, despondent, considerable emaciation, acme to use the caustic, whicb produced the usuai companied by great weakness, and inabiiity to waikresults, causing great pain and swelling of the copaidaby Th w h e admal surfalh . without assistance. The whole abdominal surfacehand, reieved in a few days by a profuse suppur- was studded over with a great number of smallation. His hand healed satisfactorily. Mr. C has bard subcutaneous tumors, varying in size from a
never felt any tendency to the disease, now nearly bucksbot to an amond, movabie, coiorless, and
19 years, but was obliged to kill seven of his painless. Some of them were attached to the
animais in periods ranging from 15 to 74 days. skin on their summit. A considerable number wereAs nothing reliable has been devied with the also present in the groins, and both axille. Iexception of excision,andthatoperation beingsome- searched over the whole of the remaining part oftimes difficult, or even dangerous, and notably so the body and found but one on the left forearm.in the cases I have seen, I humbly submit that if I concluded I had a case of Polysarcoma to dealI were bitten by a rabid animal I should request with and gave an unfavorable prognosis. Theto be treated by caustics, and that caustic the chlo- symptoms of emaciation and weakness continuedride of zinc. and would feel the utmost confidence to increase, and lie becane comatose and died onin being free from danger from the bite. the 5th September. The treatment pursued was

The cases I have reported upon would probably chiefly of a tonic character with good diet. I also
have been cases of which Dr. Watson says : "That gave him chian turpentine. Diarrhœa and vomit-
if he were bitten by a decidedly rabid animal upon ing came on a few days before death. The tum-
his arm or his leg, and the bite was of such a kind ors were never painful but he constantly complain-
that the whole wound could not be excised, my ed of soreness and heat within the abdomen.reason would teach me to desire, and I hope i After death I removed several of these small tum-should have fortitude enough to endure, amputa- ors and sent some to Dr. Osler, of Montreal, andtion of the limb above the place of injury." Dr. Sheard, of Toronto, for microscopical exami-

nation.
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Dr. Osier writes me as follows :-" I have ex-

amined the specimens, which appear to be of the
nature of a round-celled sarcoma iz. e., a tumor
composed almost entirely of rDund cells about the FREQUENT REPETITION OF DOSES.size of colorless blood corpuscles, with very little
stroma, only sufficient for the support of the ves- BY A. A. SMITH, M. D., BELLEVUE HOSPITAL.
sels. In places there were a few giant cells but

the dd nt orma pecalfetur ii te rowh •GENTLEMEN,- propose to direCt your atten-they did aot form a special feature in the growth" tion this morning to the subject referred to at myDr. Sheard's report was substantially the same, last lecture, namely, the frequent repetition ofviz : that these growths were malignant and that doses. This subject is a very important one, andthe case was one of polysarcoma. one regarding which it is very difficult to establish
The family history of deceased was unexception- any arbitrary rules. In the case of chronic dis-The good, threing no edeced ws caneceo d eases, where it is necessary to continue the treat-ally good, there being no evidence 0f cancer or allied nient for a long time, the plan of administeringdisease. His previous health had always been the medicine in larger doses at intervals of five orvery good. I regret I was prevented by the family six hours is probably the best one which can befrom making a post mortem examination. adopted. For example, if you were prescribing

some preparation of iron in a case of anæmia, itThe Committee of the American Medical As- would be unnecessary to give it oftener than threesociation, appointed to arrange for the publication times daily. Again, in certain cases it may beof an Association journal, have recommended the desirable to produce the full effect of the drug at aundertaking. single dose, as in the administration of a cathartic,or of quinine to reduce temperature.
. In other cases, however, it is desired, in admin-

*¢port of #ctit. istering medicinal remedies, to keep up their con-tinued effect, and the question arises, whether we
BRANT CO. MEDICAL ASSOCIATION. can accomplish this purpose better by giving themin smaller doses at frequent intervals than by giv-The above society held its regular quarterly meet- ing them in large doses at much longer intervals,

ing in Brantford on March 6th the President, the total amount of the drug in the end being, per-
Dr. Clarke, in the chair. An unusually large at- haps, the same in either case. It is a fact withtendance of members from the county and city which you are acquainted that certain drugs be-
were present. The minutes of last regular meet- come absorbed and produce their effect upon theinwere pre ndTe mnues osystem in a very short time, and they may also being were read and confirmed. eliminated very rapidly, while others act slowîyDr. Winskill read a paper on " Traumatic-Menin- and are eliminated after a longer interval.
gitis," which originated in an injury to the ear. A . The first drug to which I would cal) your atten-discussion followed in which Drs. Griffin, Burt and tion m connection with the subject of the lecture
Harris took part. is the chlorate of potash. It may not be unknownto most of you that this drug has at times beenDr. Griffin related the history of, and the treat- administered in sufficiently large doses to produce
ment pursued in three cases of fracture of the neck a dangerous inflammation of the kidneys. Special
of the femur which had occurred in his practice attention has been called to this fact by Dr. Jacobi,during the present winter. of this city, and also by other authors. Thisdanger can be avoided by administering the drugDr. Harris then gave post mortem notes of in small doses frequently repeated. In writing"Disease of the Kidney." The organ was enlarged the prescription, a teaspoonful of the solution mayfrom its normal size of a few ounces to about eight be made to represent as much of the drug as youpounds, and showed evidence of malignant disease. wish to give ; or, if it be in a more concentrated

The following gentlemen were appointed a comn- form, the patient may add water to it. Grain doses
gmven every half-hour in scarlet fever, diphtheria,mittee for the purpose of urging upon the proper tonsillitis, etc., will produce the same results asauthorities iii the city and county the necessity of larger doses, without the danger of the evil effectsprocuring hospital advantages for the place : Drs. resulting from the accumulation of the drug in theBurt, Henwood, Harris, Marquis, Winskill, Philip, system, as sometimes happens when it is adminis-

Kitchen and Griffin. tered in the ordinary way. Indeed, I believe theywýill produce better resuits on the throat inflamma-The society adjourned to meet at Paris on the tions.
first Tuesday in June next. For the treatment of neuralgia, croton chlora2



has for a long time been given in large doses, as fluence which the former drug may have upon the
from five to eight grains, repeated every two hours, heart. So dangerous do I consider large doses of
until fifteen grains are taken. But allow me to jaborandi that I often hesitate long before admin-
suggest what I consider a better mode of adminis- istering it, especially in the uremia of the puerper-
tering the drug-that is, to give a grain of it, pre- al state.
pared as you please, either in liquid or pill form, The next preparation of which I shal speak is a
every half hour until the neuralgic symptoms are solution of the sulphate of atropine, one-hun-
reieved. A solution of which a teaspoonful re- dredth of a grain in a goblet of water, a teaspoon-
presents a grain of the croton chloral may be ful of which shall constitute a dose, amounting in
made, having scarcely any of the bad taste which all to about sixty doses. Now, you will otten be
usually belongs to this medicine when given in called to see cases of supposed croup, but which,
large doses. I may here remark that one of the in the majority of instances, prove to be cases of
important advantages connected with the frequent false croup of a reflex origin. Ordinarily, you will
repetition of doses is the fact that the medicine be able to relieve these patients by giving them a
may be so largely diluted with water or other teaspoonful of this preparation every hour. It is
vehicle as to be rendered comparatively tasteless, possible the remedy acts slightly as a stimulant of
and harmless to the mucous membrane of the the respiratory centre; it is also possible that it
stomach. has some influence upon muscular contraction or

You will often be called upon to treat very relaxation ; at all events, clinical experience
obstinate cases of urticaria, and you will be put to proves that it is of benefit in these cases. The
your wits' end to know what to do. The plan dose may be repeated every hour or halt-hour, ac-
ordinarily suggested is to give alkalies, as the bicar- cording to the severity of the attack. If the child's
bonate of sodium, or magnesium ; but, if you will face begins to flush and show signs of the physio-
give the patient two grains of the salicylate of sodi- logical effects of the drug, the dose can be reduc-
um every hour or half-hour, you wIll usually be ed in frequency. It should be remembered that
enabled to effect a cure even in obstinate cases, when thus administered the equivalent of a full
except those of a chronic nature. Two grains of dose of the drug will soon be reached. Do not
the salicylate of sodium administered in a teaspoon- forget in these cases to give an emetic if there is
ful of water is almost tasteless, and may be given anything in the stomach which may be causing the
without producmg disturbance of digestion. Urti- spasm, or a cathartic if there be reason to suspect
caria is often caused by the adminstration of full'intestinal disturbance as the cause.
doses of balsam of copaiba in cases of urethritis, or The bromides are largely used in the treatment
inflammation of other mucous membranes, and it of the nervous and febrile disturbances of children,
may seem strange to you when I make.the state- but an objection to them is the fact that the little
ment that a single drop of the same drug given patients do not take them readily, because of the
every half-hour will sometimes control urticaria. taste ; the bromide of sodium is, perhaps, as little
I have no explanation to offer, but I make the disagreeable as any of the preparations. This ob-
statement not alone upon the authority of others; jection can be avoided by giving small doses fre-
I myself have often observed the efficacy of the quently repeated ; for instance, a few grains dis-
treatment, although not so frequently as in the solved in half a tumbler of water, a teaspoonfnl
treatment by the salicylate of sodium. representing a half-grain, or a grain even, admin-

Fowler's solution, or the liquor potassii arsenitis, istered every ten or fifteen minutes. When given
half a drop given every halt-hour for six or eight in this manner, the bromides often prove of great
doses, will otten relieve the vomiting which oc- benefit in the nervous disturbances arising from
curs after a debauch. It will also relieve the dentition and other causes, and in relieving the
morning vomiting of drunkards, and is of decided fever which, in children, usually attends a slight
benefit in the sympathetic nausea and vomiting of degree of excitement of any kind. I have seen
pregnancy. an elevation of the temperature in children where

Jaborandi has been given in large doses with a it could not be traced to any other cause than the
view to exciting perspiration in cases of Bright's excitement incident to their afterinoon play. A
disease, but the very serious objection has been temperature which might indicate a sickness of
found to its administration in this manner, that it considerable gravity in the adult, if it occur in a
sometimes has a very depressing effect upon the child may be of comparatively little importance.
heart's action, resulting in some cases fatally. In such cases the bromides, administered in small
Now, five to ten-minim doses of the fluid extract doses, say a grain or two at intervals of ten or
of jaborandi given every hour or half-hour will pro- fliteen minutes, will often prove of great benefit.
duce marked perspiration without causing any un- You will often meet with children of a nervous,pleasant effects upon the heart. I sometimes excitable frame of mind, who are, perhaps, natur-
combine with thelaborandi the tincture of digita- ally of a sensitive, nervous temperament, who arelis, with a vie% to counteract any possible evil in- disturbed by the slightest noise, and are unable to
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go to sleep before ten or eleven o'clock at night. from the administration of one teaspoonful of aIn such cases you will find it necessary to give a solution of bichloride of mercury (corrosive subli-nervous sedative. An excellent effect will be pro- mate), one grain to the quart, every hour. Theduced by chamomilla in some one of its forms, as dose may seem very small, but it must be remem-the tincture, administered in minim doses, every bered that the dose for an adult is only one-sixtiethfifteen or twenty minutes. It is a tonic as well as to one-thirtieth of a grain, and, when administereda sedative. It is a better sedative in such cases in this manner, the full dose for a child is reachedthan the hy drate of chloral, which is liable to affect within a few hours.
the digestion. It is harmless when given in arg- For the diarrhœa of children, accompanied wither doses. Put a teaspoonful into a haîf-tumblerful slight inflammation, straining, and the passage ofof water, and let the child drink it freely. jelly-looking matter, but not true dysentery, fiveOne of the rnost important remedies which can drops of castor-oil, given every hour in water withbe administered with great benefit in frequently re- sugar and gum, is an excellent remedy.peated doses is ipecac. You are aware that a tea- Another extraordanarn statement, which at fir3t
spoonful of the syrup of ipecac is likely to pro- seemed to me to be faulous, and may seem to
duce emesis; but it is always a fact, regarding you, but which, nevertheless, you wil find to be
which I was at first quite skeptical, that a single b ut whic neets yu wi of to be
drop of the wine of ipecac will often arrest obstin- ased upon climcal facts : Put a grain of tartarate omiing Itshold e rpeaed ver te oremetic into one quart of water; teaspoonful dosesate vomiting. It should be repeatcd every ten or of this solution every half-hour will prove effect-fifteen minutes. When administered in this mar- ual for the relief of the wheezing and cough ac-ner, e have often know h it to relieve voriting from companying a slight bronchitis in children.different causes, among which are pregnancy and It is well known that cantharides, when given insubacute gastritis. Children often vomit from large doses, is liable to cause inflammation of thevery slight causes, nd are ihable to suifer arom urinary tract ; but it has been found that a singlediarrhocea and vomiting whîch have no other as- drop of the tincture every hour will in many casessignable cause than disturbance of digestion. A relieve vesical catarrh.
single drop of the wine of ipecac, repeated every rov probal harrh
fifteen or twenty minutes, will often produce the You probably have heard that digitalis has been
most marked relief, both from the vomiting and used cardiac disease. Certainly if you have
from the diarrhoea. Adninistered in this manner, heard of it, you will hear of it again, particularly
the drug is not nauseous, and is easily taken. at the clinics. Ordinarily, it is administered in

I now make a statement, upon the authority of considerable doses only three or four times a day
Trousseau and his enthusiastic successor, which but i do not hesitate to say thatthe frequent repe-
may appear to you, as it once did to me, incred- tition of smal doses will produce much more bene-
ible-viz., that one sixtieth of a grain of calomel fit than larer doses at longer intervals. A single
taken everv hour for ten or twelve hours will r- drop of the tincture of digitalis, given to a patient
lieve the headache of syphilis occurring at night. suffring from symptoms due tos ganic heart dis-I have administered it in one fortieth-grain doses ese from symptos due aorganisteat

m tis annr ad hve btanedtheresltsease when digitahis is mndicated, administered atin this manner and have obtained the results intervals of an hour or half-hour, according to thewhich they claimed for it, but have lot yet t:ied severity of the symptoms, will often give greaterit in sixtieth-grain doses. The relief was very relief than larger doses, and without liability to illmarked by the second or third night. It is not effects.intended to take he place of ioddes which are A gentleman of this city, of authority in thegiven in such cases. Doubtsess the calomel, when specialty of venereal diseases, says he has givenadministered in such small doses, is aIl taken up greater relief in a short time, in cases of orchitisinto the system. and epididymitis, by the administration of two-Nursing children often vom t or regurgitate minim doses of the tincture of pulsatilla every hourtheir food; this has been re eved repeatedly in than by any other mode of tre.atment. I can testi-my experience by givng them a teaspoonful of a fy to the great benefit derived from the drug ad-solution of one grain of calomel to the pint of ministered in this manner in dysmenorrhœa not ofwater every ten or fifteen minutes. In order to a membranous, obstructive or neuralgic character.dissolve it, the calomel should first be put into an One of the most distressing symptoms fromounce of lime-water, and then into the pint of pure which many women suffer at the menopause iswater. One twenty-fourth of a grain of mercury flatulence, and a sensation of fluttering or palpita-with chalk, administered every fifteen or twenty tion at the pit of the stomach, an effectual remedy.minutes, is often of great benefit in the vomiting against which is the extract of calabar bean in one-and non-inflammatory diarrhoea of children. filtieth-grain doses, repeated every half-hour for sixWhere the diarrhea is accrnpanied by mucous or eight doses. It may be repeated in the samepassages, indicative of a certain degree of inflam- way after stopping it for three hours.matory action, or enteritis, benefit will be derived In cases of amenorrhœa not dependent upon
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anemia, benefit may be derived from minim doses the face or hea
of the fluid extract of ergot administered every of gelseminum
half-hour for five or six hours the day before the miraculously aflow should begin, and again on the day on which drop of the tincit should occur. Contradictory as it may seem, minutes will oftwhen administered in the same manner the fluid sick headache nextract of ergot is of benefit in cases of excessive be given imm(menstruation. For certain kin

Aconite is one of the drugs to which you will
probably have occasion to resort frequently when
you enter upon the active practice of medicine. It
has for a long time been used in quite small doses,
but not so frequently repeated as it might be with
benefit. There are many cases of febrile move-
ment, with dry, hot skin, a full, bounding pulse, the
mucous membrane of the throat and nose probably
dry-cases in which the febrile movement is not
the commencement of one of the continued fevers ;
the tincture of aconite, one-third to one-half a
minim, given every fifteen minutes, will be found
of decided benefit. Visiting the patient shortly
after the commencement of this treatment, you will
often find him in a little perspiration ; the medicine
may then be administered at longer intervals, everyhalf-hour or longer, according to the indications.
The tincture of aconite, administered in a similar
manner, is also useful in cases of commencing so-
called cold in the head. It is likewise useful in
cardiac hyp ertrophy with palpitation, severe head-
ache, and disturbances of the ùiervous system due
to increased force of the heart-beat.

Two minims of the tincture of hamamelis every
half-hour will often control hæmorrhages. I was
at first inclined to look upon this statement with a
great deal of distrust, but I have since tried it in
cases of hæmorrhage from the nose, from the
uterus, andin the hæmorrhage from hæmorrhoids,
and have found it of great benefit.

The tincture of belladonna in minim doses, given
every half-hour, is a good remedy in cases of nasal
catarrh and bronchitis accompanied by free secre-
tion. You should cease to give the drug for a while
after çight or ten doses have been administered, as
it is less quickly eliminated from the system than
the other medicines of, which ve have already
spoken. In cases of pulmonary œdema with failure
of heart power, belladonna thus administered is of
benefit in -etarding the exudation of serum, and in
overcoming the failure of heart power.

Two grains of the chloride of ammonium, com-
bined with ten or fifteen minims of the tincture of
cubebs, given every half-hour, oftentimes controls
acute pharyngitis and superficial inflammations of
the other tissues about the throat. For inflamma-
tion of the throat dependent upon a gouty diathesis,
add to this mixture ten minims of the ammoniated
tincture of guaiac, and administei very hour.

In the headache of migraine, one grain of the
citrate of caffeine given every half-hour will often
produce most markedtelief. In neuralgias about

which are perio
fifteen-minim d
given every fifte
lieve. If it doe
the dose to thir

d, three-minim doses of the tincture
every half-hour will often act almost
nd leave no ill effects. A single
ture of nux vomica given every ten
en produce most marked relief in
ot of a neurotic origin. It should
ediately after or soon after meals.
ds of headaches (especially those
dical and not of malarial origin),
oses of fluid extract of guarana
en minutes will very frequently re-
s not relieve in four doses, increase
ty minims.-N. Y. Med. Yournal.

THE TREATMENT OF ACUTE RHEUMA-
ITISM.

BY DR. ROBERTS BARTHOLOW ( Medical Record:)

No one can give anything like attentive con-
sideration to the types of rheumatic cases without
perceiving that they may be resolved into three
groups, as regards the characteristics of the in-
dividuals composing them :

i. Spare persons of considerable bodily vigor,
good muscular development, and having a distinct
family history of neurotic or rheumatismal dis-
orders.

2. Obese subjects, addicted to malt liquors and
good living, sometimes with-more often without
-an inherited predisposition to rheumatic dis-
eases; the gelatinous descendants of albuminous
parents, as they have been entitled.

3. The feeble, pale, anæmic subject, depr.essed
by poor diet and evil hygienic surroundings, in-
cluding dampness and bad air.

No one can treat cases of rheumatism success-
fully unless he recognizes the type before him and
adapts his remedies accordingly.

The first type is comparatively frequent and
found amongst the best elements of our mon-
grel population. Besides the inherited tendency,
such subjects are prone to indulge in a rich diet
of animal food, sauces and wines, and to pursue
rather sedentary occupations, or an in-door life.
In these cases, salicylic acid, or the salicylate of
soda, renders an incontestible service. There are
however, some practical details regarding its ad-
ministration of great moment in respect to the
permanency of the results. It is quite certain
that in this group of rheumatic cases, full medicinal
doses of salicylic acid, or of the salicylates, will
speedily arrest the pain and diminish the fever.
The lowering of the temperature seems to bear
a constant ratio to the diminution of the pain. It is
not possible to express in figures with exactitude the
doses necessary ; the curative effect is attained by
that quantity which reduces the pain and the tem-

lu
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perature. In suitable cases, the adminstration of
this remedy removes all- of the more prominent
symptoms and establishes convalescence in three or
four days. Unfortunately, in a considerable propor-
tion of cases, the disease manifests a strong tenden-
ncy to relapse, after a marked subsidence of the
acute symptoms which apparently indicates the be-
gnning of convalescence. A rule of practice has
been distinctly formulated since this tendency to re-
lapses has become well known. It is this : Give the
remedy for several days after the acute symptoms
have ceased. I have attempted, from my own
experience, to give numerical expression to this
rule, with the following result :

Salicylic acid, or the salicylates, should be given
after the subsidence of the acute symptoms, and
the cessation of the fever and pain, for the same
number of days as the acute attack lasted. Thus,
if the decline of fever and pain occurred on the
fourth day, the remedy should be continued as
many days thereafter, or for four days subsequent
to the apparent cessation of the acute symptoms

The second class of rheumatic subjects contains
the obsese, or those of full habit, the rotund ad-
dicted to nialt liquors and to good living, all of
whom are apt to suffer from a form of acid indi-
gestion. The cases of rheumatism occurring in
such subjects are, as a rule, much benefited by the
alkaline treatment. This method is an empirical
attempt to cure a disease characterized by an ex-
cess of acid in the various secretions. Dr. Fuller,
the author of an excellent work on rheumatism,
has been the Most prominent advocate of the al-
kaline method.

"By I ate 'aikaline treatment,'" says Dr. Fuller,
I mean a plan of treatment in which alkalies play

an important part, but which consists not only in
the adinistration of aikalies, (ii ozs. in 24 hours)
but in the careful regulation of the secretions, the
strictest attention to diet, and the administration
of tonics, such as quinine and bark, as soon as the
patient can bear them. As soon as the urine,
when freshly voided, ceases to show an acid reac-
tion-which is usually the case after twenty-four
hours-the quantity of the alkali is diminished by
one-half, six drachms only being administered dur-
ing the succeeding twenty-four hours. At the ex-
piration of that time, if the urine remains alkaline,
three drachms only are given in the next twenty-
four hours ; and on the fourth day, if the urine still
shows an alkaline reaction, the form of the medi-
cine is altogether changed. The treatment ceases
to be essentially alkaline ; either a cinchona draught
is ordered to be taken three times a day, contain-
ing a scruple or a half drachm of bicarbonate of
potash-a little more or a little less according to
the condition of the urine, which should be kept
nearly neutral-or three grains of quini.ne dissolved
in lemon-juice is given three times a day in effer-
vescence, with half a drachm of bicarbonate of pot-
ash or soda."

The third case of rheumatic cases, and numeri
cally the most important, probably, also pathologi
cally, the most serious, is the feeble and anæmic
subject. A rheumatic of this kind is pale, rather
thin, the muscles weak and wanting in firmness,
the chest narrow and somewhat flat, the joints
prominent and lax. In such persons an extension
of the rheumatic inflammation from joint to joint,
until almost all the joints of the body are involved,
is to be feared, as it is of frequent occurrence.
Cardiac complications are relatively frequent. It
need hardly be observed that in such subjects the
depressing effects of salicylic acid and of the al-
kalies are to be dreaded. Here clinical experience
is in entire accord with theory. We owe to Dr.
Russell Reynolds, of London, the introduction of
a remedy for acute rheumatism, which is especially
suited to this group of cases. I refer to the tinc-
ture of the chloride of iron. To be effective it
must be given in full doses-from 3 ss. tO 3 j. in
sufficient water every four to eight hours. It less-
ens the swelling and pain of the joints, lowers the
fever, diminishes the tendency to heart complica-
tion, and, above all, sustains the vital powers in
their struggle against the encroachments of the
rheumatic disease.

I am far from denying that cases of rheumatic
fever in these anæmic subjects would not be re-
lieved by salicylic acid, but I do affirm that so
much depression would result that relapses would
occur, and the convalescence would be prolonged
owing to the remarkable depression of the nutri-
tive functions. The same state of things results
from the administration of alkalies. The blood is
spoiled, the heart enfeebled, and complications of
various kinds invited. On the other hand very
conspicuous benefit results from the vigorous ad-
ministration of the tincture of iron. Besides its
influence over the course of the disease-shorten-
ing its duration by checking waste, and preventing
complications by maintaining the vital resources-
the tincture of iron, as shown by the late Dr.
Anstie, has a distinct prophylactic effect, so that,
when the attack is threatened, will, by timely ad-
ministration, prevent it.

During the period of convalescence frorn acute
rheumatism, after the treatment by salicylic acid
and by alkalies, the tincture of iron in the full
doses already advised renders an important service.
The tenderness and effusion about the affected
joints, the subfebrile temperature, and the con-
dition of annia, are alike greatly improved by its
administration in efficient doses. I have repeat-
edly observed that cases which lingered long on
the hands of the physician after the acute sylnp-
toms had subsided, quickly improved and recover-
ed when efficient doses of the tincture of iron were
administered, and, at the same time, suitable blis-
ters were applied to, or about, the affected joints.

Independently of the considerations above ex-
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pressed regarding the utility of blisters, the " blis- THE "WEIR MITCHELL" TREATMENTter treatment" of acute rheumatism is deserving of
careful consideration Blisters in various ways, OF HYSTERIA AND ALLIED DISEASES.and applied in accordance with varlous notions,
have long been used in the treatment; but the Dr. W. S. Playfair concludes an interesting andrblister treatment," properly speaking, of acute quite exhaustive article on this subject as follows:rheumatism has been systematized by Dr. Davies, The principal elements in the systematic treat-of the London Hospital, and Dr. Dechilly, of ment of these cases are-France. The latter, however, applied a large blis- i. The removal of the patient from unhealthyter to cover the joint, and permitted it to remain home influences and placing her at absolute rest.on until sufficient inflammation occurred to pro- ome nfluc n plachr aaste rest.duce abundant serosity. Dr. Davies, on the other 2. The production of muscular waste and thehand, was content to apply the blisters around consequent possibility of assimnilating food by what

r han on theojint tself. te isteremarka blhave been called " mechanical tonics," viz : pro-
rather than on the joint itself. It is a remarkable Ionged movem ent and massage of the muscles by afact that blistering brings about a neutral or alka- toned moern and musar otracles proaline condition of the urine, how acid so ever it may duced by electricity.have been before the blisters were applied. More
or less strangury occurs in some instances. So 3. Supplying the waste so produced by regularremarkable is the relief to pain produced by the and excessive feeding, so that the whole system,blisters that patients petition for their renewal from and the nervous system in particular, shall betime to time. Cardiac complications are com- nourished in spite of the patient.paratively infrequent, and the duration of the dis- On each of these I shall offer one or two briefease is reduced to the limits of the favorable cases. observations :Indeed, I may sum up the testimony as to th i. The removal of the patient from her homeefficiency of this method in the words of Dr. surroundings, and her complete isolation in lodg-Greenhow, Who aflirms that the treatment of rheu- ings with only a nurse in attendance, is a mattermatism by blisters Is quite as sucessful and less of paramount importance. This is a point onobjectionable than by salicylates. The good effects which I am most anxious to lay stress, since it isof the blister treatment afford a strong justitication the great crux to the patient and her friends ; andof the neurotic theory. When first ascertained, constantly appeals are made to modify this, whichthe resu t was ascribed to the withdrawh of a quan- I look upon as an absolute sine gua non. I attri-tity f acid serum from the neighborhood of the bute much of the success which I have been fortu-affected joints. The change in the character of nate enough to obtain in my cases to a rigid ad-the urine, induced by successive blisters, rendered herence to this rule. In almost every instance offurther explanation necessary. The increase of failure in the hands of others of which I have heard,our knowledge respecting the influence of peri- some modification in this rule has been agreed to,pheral irritation on the state of the nerve-centres, in deference to the wishes of the friends-as, forand especiaîly on the trophic system, has paved example, treating the case in one room by herselfthe way to a etter appreciation of the facts; nev- in her own house, or in admitting the occasionalertheless the final explanation remains to be made. visits of some relatives or friends. While, how-A combination of the blister treatment with salicy- ever, the patient is to be rigidly secluded, it is in-lic acid, with alkalies, or with the tincture of iron, cumbent to secure the attendance of a judiciousmay often be made with signal advantage. nurse, with suflicient intelligence and education toThe importance of a proper diet is not less than form an agreeable companion. To shut up a re-is stated by Dr. Fuller in the quotation made from fined and intellectual woman for six weeks with ahis paper. Solid food should not be allowed in coarse-minded, stupid nurse can only lead to fail-any case. Liquids composed of starchy and sac- ure. I have had more difficulty in obtaining suit-charme matters are only less hurtful. Milk and able nurses, sufficiently firm to insure the directionsanimal broths are the articles to be depended on being carried out, and yet not over-harsh and un-chiefi until the cessation of all joint troubles will sympathetic, than in any other part of the treat-permit the gradual restoration of a solid dietary. ment. Whenever my case is not doing well, I in-Lemonade and carbonic acid water are allowable, stantly change the nurse-often with the happiestunless they produce flatulence, when they will ex. results. In adding to the isolation the patient iscite fresh joint mischief. Anodynes are to be put at once to bed, to secure absolute rest. Inavoided if possible ; when necessary, atropine is many cases she is already bedridden ; in otherspreferable to morphine, if adequate to relieve the there has been a weary, protracted effort, and thepain, which it usuaîly succeeds in doing. The com- complete repose is in itself a great gain and relief.pications which may arise in the course of rheu- 2. Under the second head comes systematicmatic fever demand more carefui treatment than I muscular movement, having for its object the pro-can give them at the conclilsion of this article. duction of tissue waste. This is administered b>'



i eved, and the patient is prepared for the assimi-
lation of other food. This is added by degrees,
paripassu with the production of muscular waste
by massage, which is cominenced on the third or
fourth day. By about the tenth day the patient is
shampooed for an hour and a half, twice daily, and
by this time is always able to take an amount of
food' that would appear almost preposterous did
not one find by experience how perfectly it is as-
similated, and how rapidly flesh is put on. It is
the usual thing for patients to take, when full diet
is reached, in addition to two quarts of milk daily,
three full meals, viz : breakfast, consisting of a plate
of porridge and cream, fish or bacon, toast and
tea, coffee and cocoa ; a luncheon, at i p. m, of
fish, cutiets or joints, and a sweet, such as stewed
fruit and cream, or a milk pudding; dinner at 7
p. m., consisting of soup, fish, joints, and sweets ;
and, in addition, a cup of raw meat soup at 7 a.
m. and i i p. m. It is really very rare to find the
slightest inconvenience result from this apparently
enormous dietary. Should there then be an oc-
casional attack of dyspepsia it is at once relieved
by keeping the patient for four and twenty hours
on milk alone.

Such is a brief outline of the method to which I
am here to d irect your attention. As to the re-
sults, I have already published several remarkable
illustrative cases, so that it is perlhaps not neces-

HIGH FORCEPS OPERATION.

BY PROF. BRAUN.

A case of the high operation which Prof. Carl
Braun performed upon Wednesday, November 8,
before the class will serve to convey the teachings
of the Vienna School upon a number of impor-
tant subjects in relation to the use of forceps.

The patient, a native of Austria, unmarried,
thirty-two years old, in her fifth pregnancy at full
term, felt labor pains towards the evening of No-
vember 7, and entered the lying-in ward of the
First Obstetrical Clinic at 2.30 A.M. November 8.
Abdominal palpation revealed pregnancy at full
term, a large child, head presentation, first position.
Heart tones were loud and regular. By combined
external and vaginal examination a contracted pel-
vis was demonstrated. The measurements were:

Distance between the anterior and
superior spine, . . . 21f cm.

Distance between the iliac crests, 25 "
"i "g trochanters, 30ý/"

External conjugate diameter, 18 "
True " " 8% "
Abdominal circumference, 82 "
The os became fully dilated at 5 o'clock A.M.,

and the rupture of the bag of waters occurred
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a trained rubber, and here again is a great practi- sary to do much more in this direction. I may
cal difficulty. The so-called professional rubbers say, on looking back at my cases, that the only
are, in my experience, worse than useless, and I ones with which I have any reason to be disap-
have had to teach de novo a sufficient number of pointed are those in which the primary selection
strong, muscular young women ; and the aptitude has been bad; and in the few in which the resuits
for the work I find to be very far from common, were fot thoroughly satisfactory, I had doubts as
since a large proportion of those I have tried have to their suitability for the treatment, which I ex-
turned out quite unsuited for it. I cannot attempt pressed beforehand. These include one case ofany description of this process. I need only say chronic ovarian disease, and one of bad ante-flex-
that it consists in systematic and thorough knead- ion with fibroid elargement of the uterus, in both
ng and movements of the whole muscular system of which the local disease prevented any really
for above three hours daily, the result which at beneficial resuit. In the third I had to stop the
first is to produce great fatigue, and subsequently treatment in a week, in consequence of cardiac
a pleasant sense of lassitude. Subsidiary to this is mischief; two others were cases of positive mental
the use of the faradic current for about ten to disease, and in one case there was true epilepsy.
twenty minutes, twice daily, by which aIl the mus- I have no doubt that any positive coexistent organ-
cles are thrown into strong contraction and the ic disease of this kind should be considered a con-
cutaneous circulation is rendered excessively ac- traindication. In my other cases the results have
tive. The two combined produce a large amount of been ail that could be wished, and in many of
rnuscular waste, which is supplied by excessive them the patients have been restored to perfect
feeding ; and in consequence of the increased health after having been helpless, bedridden inva-
issimilation and improved nutrition, we have the lids for years; in one case twenty-three without
cnormous gain in weight and size which one sees ever putting a foot to the ground, in others sixteen,
n these cases, it being quite a common thing for a nine, six, and s0 on. In two instances my patients
atient to put en from one to two stones in weight were in such a state that it was found absolutely
n the course of five to six weeks. The feeding, at impossible to move them exceptwhen anesthetized;
regular intervals, constitutes a large part of the and they were brought to London by the medical
lurse's work. At first from three to five ounces of inen long distances under chloroform, in each case
milk are given every few hours ; and for the first leaving in six weeks perfectly cured.
ew days the patient is kept on an exclusive milk
liet. By this means dyspeptic symptoms are re-
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somemoments later. The head engaged in the Prof. Braun speaks in unmitigated terms of dis-superior strait and advanced very slowly until a approbation of Tarnier's forceps, Alexander Simp-segment f one-third its volume was within the pel- son's instrument, and Felsenreich's modificationvic cavity. The head now became firmly fixed, of the last-named forceps. Felsenreich's forceps,with the sagittal suture c the transverse diameter, which have been used at the clinic for someand a considerable caput succedaneum began to months past, present few points of difference fromform. The corpus uteri continued to contract Alexander Simpson's original instrument. For thepowerfully, at regular intervals, without effecting in past six months there has been much discussion inthe slightest degree any change in the position of the Vienna Obstetrical Societies as to the value ofthe head, while the collum uteri became distended, the last-named three instruments. For this reason,and finally reached to the umbilicus. Later the Prof. Braun has allowed his assistants to use themcondition of tetanus uteri was observed, and the at the clinic. The resuits, upon the whole, havecorpus uteri could be felt as a firm hard tumor not been favorable. Mother and child have, in aabove the umbilicus, very sharply differentiated number of cases, sustained serious injury. Prof.from the distended, relaxed collum uteri, situated Braun himself never uses these instruments, and pro-below. At i j.30 o'clock A.., the woman received nounces the principle to be radically false, and thea hypodermic injection of morphia, and at 12.30 instruments themselves a fashionable folly (" Mod-o'clock p.m., she was taken into the lecture-room erner Schwindelfor the application of the forceps. The patient having been. slightly chloroformed,Prof. Braun, after careful disinfection of his was placed upon her back, with her lower extremi-hands by liberal use of a 3 per cent. solution of ties elevated, and the blades of the forceps werecarbolic acid, io per cent. solution of potassium adapted to ihe long dianieterof the foetal head, thepermanganate, a solution of hydrochloric acid of maternal tissue being guarded by the introductionsimilar strength, green soap and a brush, examined of four fingers above the pelvic brim. Seatedthe woman, and confirmed the diagnosis previous- quietly in his chair, the operator applied tractionly made in the lying-in ward. He said the child in the axis of the pelvic brim, and after a few,would weigh more than 3500 grammes, and would though sometimes powerful efforts, brought thehave a greater length than 50 cm. After cathe- .head down into the middle of the pelvic canal,terization, the vagina and external genitals of the where rotation was effected by readjustment of thepatient were copiously irrigated with a 3 per cent. blades, and the birth of the child rapidly followed.solution of carbolic acid, immediately befre the Prof. Braun never uses the forceps as a lever orapplication of the forceps. compressor.While Prof. Braun is in no sense of the word a The child proved to be a maie, weighing 3900strict disciple of Lister, he is no disbeliever, and grpv. with a length of 52 centimetres. The childalways gives his patient the benefit of a doubt, was profoundly asphyxiated, but when the cerebralwith the exception of the spray. In passing, it may congestion was relieved by its elevation above thebe mentioned that careful irrigation with disinfec- level of the placenta, the breathing became nor-tant fluids was employed under his direction long mal, and the facial yperemia disappeared. Thebefore Esmar h called public attention to the sub- placenta was at once expelled, the corpus uteriject. beîng thrust downwards towards the symphysis inFor the operation, Prof Braun selected his own such a manner as to cause complete descent of theinstrument. This is the long forceps of Sir James collum uteri into the cervical canal. The collumSimpson, with tie fenestr closed by a thin retal- uteri toided upon itself as if telescoped.lic pflate (Hohl's modification), the whole instru- When the cord ceased to pulsate, 30 minutesment, including handles, being covered by a thin after its delivery, it was severed, but lot ligatedslayer of hard rubber. The weight of the instru- This departure from custom was made, i a order toment is 6oo grammes. show that ligature of the cord, after cessation ofThe advantages claimed for the instrument are : pulsation, is not a scientific necessty.
i. The impermeable, smooth surface. Prof. Braun is not an iconoclast, however, and
2. The easy, antiseptic cleansing, because septic in the lying-in-ward all umbilical ends are ligatedmaterial finds no lodgement in any groove. in two places. After careful irrigation of the va-
3. The durabilty, because hard rubber resists gima with a 3 per cent solution of carbolic acid, anrust, chloroform, chloride of iron, carbolic acid iodoform tent, weighing 5 grammes, was introduc-which is not the case with the nickel or gold-plated ed into the uterus.

instrument. At the time of writing, both mother and child
4. The instrument requires no heating apparatus. are thriving.-Medical Aews.
5. The avoidance of all sharp, metallic anglesand points, which injure the skin of the head and Governor Cleveland, of New York, last Mondayface. 

signed the bil prohibiting the manufacture of6. The obliteration oýthe fenestroe prevents the ,cigars ir> tenement houses in New York city.feathering of the blade.
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BEEF PEPTONOIDS.
A Concentrated Powdered Extract of Beef, Partially Digested

and Combined with an equal portion of Gluten.

We have pleasure in presenting, for the consideration of the Medical Profession, " Beef Peptonolds."
We consider this product the most valuable that ever emanated from our Laboratory, and we feel confident
it will be welcomed by the Profession in all parts of the world.

Beef Peptonoids contains only the nutritious Portions of the beef. It contains no water, and no
inert matter of any kind. We combine the dry Extract of Beef with an equal portion of Gluten to prevent
a tendency to deliquescence, and in order to present the preparation in a p »wdered and portable form. It is
well known that Gluten is the most nutritious substance found in the Vegetable Kingdom, and in nutritive
elements is closely allied to Beef.

Four ounces of Beef Peptonoids represents as much nutritive and stimulating properties as forty.
eight ounces of the best lean Beef.

Four ounces of Beef Peptonoids contains more nutritive elements than ten pounds of any extract
made by Liebig's formula, and from four to six times more Albuminoids and Fibriaoids than any Beef Extract
ever offered to thl Medical Profession.

Our machinery and process for the production of Beef Peptonoids are perfectly adapted to the elmi-
nation of all inert portions of the Beef, and the retention of all the nutritive constituents.

Beef Peptonoids is much less expensive than any ot/terpreparation in the market, as it contains
neither water nor inert matter.

The favor that Beef Peptonoids received at the hands of DRs. AGNEW, HAMILTON, BLISS, REYBURN,
WooDWARD, BARNES, etc., the corps of eminent physicians, who employed the preparation with so much
advantage in the treatment of the late PRESIDENT GARFIELD, proves conclusively its great value, not only
as a food to be taken by the mouth, but also how important an agent it has been found in feeding by the Rectum.

Please refer to the very able article of Dr. D. W. BLIss, in New York Medical Record, July, i5th, 1882,
in which he so frequently refers to BEEF PEPTONOIDS, having been used to s0 great an advantage not only
in the case of the late PRESIDENT GARFIELD, but many others as well.

Great care is exercised in selecting the Beeves, and none except the most healthy and suitable are
employed in making our Beef Peptonoids.

The use of Beef Peptonoids is indicated as follows:
Convalescence from all diseases, Fevers, Pneumonia, Weak Digestion, Diarrhoa, Dysentery, Phthisis,

Cholera Infantum, Marasmus Sea Sickness, Excessive use of Alcoholic Stimulants, and in debility resulting
from any cause, also per Rectum in all cases where the stomach cannot retain food, and the administration
of food per orem is impracticable. Also a valuable adjunct in voyages and camp life.

We will be pleased to have the Profession everywhere test our assertions regarding this preparation, and
for that purpose we will be happy to mail a sample to any regular practitioner desiring it; also circulars fully
explanatory.

REED & CARNRICK,
Canada Branch: 182 Fulton St., NEW YORK.

H. P. CISBORNE,
10 Colborne St., TORONTO.
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BACH FIUID DRACHE CONTAINS

55 grains free Phosphoric Acid (PO.).
3 grains Phosphate of Lime (3CaO PO,)
3ý grain Phosphate of Magnes. (3MgO 1"0)
i-6 grain Phosphate of Iron (Fes 0, P0 5 )
> grain Phosphate of Potash (3KO, PO)

Total amount of Phosphoric Acid in one fluid drachm, freeand combined, 7 grains.

It contains no pyrophosphate. or metaphosphate of any base
(I..I UII).) whatever.

IN MORNING SICKNESS
AND OTHER DISEASES

INCIDENT t PREGNANCY.

The action of the Acid Phosphate upon the system during pregnancy is very effective, the morningsickness being treated with good results ; and where indigestion is a sympathetic trouble, it has been founda valuable and pleasant remedy.
In cases of exhaustion and nervous prostration from lactation, it has been used with excellent results.
During pregnancy the consumption of phosphate of lime is very great ; so that at this period of woman's

life, fractures heal, if at all, with great difficulty. The Acid Phosphate supplies the phosphates needed atsuch times.

Dr. D. T. NELSON, of Chicago, says :-" I find Horsford's Acid Phosphate a pleasant and valuable remedy inindigestion, particularly in pregnant women."
Dr. W. L. ATLEE, of Philadelphia, says: " Having used Horsford's Acid Phosphate very extensively in mypractice, which consists mostly of uterine diseases and disorders incident thereto, it is with pleasure I attest my apprecia-tion of its usefulness."

Let the patient put eight or ten drops of Acid Phosphate into half a glass of cold water, and take a sip of
it, say a few minutes before rising, or whenever the sickness or nausea is coming on.

It is equally effective in hot water, or tea without milk or sugar, and to some may thus be more palatable.
In such cases use the sane dilution as above. Some constitutions may need a stronger dilution, which fact
experience alone can decide.

~ImmcBis RmAsOasrA..acE.

Pamphlet giving further particulars mailed free on application to Manufacturers
Physicians desiring to test it will be furnished a botle free of expense, except express charges, if they mention
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-Manufactured by the-

Pmford Ohemica1l Works, Providoenceo, R.i.
sirSEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULARS.lIa



SELECT MEDIC AL O:PINIO1s.
Sir HENRY MARSgg, Bart., MD., T.C.D., 1 Sir. G. DUNCAN GIBB, BarL, MD., LL.D.,

Physician in Ordinary to the Queen in Ireland.
" I have frequently prescribed DR. DE JONGH's Light-

Brown Cod Liver Oil. I consider it to be a very pure Oil,
not likely to create disgust, and a therapeutic agent of great
value."

Dr. JONATHAN PEREIRA, F. R. S.,
Author of "The Elements of Materia Mdica and

Therapeulics."
"It was fitting that the author of the best analysis and

investigations into the properties of Cod Liver Oil should
himself be the purveyor of this important medicine. I
know that no one can be better, and few so well, acquainted
with the physical and chemical properties of this medicine
as yourself, whom I regard as the /tig/est authority on the
subjet. The Oil is of the very fnest quality, whether con-
sidered with reference to its colour, flavour, or chemical pro-
perties ; and I am satisfied that for medicinal purposes no
finer Oil can be procured."

DR. EDWARD SMITII, F.R.S.,
Medical OjIcer to the Poor-Law Board of Great Britain.
" We think it a great advantage that there is one kind of

Cod Liver Oil which is universally adnitted to be genuine-
the Light-Brown Oi supplied by Dr. DE JONGH. It has
long been our practice, when prescribing the Oil, to recom-
mend this kind, since, amidst so much variety and uncer-
tainty, we have confidence in its genuineness."

DR. BARLOW,
Senior Physician to Guy's Hospital.

"I have frequently recommended persons consulting me
to make use of Dr. DE JONGH'S Cod Liver Oil. I have been
well satisfied with its effects, and believe it to be a very pure
Oil, well fitted for those cases in which the use of that sub-
stance is indicated."

DR. PROSSER JAMES,
Leeturer on Materia Medica and T/terapeutics ai the

London Hospital.
"I have always recognized your treatise on Cod Liver Oil

as the best on the subject, and adopted its conclusion as to
the superiority of the Light-Brown over the Pale Oil. I
have the less hesitation in expressing myself in this sense,
since I am only endorsing the opinion sent to you more
than twenty years ago by Dr. Pereira, my illustrious pre-
decessor in the chair of Materia Medica at the London
Hospital."

DR. DE JONGH'S LIGHT-BROWN COD LIVER OIL ts supplied ONLY in bottles sealed with Bett's Patent Capsuleimpressed on the top with DR. DE JONGH'S Stam», and on the side with his Signature. and the Signature ofANSAR RARPORD & CO. ; and bearing under tae wrapper a Label with the same Stamp and Signatures.
WITHOUT THESE MARKS NONE CAN 'OSSIBLY BE GENUINE.

Sold in Imperial Half-Pints, by the Principal Drugglsts lu Canada and the United States.
SOLE CONSIN-1fEES,

77 STB..NTD LONIDOfrT.

JEUM AM LLej

Brc"TEM

anE.D

amme Zue- - un«»M î 11111là

Physician and Lecturer on Forensic Medicine,
Westminster Hospital.

"The experience of many years has abundantly proved
the truth of every word said in favor of Dr. DE JONGH'S
Light-Brown Cod Liver Oil by many of our first Physicians
and Chemists, thus stamping him as a high authority and an
able Chemist whose investigations have remained unques-
tioned. "

Dr. LETHEBY,
Medical Officer of Healt and C/ief Analyst to the

City of London.
"In all cases I have found Dr. DE JONGH's Light-Brown

Cod Liver Oil possessing the same set of properties, among
which the presence of cholaic compounds, and of iodine in a
state of organic combination, are the most remarkable. It
is, I believe, universally acknowledged that this Oil has
great cherapeutic power ; and, from my investigations, I
have no doubt of its being a pure and unadulterated article."

Dr. LANKESTER, F.R.8.,
Late Leturer on Medicine at St. George's Medical Schol.

" I consider that the purity and genuineness of this Oil
are secured in its preparation by the personal attention of
so good a Chemist and intelligent a Physician as Dr. DE
JONGH. He has also written the best Medical Treatise on
the Oil, with which I am acquainted. Hence I deem the
Cod Liver Oil sold under his guarantee to be preferable to
any'other kind as regards genuineness and medicinal efficacy."

Dr. BANKS,
King's Professor of the Practice of Physk at te

University of Dublin.
"I have ins the course of rny practice extensively employed

Dr. DE JONGH's Light-Brown Cod Liver Oil, and I have no
hesitation in stating that I consider it the best of all the
specimens of Oil which have ever come under my notice.
The fact that so able and accurate an observer as Dr. DE
JONGH subjecting the Oil to careful analysis previous to its
exposure for sale, is a sufficient guarantee of its purity and
excellence."

Dr. EDGAR SH EPPARD,
Pro/essor o Psychological Medcine, King's College, London.

"Dr. Sheppard has made extensive use of Dr. DE JONGH's
Light-Brown Cod Liver Oil, and has great pleasure in testi-
fying to its superiority over every other preparation to be
met with in this country. It has the rare excellence of being
well borne and assimilated by stomachs which reject the
ordinary Oils."
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SHUTTLEWORTI'S FLUID EXTRACTS.
STANDARD STRENGTH-OUNCE FOR OUNCE

FL. EXT. CELERY SEED.
A nerve tonic. An Elixir termed ELIXIR APII Co., containing Celery Seed, Coca Leaves and DamainaLeaves is also prepared and will be found very useful in Nervous Diseases.

FL. EXT. CASCARA SAGRADA.
The high price of this useful remedy for Constipation has, heretofore, stood in the way of the generalemployment of the drug. The true Bark is, however, now much lower, and the extract has been REDUCED

IN PRICE to $i.5o per lb.

FL. EXT. BERBERIS AQUIFOLIUM.
The price of this Extract has also been reduced to $x.5o per lb.

FL. EXT. ERGOT.
Every care is taken to keep up the reputation that this Extract has acquired, and it is guaranteed to pro-duce the specific effects of the drug whenever such results are possible.

NEW REMEDIES.
All New Remedies are kept in stock and will be procured as soon as obtainable after their introduction.

LIQUOR CARBONIS DETERGENS.
An eligible solution of Tar for external use, as employed by English dermatologists.

SAPO VIRIDIS.
A medicinal green soap, prepared from pure olive oil, without coloring. Has been employed in theToronto General Hospital, and by many city physicians. By solution in an equal weight of alcohol, Tinct.Sapo Viride may be produced.

ELIXIR CALISAYA.
A very agreeable tonic containing all the remedial power of the best Cinchona Bark. An excellent qui-nine vehicle.
Full supplies of my Extracts are kept by druggists generally, but physicians desiring to have them dis-pensed will much oblige me, and also ensure their orders being carried out, by affixing the initials E. B. S,after the name of the preparation, thus :-

Ext. BeUtadonn F., E.B.S.

E. B. SHUTTLEWORTH,
MANUFACTURING CHEMIST,

-Oronomo.
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PRIMARY OPERATION IN LACERATED amount of tissue embraced by each suture. No

PERINEUM.-NEW METHOD. matter how serpentine and ragged the rent may be,it is accurately followed with the needle from its[Dr. W. L. Barret, Prof. of Diseases of Women in the St. commencement on the vaginal surface to the edgeLouis Medical College, describes, in the Courieroj Medicine, of the fourchette. No trimming of serrated orFeb'y, '83, a new method of performing the primary opera- irregular edges should be resorted to ; but, on thetion for laceration of the perineum. We extract the following contrary, every tongue of tissue should be fitted
which gives in detail his plan of operating.1-ED. into and stitched down to its proper place so ac-The plan I have pursued is to place the patient curately that the mucous surface cannot gap andin the usual position on the back, with the legs discharges cannot enter. The point on which theflexed on the abdomen. A satisfactory light is success of the operation turns , and the only pointindispensable, and if an artificial light is employed worthy of consideration in the proceeding, is thea reflector will be of signal service. The parts are exact approximation of the edges of the mucoussponged off, and a sponge inserted into the vagina surface. It is not necessary either to effect appo-to prevent the uterine hemorrhage from obstruct- sition or to maintain apposition of the lacerateding the view. The vaginal sponge having been parts that the sutures should be strong or that theyintroduced, a Sims' speculuni is inserted into the should embrace much tissue in their grasp.anterior commissure of the vulva. This exposes The perineum, normally only i '/ to i 1 inchesthe posterior surface of the vagina to the view of in length, is during labor stretched to four or fivethe operator, and he can plainly see the whole ex- inches in length. Immediately after labor thetent of the rent. Then, with a very fine, short, parts are flaccid and elongated ; and if the tornstraight needle, with a trocar point, armed with surfaces are placed in apposition, in the same rela-very fine silk, and held with a needle forceps, the tionship that they occupied before the injury, theyoperator begins at the superior or vaginal extremity fit together as naturally and as accurately as anof the rent, and stitches the mucous membrane oyster fits into its shell. There will be no tensiontogether, from above downwards. The sutures are on the sutures, and no disposition to a separationsimple interrupted sutures, cut off short on the of the lacerated surfaces ; but, on the contrary, thevaginal surface and left to ulcerate out. Five or contraction that takes place in the perineal tissues,six sutures are used to the inch. The needle is as involution progresses and the parts resume theirentered and brought out only a line or two from ante-partum condition, tends to draw the severedthe to sedges, so that the suture embraces very surfaces into closer apposition, and thus contributeslittîe tissue. cto the success of the operation. If the parts havebeen drawn by deep perineal sutures into artificial

relationship, the normal change referred to dis-turbs the apposition that is forced and unnatural,
and opens sinuses, into which irritating discharges
percolate and prevent union.

When the mucous membrane has been closed inthe manner described, the tear in the perineumwill also be closed, and I bieve that the passage
of sutures through the cutaneous surface might beentirely dispensed with; but it has been my habitto introduce one or two superficial stitches, becauseit approximates the parts more perfectly and in-sures a neater appearance. I do niot believe the
external sutures are absolutely essential. I do not
bind the limbs together, draw off the urine, norconstipate the bowels, but treat the patient in all
respects as if no operation had been performed.
On the fourth or fifth day the external sutures are
removed. Those in the vagina are left to ulcerate
and come away spontaneously. The operation,
performed in this way, is simpler, less painful
more rational, and, I believe, more certain in its
results than when the usual method is adopted.The cut shows the patient and speculum in BORACic ACID IN THE TREATMENT OF OTORR-position, and indicates the method of introducing HoEA.-A paper was read at a meeting of thethe sutures. The highest suture, viz., that at the State Medical Society of Pennsylvania, by Dr.superior extremity of the rent, is inserted first, and Charles S. Turnbull, of Philadelphia, from whichthe lowest Iast It also conveys an idea of the I we quote the following:
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" A most gratifying experience in the use of
powdered boracic acid in the treatment of chronic
purulent inflammation of the tympanal mucous
membrane, the constant symptom of which is
otorrhœa, has induced me to consider the anti-
septic, or what might be more accurately termed
the 'dry method' of treatment. The marked suc-
cess that I have met with, induces me to advocate
its use in this most frequent form (in this country)
of aural disease.. Chronic purulent inflammation
of the middle ear continues its work of destruction
year in and year out, gradually corroding the con-
tents of the middle ear and seriously compromis-
ing the functions of its appendages. Upon these
delicate parts, covered by an inflamed or ulcerated
mucous membrane (which, it must be remembered,
acts the part of the periosteum), all sorts of foreign
material collect, and these with the added irrita-
tion from fermenting discharges (caused by the
high temperature of the parts, collections of the
bacteria, etc.,) increase the fire of inflammation
which hurns fiercely, and the mucous membrane,
in defence of itself, pours out a copious secretion.
To remedy these affections, general surgery has
done but little, so that in many instances medical
men are glad to get rid of 'patients with running
ears,' and this added to the prejndices in the minds
of the community at large, and in some of the pro-
fession too, as to the injurious effect of healing or
'drying up' as it is termed, discharges from the
ear, has caused this affection, through ignorance
or apathy, to be much neglected.

" Bezold conceived the idea that boracic acid
had failed on account of the powder used. He
therefore procured boracic acid in an impalpable
j5o7vder, and when he began packing the meatus
tightly with it, obtained excellent results. Since
Bezold's paper, Bftckner speaks highly of the pow-
dered acid in the otorrheas, and Dr. J. 0. Green
also recommended Bezold's treatment, which he
had used extensively in the meantime. From that
time to the present, with few exceptions, the treat-
ment recommended by Bezold and Green was
given a trial, but although Politzer, of Vienna, re-
commended it highly, and Cassells, of Glasgow,
did the same thing, no one was satisfied that the
plan of treatment was particularly efficacious, or.to be preferred to many others. The great mis-
take, as I have discovered, was in the fact of many
experimenters not having observed Bezold's in-
structions, namely, that boracic acid must be nicely
powdered. The ear is not to be syringed at all ;
it should be cleansed with absorbent cotton. Ac-
cording to the charaeter of the intra-tympanal se-
cretion am I guided in the introduction of the an-
tiseptic powder, hence especial note must be made
of the exact variety of the discharge as regards
color, odor, consistency, etc., etc.

"As the cleansingprocedure is more or less apt
to provoke reflex coughing, it must be gently and
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carefully done; infact, the successful treatment of
any case greatly depends upon the method of cl ansing
the meatus. If it be carelessly done more dis-
charge will be provoked, and an artificial eczema,
aggravated by the powder used, defeats the objects
sought by a thorough cleansing. The powder is
to be poured into the speculum, ad libitum. A
little will drop through, but the bulk of the powder
will remain in the speculum and this will require
displacing and packing. To hold the speculum
still and pack down the powder without causing
pain from the edges of the speculum is no easy
procedure. Force cannot be employed because
by the pressure the edges of the speculum will cut ;
then too, and suddenly, the mass moves, and what-
ever is used to thrust it down is apt to impinge,
with more or less force, upon the delicate parts be-
neath. I use a thin steel probe with the point
(about i line) bent at a right angle, and whilst
the auricle and speculum are held immovable, the
parts being illuminated with the head mirror, (the
head of patient unmoved from first position) I hug
the inside wall of the speculum, and so can always
tell when I am down to its lower orifice. As the
powder is filled into the meatus, through the spe-
culum, it is packed, layer upon layer, not tightly,
but firmly, meanwhile I gradually withdraw the
speculum until it reaches the mouth of the meatus.
Here I insert a light pledget of cotton, only to be
worn for six or eight hours (until bed time), and
then to be withdrawn and not again introduced.
My directions to my patients are to permit, in fact,
endeavor to have all the powder possible Fremain
within the meatus. If any moisture be felt, sop
(that is, wipe by pressing) the mass, and soak out
the discharge with absorbent cotton or dry thin
linen, but do not disturb the powder. From the
moment this agent is used all odor, from the most
fetid discharges, ceases, and unless the discharge
be extraordinarily profuse, never returns. No re-
action ensues if filled into meatus as I have di-
rected. Of course, the mechanical deafness caused
by the foreign mass in the meatus was sometimes
complained of, but this was gladly endured when
explained as only of a temporary nature.

" Oftentimes one packing was enough. In other
cases, the packed powder was washed out, by the
discharge, in a few days, but I persevered, and
have always been rewarded for any trouble in fil-
ling and repacking. If the discharge ceases and
leaves a hardened mass of powder, etc., filling the
meatus, it must be removed, but not by force nor
by syringing. It must be softened by the instilla-
tion of warmfluid cosmoline (petroleol), which has
the charming recommendation of not becoming
rancid by heat, etc. I have been compelled to
require my patients, for whom the powdered acid
has been pres-ribed, to bring with them the sub-
stance procured, for inspection, since druggists, as
a rule, unless according to special agreement, dis-
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pense a powder, so called, composed, for the more especially if at night, say the patient has beengreater part, of crystals of the acid. Messrs. iii for a week or two, that they could not put offWyeth & Bro., of Philadeiphia, have furnished ail sending for him any longer Ieast the neigbboursof the powdered acid that I have used. When migbt talk. This will excite his sympatby and ad-properly powdered, no particles can be feit, and miration. Be careful and have several skilly oldin dipping the finger into such a mass the sensa- women about, who will try which can make thetion can hardly be said to be that of touch; the most wise suggestions, and will cite similar casesimpression is that of powdered soapstone, such as which with care in their hands neyer failed. This
is used by the glove and shoemakers." will be highly edifying to the doctor and save him

the trouble of thinking, for which he will feel grateful.MEDIcAL HINTS " GRATs."The following hits If the case be surgical-" a fracture of the leg "off admirably the treatment physicians sometimes for instance-some bystarider must not omit to de-receive from their patients clare that the limb is not fractured because theWhen you go for the doctor always pull the bell patient can move his toes, or tell him the bone willviolently, using both hands if necessary. Do not not begin to knit untIl the ninth day, or somewait a reasonable time for a answer, but pull again equally novel piec.e of reliable information. If theand again in quick succession, interposing by way case be a medical one, state aloud, so that bothof punctuation an occasional kick at the door with patient and friends may be inspired with hope andyour heel. Such procedure is calculated to make comforted by the intelligence, that the patient willthe doctor receive you in an amiable manner. If surely die at midnight, for you heard the deathafter midnight, do not consider that the doctor is dock in the wall at that hour the dight before.
in bed, but sleeps standing behind the hall door; Tell him the best time to give the medicine is in
th no time need be allowed for throwing on even the wane of the moon ; or that you consider thethe slightest clothing. When he comes to the door dose prescribed too large, and think it best to giveor window, which is determined by the amount of only half the quantity and a few more equally sage
sonorous vibrations you make, for the doctor, and complimentary suggestions, which add greatlythough not a cowardly, is a coutious man, always to his store of knowledge and good temper, whilebegin the interview with an oath in which some it ensures you a high place in his affe.ction anddeity, heathen or otherwise, is invoked, interpolat- esteem, and at the same time tends to make himing a couple of spasmodic gasps, and finish with an amiable and tender-hearted old man.f Hurry up," wich may be repeated any number When you think the illness a dangerous one, tellof times; the oftener the better. This tends to him to call often-not to spare anything, particu-increase the doctor's amiability, accelerates his larly himself. This may be spoken with increased
dressing, and helps to compose his mind, so that confidence when you have not the remotest idea of
he may the more cally deal with the particular paying him. If you do think of paying him-a veryemergency. strange occurrence--when you suppose the dangerShould the doctor come to the door in his night- past, ask him if he will have to come again.shirt and slippers, repeat the oath and other little "God and the doctor we alike adoreembellishments, and tell him to run on as he is, When trouble takes us--not before;-
not to mind his clothes, that vou will carry them. God is forgtten and the doctor slighted.
This little act of kindness will please him immensely On his first visit you will say, liMy dear Doctor
and will be most fully appreciated during the winter O a
months, more especially if a blizzard be on, or the I am.so glad to see you," or some equally warm
thermometer be in the forties. Be careful and not greeting, and take care that he is properly shown
tell him anything of the nature of the case on which in and out of the house. When getting better you
you summon him, or he may take something to will simply call him " Doctor ; " when still better
relieve it. Don't hint at your name or where you you will be careful to add his surname, be cold and
live ; this might be fatal. If you send for him dignified ; the servant need not show him in or out

t h u now. Should he call after this, leave word withexpect him to run ail tbe way, especially if it*be the servant that you sleep and care not to be dis-only a mile or two. Should it rain, do not give turbed. This behaviour cannot fail to be appreci-
him half of your umbrella, or if you affect to do so, ated by his sensitive nature, and cause him to ex-
mmd and let it drip upon him. A slight irrigation adaim, y There is nothing so beautifl as gratitude,
down his spine cannot fail to be appreciated. and confidence reposed."

Never send or bring a carriage for him, doctors and c dce rposed"
are not used to indulgences; but should you by "Three faces wears the doctor; when first soughtmistake do so, do flot fail to occupy two-thirds of An angel's-and a God's, the cure half wrought;te at, ando ik quailty oy he apron orufalo But, when that cure complete he seeks his fee,the seat, and like quantity of the apron or buffalo. Satan vile looks then less terrible than be."Talk to him on any subject but the one which is
the object of his visit, and expect his answers to be REMEDIES FOR HEADACHE.-The following re-cheerful and gay. If the call is particularly urgent, ceipes and suggestions for the treatment of differ-
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ent forms of headache are collected from a variety that they rise up more tired than they lie downof trustworthy sources :generally disappears.

Two grains citrate of caffeine, in capsule, taken A te riter to the London Lancer remarks : Atevery haf-hour, is a very effectuai remed in ner- the Middlesex Hospital female patients who havevous and sick headache. One or two doses are suffered many years from sick headache, evidentlyoften suficient to give complete relief. The only of a hereditary character, have been greatly bene-objection to its use is seelessness, which so- fited if not cured, by the administration of 10times resuts if it is taken in the evening. It is minim doses of tincture of Indian hemp, threeprefrab e to guarana as being hardly ever reject- times daily before the attacks. This is well worthyed by the stomach. of trial in those cases of ever-living, never-dyingThe following, according to Dr. W. W. Carpen- martyrdom-like suffering. In headache due to de-ter, is very effectual in most forms of headache : termination of blood to the head and in fever, theMuriate of ammonia, 3 drachms; acetate of mor- following simple treatment is to be commended-phia, i grain ; citrate of caffeine, 30 grains ; aro- Put a handful of salt into a quart of water, add anmatic spirits of ammonia, 1 drachm ; elixir of ounce of spirits of hartshorn and half an ounce ofguarana, 4 ounces ; rose water, 4 ounces. Mix. spirits of camphor. Cork the bottle tightly, to pre-Dessert spoonfui every ten or twelve minutes. vent the escape of the spirit. Soak a piece of softIn nervous headache, Dr. W. A Hammond cloth with the mixture and apply it to the head•States the value of various drugs as follows :- wet the rag fresh as soon as it gets heated. Soak-Oxide of zinc is of great value. Ordinary dose, 2 ing the feet in very warm water, in which a spoon-grain, three times a day, afteî meals ; maximum ful of mustard ha been stirred is also beneficial indose, 5 grains. It is best given in forms of pills. drawing the blood from the head. Two teaspoon-Nux vomica is preferable to strychnia. The dose fuls of powdered charcoal well-stirred in a half ais 1-4 grain, after meals. If the patient be chloro- glass of water and drank at once, is a valuable.tic, it is wel to combine a grain of reduced iron remedy in sick headache fron sour stomach, flatu-and haf a grain of suilphate of quinine. Bismuth, lence, etc. Tincture of nux vomica is recommend-in the form of subcarbonate, will often take the ed by Ringer as possessed of real curative powers,place of oxide of zinc. Dose, 2 grains after each when given in drop doses, repeated every 5 or iomeal. Bismuth probably aids digestion more than minutes, for 8 or 10 doses, and then continued atany mineral tonie, and is of use when there is gas- longer intervals, for sick headache, accompaniedtric disturbance. The bromides are serviceable with acute gastric catarrh, whether due to error inwhen the nervous system has been irritated when diet, constipation, or no apparent cause. -Hosp.it is exhausted they do harm. Phosphorus is very Gazette.
useful in most forms of nervous headache. Thebest resuilts are obtained from dilute phosphoric THE DOCTOR'S DREAM.acid, in doses of 30 drops, largely diluted, threetimes a day, after eating, or phosphide of zinc, -o I am sittitg alone, by the surgery fire, with my pipe alight,grain, in piii, three times a day. Arsenic, as a now the day is done:
nerve tomc, stands next in value to zinc. Dse The village is quiet, the wife's asleep, the child is hush'd,
5 drops of Fowler's solution three times a day, after And 1 think to myseif, as O read the LANCE, and I blesameals. Galvanism is sometimes valiable, but by my lie for the peace upstairs,
no means a specific. The constant current should That the burden's sore for the best of men, but few candream what a Doctor bears;always be used, being careful to avoid too great in- For here sit at the close of a day, whilst others havetensity, lest amaurosis is produced. counted their profit and gain,

Dr. T. Lauder Brunton, (Practitioner,) says : And o have tried as fuch as a man can do, in my humbleThe administration of a brisk purgative, or small manner, to soften pain:doses of Epsom salts, three times a day, is a most I've warned them al], in a learned way, of careful diet, andeffectual remedy for frontal leadache when as- And hen I ave peached of regular mals, ve scarcelysociated with constipation; but if the bowels be had tihe to swalow my own.
regular, the morbid process on which it depends I was waked last night in my first long sleep, when I crawl-seems to be checked, and the headache rernoved ed to bec from my rounds dead beat.even more effectually, by nitromuriatic acid dilut- "Ah, the Doctor's called !' and they turned and snored, ased, 10 drops in a wine-glass of water, or bicarb. my trap went rattling down the street
soda, 1o grains, in water, before meals. If the 1 owed my oats, pretty wild they were, in the regularheadache be immediately above the eye-brows, the; manner when life was free,acid is best; but if it be a little higher up, just For a Medical Student isn't a Saint, any more than yourwhere the hair begins, the soda appears to be the orhodox Pharisee a
most effectual. At the same time the headache I suppose I did what others have done, snce the whirligigis removed, the feeling of sleepiness and weariness, round of folly began.wic freqent the feelingof paie n tocomain |And the ignorant pleasures I loved a a boy-I have prettwhich frequentîy leuds the patient to complain I well cursed since I came to be man.
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But still I recall through the mist of years and through the
portals of memory steal.

The kindly voice of a dear old man who talked to us lads of
of the men who heal,

Of the splendid mission in life for those who study the
science that comes from God,

Who buekles the armor of Nature on, who bare their breast
and who kiss the rod.

So the boy disappeared in the faith of the man, and the oats
were sowed, but I never forgot

T,here were few better things in the world to do than to lose
all self in the doctor's lot.

So I left life that had seemed so dear, to earn a crust that
isn't so cheap.

A nd I bought a share of a practice here, to win my way,
and ta lose my sleep ;

To be day and night at the beck and call of men who ail,
and women who lie;

To know how often the rascals live, and see with sorrow
the dear ones die ;

To be laughed ta scorn as a man who fails, when Nature
pays her terrible debt;

Ta give a mother her first-born's smile, and leave the eyes
of the husband wet ;

To face and brave the gossip and stuff that travels about
through a country town ;

To be thrown in the way of hysterical girls, and live all
terrible scandals down ;

To study at night in the papers here of new disease and of
human ills;

To work like a slave f r a weary year, and then to be cursed
when [ sent my bis!1

Upon my honor, we're not too hard on those who cannot
afford to pay.

For nothing I ve cured the widow and child : for nothingI've watched till the night turned day ;
I've earned the prayers of the poor, thank God, and I'veborn the sneers of the pampered beast,I've heard confessions and kept then safe as a sacred trust

like a righteous priest.
To do my duty I never have sworn, as others must do inthis world of woe,
But I've driven away to the bed of pain, through days ofrain through nights of snow.

As here I sit and I smoke my pipe, when the day is done
and the wife's asleep.

I think of that brother-in-arms who's gone, and utter-well,something loud and deep !
And I read the LANCFT and I fling it down, and I fancy I

hear in the night that scream
Of a woman who's crying for vengeance ! Hark ! No, thehouse is still1 It's a Doctors's Dream.-[Punch, Jan. 1
20, 1883.]

SYME's AMPUTATION.-Dr. S. Savory, in the'
London Lancet, gives the following in reference to
this operation :-

Every one knows that Mr. Syme attached very
great importance to certain deta1is of the admirable i
operation of amputation at the ankle-joint that
goes by his name. He insisted especially upon
the position of the incision across the sole. " The
foot being placed at a right angle to the leg, a.line
drawn from the centre of one malleolus to that of
the other, directly across the sole of the foot, will
show the proper extent of the posterior flap. The
knife should be entered close up to the fibular

malleolus, and carried to a point on the same
level of the opposite side, which will be a little be-
low the tibial malleolus." Thus he laid it down,and he dissected the flap off the os calcis from be-
low upward. These directioris were for a long
while rigidly observed, but of late years surgeons
have been less particular in the direction of the
incisions. That across the sole is often made
obliquely backward at the expense of the flap.
The incision across the front of the joint is also
varied, sometimes being quite transverse, at others
curved toward the toes. With regard to the heelof course the more obliquely backward the incision
of the sole is made the less difficulty will there be
in the reflection of the flap, if done from below up-ward ; but it seems to me of importance to pre-serve at least the whole of the heel, so that it is
best to make the incision a vertical one. The
thick integument of this region forms so capital a
pad on the extremity of the stump that care should
be taken to secure the whole of this, and to bring
it well forward in the first instance, for during re-
pair and afterward there is a tendency in this to be
drawn backward. Of course, it will not be forgot-ten that after this operation the person stands and
walks directly upon the extremity of the stump.With regard to the particular points where the ex-tremities of the vertical incision should be, some sur-
geons keep them both on a level with the externalmalleolus, but prefer to have them rather more for-ward-that is to say, on a line with the extremityof the internal malleolus, but not extending higherthan the level of the external one, for the base of
the flap is thereby so much broader. This is, I
think, an advantage, and, so far as I can see, thereis no objection to it. But of all changes in the
operation I should attach most importance to the
way in which the dissection is done. I greatly
prefer, after making both incisions, to open the
joint from the front, and then to work from above
downward. This mode of dissecting out the oscalcis is far eaiser than the original plan of dissect-
ing from below upward, and there is less danger ofinadvertently cutting into the substance of the
flap. I have adopted this plan now for several
years, in many cases, and I cannot doubt that it is
a much better one of performing the operation.
By dissecting out the os calcis from above down-
ward, and so escaping the only difficulty in the
operation-that of turning off the heel-there is
no temptation, as in the other way, by carrying thefirst incision obliquely backward, to sacrifice some
portion of the flap.

QUESTIONS FOR FINAL EXAMINATION, M.R.C.S.
ENG.-The following questions were given at the
written portion of the " final " examination for the
diploma of member held on the i9 th and 2oth ofJanuary last :

Surgery and Surgical Anatory.-i. The femur
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being fractured its upper third, just below the dial measures in this disease, it is, in my opinion,
trochanter minor, enumerate ail the muscles which the most reliable. My treatment is as follows:-might dispace the tipper fragments grouping them The moment the throat begins to become affected,
according to their actions. Give their origin, and I administer to a child, say of about six years of
insertions. 2. Mention, in the order in which age, ten minims of the sulphurous acid, with a
they occur, beginning at the external surface, the small quantity of glycerine in water, every two
parts divided in the operation of opening the co- hours, and I direct the sulphurous acid spray to
ion in the left loin. Name the structures which be applied every three hours to the fauces for a
serve you as guides, and those to be avoided. 3. few minutes at a time, by using the pure acid, in
What are the causes and sagns of suppration witt- severe cases, or equal parts of the acid and water,
in the antrum? Give the appropriate treatment. according to the severity of the case. Sulphur4. Give the usual symptoms of intra-craniai sup- should also be burned in the sick chamber half a
puration followng an injury to the head. After dozen times a day, by placing flour of sulphur
what cass of injuries are such symptoms most upon a red hot cinder, and diffusing the sulphu-
common ? In what situations may the pus be rous acid vapour through the room, until the atmos-
found. What are the indications for surgica treat- phere begins to become unpleasant to breathe. In
ment? 5. Give the symptoms, course, and treat- the worst cases, where medicine cannot be swal-
ment of purulent ophthalmua of infants. 6. What Iowed, this and the spray must be entirely relied
untoward events might occur during the employ- upon ; and the dark shades which collect upon the
ment of the taxis? How are they to be recognized teeth and lips should be frequently laved with a
and met ? (Candidates t oust answer at least four, solution of the liquor potass permanganatis of the
including one of the first two, of the six questions.) strength of about one drachm to six ounces of

Principles and Practice of gffiii.t What water, some of which should be swallowed if pos-
are the symptoms of tunbercular meningitis, the con- sible.'ditions under which it occurs, and the means of dis- " In cases presenting a diphtheritic character
tngushung it from the diseases which it most re- the tincture of perchloride of iron should be ad-
sembles? 2. Describe the symptoms, physial ministered in rather large doses in a separate mix-
sagns, and treatanent of aneurism of the arch of the ture with chlorate of potash, and equal parts of the
aorta. 3. uhat are the causes and symptoms of same with glycerine shoLild be applied locally, with
jaundice ? . Enumerate the officinal preparations a camel's hair brush several times in the day ; but,
which contain mercury; give the dose of each, and as in the majority of cases among children, it is
briefy state their chief uses. (Candidates must next to impossible to use a local application more
answer three of the four questions, including ques- than once, the spray, and permanganate solutiontion NO. 4.) 

will then prove of great service. As to other reme-
Mdwiety and Diseases of Women.ut. Under dies recommended by various authors, ammonia is

what conditions does rupture of the uterus take nasty, and cannot be taken well by children ; car-
place ? What symptoms and signs indicate its oc- bolic acid has the same fault, and cannot be ap-
currence ? 2. State the conditions under which plied properly. Gargles are also useless in child-
forceps-delivery is called forh? 3. You are called ren, because they seldom reach the diseased sur-
to a patient three weeks after delivery, who fas a faces, and warm baths and wet sheet packing are
painul fixed swelling occupyng the left iiiac fossa, dangerous, because they are never carried out pro-
with febrile symptoms. What is such a case Hkely perly in private practice. The hypodermic injec-
to be? W at course is it aik ely to run? How tion of pilocarpine is a remedy that may give goodwould you treat ith? e. Vhat are the causes of results hereafter, but I have had no experience of
hSemorrhage from the unimpregnated uterus ? ifs use."-Br-Îj Afed.Journai.(Candidates must answer three of the four ques-tions.) 

THE SALICYLATES AND HeMoRRHAGES IN EN-SULPHU SACID AND IRoN IN SCARL TERIc FEVER.-Dr. James Fergusson, of Perth,
SULPHUrOUS Keit No MacdonalLATINA writes: "At the time when salicylic acid and its

MALIGNA.-Dr. Keith Norman Macdonald, after compounds are receiving so much attention, may
denying the prevalent opinion, that no reliance can the following facts be regarded as at least worthy
be placed on any drug in cases of scarlatina, does of statement ? Last year, while resident in the in-
not hesitate in affirrning that, when properly ap- firmary here, I had an opportunity of testing the
plied, both mocally and internally, sulphurous aci d eficacy of certain drugs as antipyretics in enteric
is by far the most efficacious remedy we possess. fever. These agents were used successively, eachHe continues, fI have had several opportunities over a group of cases, and included the salicylate
of testing its eficacy in some of the worst cases I of soda. The latter had not been long in usehave ever seen, during the epidemic which has when an increased frequency of henorrhages rombeen rife in this town (Cupar Fife) for the last two the bowel raised the question, Could the salicylatemonths, and I am bound to say that, of all renie- be favouring the production of that complication
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of the malady ? Whether it were or not, the sus-
picion aroused dictated the withdrawal of the salt
from use in cases of typhoid. Shortly afterwards,
I noticed that a foreign observer had reported the
salicylate of bismuth, and, I think, also salicylic
acid (though of the latter I cannot be certain, as
I am not able now to find the report in question),
to cause intestinal and nasal hemorrhages. The
subject would not have been revived by me at pre-
sent, but for the recent experience of my successor
in the resident's office of the above-mentioned is-
stitution, Dr. H. McLean Wilson, who joins me in
placing the facts before the public. Dr. Wilson in
having recourse to the soda-salt in typhoid, found
the same striking frequency of hemorrhages to fol-
low closely. His employment of the agent differed
from mine, in that he administered small doses of
ten to fifteen grains frequently over the twenty-four
hours, while I gave halt-drachm doses at longer in-
tervals apart. In the other respect, however, our
experiences have been so similar, as to warrant
the facts being brought under notice, so that the
important practical question involved, may, if pos-
sible, be decided by the evidence of a number of
observers. "-B ritish Medical 3'ournal.

'TREPHINING FOR INTRA CRANIAL ABSCESs.-Dr.
Kilgariff, Dubiin jlournal of Medical Science,
January, 1883, exhibited a patient before the Surgi-
cal Section of the Academy of Medicine, in Ireland,
on whom lie had performed the operation of tre-
phining on account of an abscess resulting from a
fall in the hunting field. The patient was uncon-
scious for two hours after the accident. At the
end of a fortnight he Was removed to Dublin, suffer-
ing much from pain over the upper part of the oc-
cipital bone on the right side, and also much gas-
tric irritability and general debility. Any motion,
such as driving, intensified the pain, and caused
nausea. On examination a shallow depression, the
size of a florin, was found, bound by a well-defined
margin, at the situation where he complained of
the pain. The diagnosis of fracture, with the sub-
sequent formation of an abscess within the crani-
um at the seat of the lesion, was made. An ex-
ploratory incision was made down to the bone,
and a small purulent collection was opened into.
Subsequently the operation of trephining was under-
taken ; and on exploring the bone a small circular
opening through the skull, about two lines in dia-
meter, was discovered. Through this opening,
situated on the upper part of the occipital bone,
some purulent matter oozed. A circular piece of
bone was then removed with the trephine to pro-
vide free exit of the pus. An abscess cavity, from
which almost half an ounce of pus welled up, was
opened into. The inner surface of the piece of
bone removed was deeply eroded. The cavity of
the abscess was washed out with a weak solution
of carbolic acid. Subsequently the patient experi-
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enced an attack of erysipelas of the head and neck,
from which, however, he recovered, and nothing
further occurred to interrupt the process of con-
plete recovery of the patient.

PARALDEHYDE: A NEW HYPNOTIC.--The ac-
tions of this drug were first studiedby Dr. Carvello,
of Palermo ; and his experiments were made in
the laboratory of Experimental Pharmacology at
Strasburg, under the direction of Schmiedeberg.
Prof. Morselli, of the Royal Asylum of Turin, has,
in conjunction with Dr. Bergesis, the assistant
medical officer, made an extensive series of obser-
vations with it. Its chemical composition is C.
HO ; and it is a polymeric form of aldehyde.
In physiological action it strongly rtsembles
chloral. A dose of three grammes procures quiet
and refreshing sleep for from four to seven hours.
It differs from chloral in its action on the circula-
tory system, strengthening the heart's action, while
diminishing its frequency. It has also a well-mark-
ed action on the kidneys ; greatly increasing the
flow of urine. The skin is not at all affected.
The drug does not give rise to digestive distur-
bances, to headache, or to any other unpleasant
symptom. Up to the present, Professor Morselli
has used paraldehyde about three hundred and
fifty times. fie has found it a valuable remedy in
mania, melancholia, and other nervous affections
as well as in the sleeplessness that accompanies
acute bronchial catarrh, lobar pneumonia, and
heart diseases. He believes that it will to a large
extent take the place of chloral.-British Medical
Yournal, February 3, 1883.

PUERPERAL FEvER.-In the Ednburgh Medical
Journal for October is contained an interesting andshort paper by Mr. John Lowe, on " Puerperal
Fever, its treatment and prevention," in which oc-
curs the following judicious expression of views in
regard to treatment :

"I am strongly of opinion that by early and re-
peated aseptic intra-uterine injections, a rapidly-
acting cholagogue, washing out the bladder, if ne-
cessary, with some aseptic solution, and the timely
and liberal use of stimulants, will avert death in
many instances. It is no use giving the nurse in-
structions to wash out the uterus ; we inust do so
ourselves by means of a long tube in the uterine
cavity itself. Ammonia and brandy I regard as
the medicines for the disease ; indeed, when food
is refused, brandy is not only most grateful to the
patient, but is peculiarly well adapted to supply
the place of ordinary food, and no amount of fever
or other symptom contra-indicates stimulation
when changes so destructive to the vital fluids and
tissues of the body are in terribly rapid progress.
To give aconite or veratrum viride in such cases
is, in my opinion, as unscientific as it is useless ;
and yet these remedies have been vaunted and are
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actually used by men of undoubted ability and formula, said to have originated with the late Profeminence. To get rid of a fermentative poison Pancoast, of Philadeiphia, tas the advantage offrom the blood, we must adopt some such practice containing no opium or morphine, since many per-as I indicated, and not stop to theorize about the sons cannot take either of these remedies withoutphysics of the circulation. We must, in other discomfort.
words, support vitality and eradicate the poison. Wild cherry bark,That salicylates and sulpho-carbolates taken inter- S negar...... ................. aa iv.nally do not rectify the turbid urine in puerperal Ipecacuanha..........·.·.·.·..- ............ 3 iv.fever I am convinced from experience ; and I Extract of conium.......... ......... gr. xv.would strongly urge that all depressant remedies Water. oq. s. ft. (by dispacementoi .. viii.are both hurtful and dangerous?' Wer spfThe use of carbolic spray, and irrigation of the Then add
uterus and vagina with carbolic solution, immedi- Gin ....................ately after labor, are considered important means Compound tinct. of cardamom......... i.for the prevention of puerperal septic poisoning. Two teaspoonfuls in water constitute the usualAm. Md. Digest. dose to relieve cough.-Med. Bulletin.

TREATMENT OF GONORRHŒA.-A rather largeABDOMINAL SEcTION--2 8 CASES BETWEEN number of American, German, French, and Eng-MARCH ST AND DE.CEMBER 3S[ST i 8 8i.-Mr. lish physicians have-as we see by reading throughLawson Tait, F.R.C.S., Eng., Surgeon to the Bir- the many different foreign and domestic medicalpmingham and Midand Hospital for Women, in a journals-of late been reporting very successful re-paper bearing this tite, gives the following analysis sults in the treatment of gonorhœa by the yellowof the series :-Exploratory incisions, 13 cases, oleum santali. We learn that the remedy invaria-with no deaths; Incomplete operations, 8 cases, bly puts an end to the discharge within two days,with four deaths. Operations for Cystoma: One but to prevent a relapse it has to be continued forOvary, 36 cases; Both Ovaries, 28 ; Parovarian two weeks longer. From 15 to 20 drops givenCysts 12 ; Hydrosalpinx, 16 ; Pyosalpinx, 20 three times daily is the usual dose, which may be
or 1 12 cases, 3 deaths. Removal of Uterine Ap- administered on sugar or in gelatine capsules. -pendages : for Myoma, 26 cases; for Chronic admsand Sur sugarporti
Ovaritis, 12; for Menstrual Epilepsy, i : or 39 Med. Reporter.
cases, 5 deaths. Hepatotomy for Hydatids, 2 THERAPEUTIC VALUE F 1IYoSCYAMIA.-A writ-cases; Hydatids of Peritoneum, 2 ; Cholecysto- er in the London Lancetsays YNo man who bastomy for Gallstone, 2 ; Radical of Hernia, 1; Ne- ever used aconitine for the reduction of temperasphrotomy for Hydatids, i ; Nephrectomy, ; In- ture will go back to the tincture, Flemings thoughtestinal Obstruction, 1; Solid Tumors of Ovary, it be, or any crude form of the drug; and he who
3; Hysterectomy for Myoma, 10; Cysts of un beas ot used hyoscyamia in troubles of the hollowknown origin, ; Tumors of Omentum, i ; Pelvic viscera-stmach, bowels, bladder, etc.-has yet

btise openedcand d edt h ; Chronic Perito- to experience the satisfaction and joy with whichit : Or 35 cases, 4 deaths. Total, 208 cases , he will be greeted after prescribing it for a patientwith f 6 deaths. These operations were dot per- with spasm, retention, dysentery, or herma ; forformed under carbolic spray..-British edical this last is often spared the surgeon's knife by this9'ournaL. 
beneficent drug."

NOVEL SYSTEM 0F BURAL.Dr. Alexander INCISION OF THE MEMBRANA TYMPANI.--In ac-Mayer has proposed a novel system of burial, cumulations of mucus or pus in the cavity, writes St.which, while obviating the difficulties and preju- John Roosa, (Archives of Otology) paracentesisdices which at present stand in the way of crema- carefully and gently Aerformed is a great addition totion, he caims to possess al the sanitary advan- our means of cure. It is not, however, to be lightlytages connected with that ancisnt method of dis- undertaken : mucus may be removed with a littleposing of the dead. His syster is simply to in- delay by the Politzer big, and a red and swollenclose the body in an opique glass coffin, hermeti- drum-head may be relieved by leeches or scarifica-cally sealed, to drive out the air from this re- tion. In performing l)aracentesis the author usesceptacle, and to replace it with carbonic acid, or a small needle, and makes the incision just largesome other gas of antiseptic properties. By these enough to give exit to the pus, blood, or mucus.
.means the body would be preserved as well as if

hit ad been embalmed, and burial could be de- A o ust doctor sent in a certificate of death theferred. if required, for any period.-An. Mfedical other day and accidentally signed bis name in theWéekly. 
space of " Cause for Death." The registrar sayshe wishes the profession would be as accurate gen-PANCOAST'S COUGH MWCTURE.-The following erally.
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The LANCET has the largest circulation of any Medicai
7ournal in Canada.

HIGH-PRESSURE EDUCATION.,

This subject, though somewhat threadbare, still
presses itself now and then upon the attention of
those who have at heart the highest interests and
future welfare of the coming generation. The pre-
valent high pressure-system of our colleges and
public schools has been the subject of serious con_
sideration by many of the leading members of the
profession, both in the old world and the new. So
far however, the warnings so emphatically sounded,
the admonitions so wisely proclaimed, and the ad-
vice so freely given have not been heeded by the
community at large, nor acted upon by the educa-
tional authorities. This is greatly to be regretted,
and while it is to some extent dishedrting and dis-
couraging to those who are gratuitously bestowing
much thought and labour upon the subject, yet the
duty of the hour makes it incumbent upon those
who are best qualified to express an opinion, to
continue their efforts. The public do not fully
understand the gravity of the question, and there-
fore cannot be expected to appreciate the value of
the advice given. It is our great boast, and it is
no idle one either, that we have the best school
system in the world, yet it must be acknowledged
that under its sanction the high-pressure system
has had, and is stili having, full sway. Nor is this
iniquitous system of cramming confined to our
own country. In a copy of the New York Herald of
recent date will be found a letter from a school-
girl on this subject which is particularly suggestive.
After enumerating her daily routine of studiés,
which are " arithmetic, algebra, geography, astro-

nomy, grammar, United States history, general his-
tory, etymology, spelling, composition, drawing,
reading, writing, and singing by note,"-a formida-
ble Iist truly, for a girl in her teens-she goes on to
say :

"After spending a long, wearisome day in a close
school-room, tremblirg every minute for fear I shall

i forget some date in history or rule in algebra, I
walk home, a distance of three short blocks-the
only exercise I have except at lunch time, with a
short recess in the forenoon in a crowded school-
yard. As soon as I arrive at home I sit down to
work out my number of algebra problems, which
I would not mmd if I was not so nervous and
ti 'red. After that comes my spelling, twventy re-
vîew words of former grades, aud twenty, historical,
geographical, or astronomical names, which take
quite a long time to hunt up in their respective
text-books. Then next in the order of exercises is
a long history lesson, with such lists of names and
dates that it makes my head swim to look at them.
I study the civil war, together with the explorations
and early settlements. By the time I lay down
my book to have supper my head feels as if it
would burst. I hastily swallow my food, thinking
all the time of how much more I must jam in
somehow before I can rest. I hurry through two
chapters of geography, and while studyinig themthink, O dear, I don't half know that history yet !'
and I have got astronomy and an account of Soly-
man to find in an encyclopoedia, history, or else-
where, besides preparing the definitions of a read-
ing lesson, with the notes about the author. I
study and search in histories and text-books until I
am about worn out. I do not dislike study, but
object to being obliged to work until twelve o'clock
every night."

Now we venture to say that the experience of
this poor girl is the experience of hundreds of
young girls in Canadian schools to-day. Such is
not education in the true sense of the word. It
cannot lead to the development of a sound mind
in a sound body, nor is it to be expected that the
mental and physical system at this impressible pe-
riod of life, can bear up under such a heavy strain.
The tendency of the times appears to be to go
from one extreme to the other. Surely the pendu-
lum has swung far enough in this direction. *Let
us have a change, a swinging back again, and to
that end the profession has a duty to perform in
the premises, which is to continuously and persist.
ently sound the note of warning in the ears of
parents and those in authority. This reform, like all
other great reforms, is only to be obtained by creat-
ing a public sentiment in its favor, and hence the
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the great necessity for all who have the best in- and kept at a temperature of 850 Fah., by meansterests of humanity at heart, to persist in the good of hot water. In this baby-incubator he placedwork until success finally crowns their efforts. one of the infants, a miserable specimen of the
crying, colicky kind. The child was rovided it

BABY INCUBATORS.

There were giants in the earth in those days"-
and there shall be giants in the earth in these
days, to be seen not in side-shows merely, but on
every hand-that is, if a report which comes from.
France be true, and it is well vouched for. And
if giant babies are the making of giants and gi-
antesses, all will admit the importance of a good
send-off. It is just as essential in raising men and
women as it is in raising any kind of stock.
"Blood" and scientific management are no less
potent in the one case than the other. Indeed,
it would be a great blessing to mankind were some
of the ideas acted upon by the raisers of good
stock, imported into the more important tbusiness
of raising a superior race of men and women. The
working out of the law of the " survival of the
fittest" would receive fresh impulse ; much sick-
ness, pain and sorrow would be averted, and the
sum total of man's happiness would be immeasur-
ably increased. But no such luck is in store for
the human race. The weak and the sickly no less
than the strong and healthy will continue to pro-
duce after their kind. Man's two-fold nature is an
insuperable barrier to the enactment of civil laws,
restricting to any considerable extent the natural
law of reproduc'ion. Economic and social con-
siderations will always outweigh considerations
having regard to the welfare of the prospective off-
spring. Ail that science or government can do in
the matter, is to educate the masses into a more
perfect knowledge of physical laws

But to return to the subject-Dr. Tarnier, a
French physician, attached to a foundling hospital,
reports surprising results from certain recent experi-
ments. This gentleman is said to have been grieved
by the large number of children under his care who
perished within the first six months of their life.
While in this mood a new idea occurred to him.
If French chickens, he asked himself, can be raised
by artificial means, why not French babies ? He
caused a box to be made, having glass sides, and
resembling an ordinary chicken-incubator. It was
f urnished with a soft bad, placed in a dark room,

pa nursing-bottle, and of course only fed at regular
intervals. The child ceased its crying on the
second day, much to the doctor's surprise, and
never again cried for the space of the eight weeks
it tenanted the incubator. At the end of this

1 period it had the appearance of a healthy child of
a year old. Encouraged by this success, Dr. Tar-
nier repeated the experiment with like results. He
then, with the permission of the hospital authori-
ties, proceeded to construct an incubator capable
of receiving 400 children, and in this he placed
all the children in the hospital, 360 in number.
All except two remained in the incubator six
months, when they had to be removed, having out-
grown their narrow beds. Were it not that the
facts are vouched for by a commission of twelve,
who made a report to the Government, the results
claimed might be deemed incredible. The average
age of the infants when put in the incubator, was
eight months and three days, the youngest being
twelve hours, and the eldest eleven months. The
average weight of the 360 was ten pounds. At
the end of six months the average weight was 84
pounds, and all are said to have looked like child-
ren eight years old (i.e.), as much was accomplished
in six months by the incubator as is accomplished
in eight years of ordinary life. The infants were
not only large but also strong and healthy, and
most of them walked within a week of leaving their
nests. The results were astonishing, and exceeded
Dr. Tarnier's most sanguine expectations. • It is
now expected that every child's hospital will go into
the incubation business, so that we shall probably
witness a lively competition in the business of rais-
ing giants.

If this child-incubator is a good thing in found-
ling hospitals, and for hospital babies generally, it
ought also to be a good thing in all homes blessed
with babies. Doubtless we shall soon witness a
new industry started under the fostering care of
the National Policy, and presently baby-incubator
agents wiil be as numerous as sewing-machine
agents. It would be easy to enlarge on the prac-
tical value and suggestiveness of Dr. Tarnier's ex-
periments. First, it is clear the babies were not
rocked, yet they enjoyed perpetual repose. This

L-Mmmw--. -
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teaches us that all the fuss and worry of mothers
and nurses, so wearing to the constitution, is not
only wholly unnecessary but an absolute evil in
all its bearings. Instead of being placed in a con-
dition favorable to absolute quiet, our babies are
made a sort of family toy to be tossed from one to
another as a means of sport. The moment the
little creature begins to notice surrounding objects,
its powers are excited to the utmost to afford
amusement to the family circle. Dr. Tarnier's
babies were fed at regular intervals. The home
baby is usually fed every time it cries, as though
that were a signal of hunger. Most commonly it is
a sign of an overloaded stomach.

In conclusion, we may be permitted to say that,
the essential conditions to successful baby-raising,
are :-i. Absolute quiet, and no unnecessary in-
terference on the part of nurses. 2. Regular and
judicious feeding. 3. Uniformity of temperature
above that suited to adults. This condition is
difficult of attainment in ordinary life, but much
may be accomplished by the kfiowledge that in-
fants require a higher temperature. Even a mo-
dified observance of the foregoing conditions would
take away much of the worry caused by crying
and sleepless babies, and would add greatly to the
quiet, health and growth of our children.

With sanitary statistics the same principle holds
good as with other statistics ; they are valuable only
as a foundation and a guide, and are of no practi-
cal value in themselves, only in so far as they
are utilized as a guide in sanitary work. It is
much to be regretted, that the journal which has
been chiefly or almost wholly instrumental in
awakening or creating public interest in this coun-
try in sanitary work and promoting health legisla-
tion, has been allowed to be discontinued. Even
foreign medical and other journals, wisely foresee-
ing the influence for good in the country-exercised
by the Sanitary ournal,.have ventured to express
a hope that it might be liberally patronized. The
Yournal was not published in the interest of the pro-
fession, but was exclusively and exceptionally in the
interests of the public and as such, we have always
thought it should have received liberal govern-
ment support. There is no doubt that themostprac-
tical way in which the public can be educated in
sanitary matters is by means of a regular and well-
conducted periodical. We can only express a strong
hope, that means may be provided by which such
a journal may be published and freely circulated
at an early day, as the public health would be
greatly promoted thereby, and we are persuaded
that in no way could money be more profitably
spent.

PUBLICMEDICAL MEN IN PARLIAMENT.-The follow-PUBLC HALT STAISTCS. ing medical gentlemen were elected to the Ontario
The Dominion Government have very wisely Legisiature at the recent elections -Drs. Mc-

increased the appropriation for the purpose of col- Mahon, Dundas; Brereton, E. Durham; Mc-
lecting and utilizing health statistics, the sum of Laughlin, W. Durham ; Baxter, Haldimand;
$20,ooo, instead of $1o,ooo as last year, having Cascaden, W. Elgin; Dowling, S. Renfrew; Wid-
been placed in the estimates just brought before difield, N. York, and Preston, S. Leeds.
the House. It is ve'ry desirable that the statisti- Apropos of this subject the (an. Med. & Surg.
cal system recently inaugurated may work satisfac- ournal, for March, 1883, gives a list of medical
torily, and that it may soon be greatly extended. members of Parliament for the entire Dominion,
The success or otherwise of the scheme,will depend which may be interesting to our readers.
largely on the manner in which the returns from DOMINION PARLTAMENT-Senate: P. Baillargeon,
the cities are made use of in the central office at Quebec; A. H. Paquet, St. Cuthbert; C. E. B.
Ottawa. In order that the public may become more DeBoucherville, Quebec; W. J. Almon, Halifax;
and more interested through the monthly reports, T. R. Mclnnes, New Westminster; J. Schultz,
the returns should belcarefully studied, and utilized Winnipeg; L. Robitaille, New Carlisle, Q. Com-
in a judicious and practical way by one experienced mons-D. Bergin, Cornwall, O.; J. G. Blanchet,
in such work, as is done in connection with similar Levis, Q.; H. Cameron, Mabou, N. S.; L. L. Des-
weekly reports issued and widely circulated in anîniers, Montreal; J. E. A. De St. Georges,
Great Britain, and useful sanitary instruction should Portneuf, Q.; C. F. Ferguson, Kemptville, O.; J
be published therewith. Ferguson, Welland, O.; J. F. Forbes, Liverpool,
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N.S.; J. T. Jenkins, Charlottetown, P. E. I.; J. M Another physician touts for patronage by pub-Platt, Picton, .; P. Fortin, Gaspe, Q.; P. E. lishing a "list of fees" which he as full confi-Grandbois, Riviere dn Loup (en bas) Q.; C. A. dence will meet with public approval. The latterLesage, St. Claire, Q. C. E. Hickey, Morrisburg, offers his services for 50 cents a visit in the villageO.; G. Landerkin, Hanover, O; P. A. Mclntyre, and 25 cents a mile to go into the country; mid-Souris, P. E. I.; G. T. Orton, Fergus, 0.; C. J. wifery cases within two miles $4. Still anotherRinfret, St. Croix, Q.; J. E. Robertson, Montague, adopts the old method which has been frequently ex-MarkdaL. Springer, Hamiiton, O.; T. S. Sproule, posed, of having his name inserted in the papers inMarkdale, .; Sir Chas. Tupper, Ottawa; J. H. connection with every trivial accident which occursWilson, St. Tomas, O. in the vicinity to which he may have been summon-QUEBEC. LietCnn ouvernorvi. L. T. Robi- ed. It is almost unnecessary to state that all suchtaille. Counil C. B. de Boucervi e, Quebec touting for patronage is a transgression of the codeJ. J. Ross, Quebec. Assembly L. DuhamelWrigt, of medical ethics, and is alike injurious to the repu-Q.u E. Laberge, St. Philo ene ; A. Ca eron, tation of those who indulge in it, and derogatoryHuntingdon; V. P. Lavalee, St. Fe x e Valois to the dignity of the profession. All such actions. Fregrau, Stukey; D. Martel, Chambly; H. J. are exceedingly short-sighted, and unwise. NoMartin, Ca -eton-; R. Rinfret, Quebec. physician was ever known to build up a reputation,NOVA SCOTIA.-COnCil.H D. McNeill Parker or to acquire an extensive cientlee by these means.Halifax. AssenMby. C. H. Munro, West River; Suc tactics are a sign of conscious weakness, andA. McLennan, Margaree. want of self-confidence on the part of tbose wboPRINCE EDWARD ISLAND.-Council. J. Fraser, adop them.
St. Peter's Bay. Assembly: P. McLaren, New
Perth; J. A. F. Gillis, Summerside. THE RIGHT TO MAKE AUTOPSIES IN HOSPITALS.NEw BRUNSICK.-W. J. Lewis, Hillsboro; E. -We quote the following from the Medical NewsA. Vail, Sussex; C. A. Black, Baie Verte. Philadelphia, of March 17, in reference to this

MANITOBA.D. H. Wilson, Nelsonville. vexed question :--" Last year a case .was decidedThere are in all sixty members of the profession in England which is of special interest to hospitalin the Legislatures-thirty in the Dominion House staffs, as it involved the question of the right of aand thirty in the Local Assemblies. On the other doctor to make an autopsy. A post-mortem ex-mand in the British Parliament there are but four amination had been made on the body of a childnedical men. dying in hospital, but no previous communication
PROFESSIONAL TOUTING.-We are pleased to was made to the relatives, nor was their consentlearn that the " Integrity Medical Aid Fund " of asked or obtained. Te medical man was charged

the City of Toronto has closed its career in defer- with improper mutilation of the body. The magis
ence to the remonstrances of the profession. Hav- trate, after a week's deliberation, ruled that theing thus aided in cleaning the Augean Stables at Anatomy Act did not apply, and that the surgeonhome, we may now turn our attention to some of would nt be lable to indictment unless it could

be shown that the examination had been conducted
tbe professional touters througbout the country. i c a
We have received several notices of flagrant cases as to offer indignity to the body.
of this nature, clipped from newspapers and printed We are not aware tat a legal decision has been
on cards, which we have been asked to advertise given in any similar case in this country. It is,gratis in the LANCET. One of the practitioners to however, such an important point, especially in
whose "card" attention as been called, after hospitals, that we should be glad to know thatenumerating all the possible titles to which he can our American courts held the same view as the
lay claim, recomnends himself in te following English." Gratuitous services, often very pro-terms 

longed and requiring great skill, are but poorlyan have been many years in the practice of medicine, requited when the medical man is allowed at leastand have been favorably placed to acquire a thorough know- to learn all he can from such a case. Yet we have
Iedge of the prevalent diseases of this counry. By kind, k wn the rg t t e ot n d ne ,a d h si a
considerate and enlightened treatment of the sick, I hope to no right to be often denied, and bospitalnerit your patronage." 

authorities are so afraid of criticism, that they not
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seldom join with the relatives in refusing to allow
such an examination.

RAILWAY MEDICAL TARIFF.-The following items
from the tariff of fees drawn up by the medical
referee of the. Grand Trunk Railway Company,
have been sent to us for an expression of opinion:
The fees for a day visit are $1 ; night visit, $2

office consultation 50 cents ; dressing of wouncis,
first time, $i, in the night, $2 ; subsequent dress-
ings, 50 cents. The following rates include subse-
quent treatment. Amputations, finger, $5 ; forearm
or arm, $20; foot, $20; leg, $25; thigh, $50. Setti ig
fractures, forearm, $ io; arm $15 ; clavicle, $8 ; leg,
$25; thigh, $30. Reducing dislocations, elbow,
$io ; shoulder, $8 ; ankle, $8 ; knee, $io ; thigh,

$20. It is scarcely necessary for us to say that we
consider these charges on the whole, very low, and
in some cases, ridiculously low. We are very much
surprised, that any surgeon would assume the re-
sponsibility of the treatment of serious surgical
cases, for such paltry fees. But we are told that
some of our confreres are eager to secure and
retain the position, with this tariff before them. If
such is the case, the blame rests with the pro-
fession, and although it looks like robbery for a
rich corporation to grind down the poor surgeons,
yet it is perfectly natural and business-like for the
company to secure the , services as cheaply as
they can. The surgeons have themselves entirely
to blame, if the fees are less than they ought to be.

SUMMER COURSES OF LECTURES.-We desire to
call attention to the summer course of lectures
which has been inaugurated in Trinity Medical
College Toronto, commencing on the ist of May.
This, although the first summer course in this in-
stitution, promises to be a success, judging from
the number of enquiries which have been received
by the secretary, Dr. Sheard. The announcement
of McGill College summer course will also be
found in this issue. This, which is the 8th sum-
mer session of McGill College, will commence on
the 12th of April and continue 12 weeks.

THE STYLOGRAPHICPEN.-Few minor inventions

have been so readily appreciated and come so

quickly into general use as the stylographic pen.
None who have used one will ever be contented
with any less convenient apparatus for writing, and

in a short time there will be few who have oc-
casion to write much who have not adopted it.
Recent improvements in the manufacture of the
" Livermore " Stylographic Pen relating to the
fastening of the needle and the ease with which it
can be cleaned and repaired, have occasioned
much comment. These improved and valuable pens
may be obtained by addressing Louis E. Dunlap,
Manager, Stylographic Pen Co., 290 Washington
St. Boston, Mass. Price, plain, $2 ; gold-mount-
ed, $2.50

WINTER DIARRHRA.-This affection appears to
be more than usually prevalent this winter. In
fact many physicians have met with it this winter
for the first time in many years' practice. An un-
usually large number of cases have occurred in the
United States, as is noted in the health bulletins.
The Michigan State!Board of Health report, states
that " there are many cases of winter cholera
which comes on suddenly and is severe." Our
Provincial Board of Health also reports the preva-
lence of diarrhoea in District No. IV., in which it
is not only one of the six most prevalent diseases,
but amounts to 5 per cent. of all the disases re-
ported.

ELECTRIC BRUSH BATTERY.-For some years
past, parties in the United States have been adver-
tising so-called electric brushes, but it remained
for the Am. Electric Brush Co., of Cincinnati to
manufacture a genuine electric brush, fitted up with
a complete electric battery on the back. This little
instrument, which we have examined and tested, is
possessed of wonderful power. It may be used in
a variety of cases where electricity is deemed ad-
visable. The cell is composed of carbon and zinc
and is charged with a solution of bisulphate of
murcury. The coil is supplied with a spring ar-
mature, regulated by a platinum-pointed screw,
and an adjuster to regulate the force of the current.
The price of the instrument to physicians is $4.

KINGSTON MEDICAL COLLEGE.-The following
gentlemen have passed the final examination in
the Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons,
Kingston :-J. F. Kidd, gold medallist; W. G.
Anglin, silver medallist; J. Cryan, H. Freelhnd, T.
Moore, and W. Young, with honors; C. C. Clancey,
L. T. Davis, W. Hall, D. C. Hickey, G. McGhie,
T. A. Page, R. Smith, and A. McMurchy.
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R. N. Fraser, and J. E. Sterling were recom- DR. GOODELL'S MIXTURE F THE FOUR CHLO-mended as House Surgeons to the Hospital, and RIDES.-The following is known as Dr. Goodell'sJ. Herald and E. Forrester as demonstrators. mixture of the "four chlorides," which he pre-

IRON IN DIPHTHERIA.-Dr. Tipton, of Selma, scribes as an alterative tonic -
IR O N ~~~~i IN D P T E I . r Ti t n f S l a - H y d ra rg . B ic h o r . . . . . . . . . ..g r. j-ijAla., writing with regard to the treatment of thi Liq. arsen. chlor ............ j-idisease in the Virginia Medical Monthly (Febr'y) Lid. Hrnchlor. di - j

says, "long before a line was ever written on the Tr Ferri, chor., aa......... 3iuse of the muriated tincture of iron in the treat- Syr. Zingib ................ ijment of diphtheria, Dr. Parke, an old and honored Syr. Zdg.b................ vj
practitioner of Richmond, Va., was curing his pa- Aquæ ad... · ·p·· t he . e. ties vj--M.
tients with this agent with a steadiness and cer- IeaS ntainty that led him to regard it as a specific, so far water, after meals.
as any remedy can be." His treatment is as fol- IODOFORM IN ANAL FiSSURE.- Fissure andlows: If the mildness of the disease permits, he ulcer of the anus generally resist ail medical treat-clears the bowels out well with a purgative ; he ment, and require for theiremoval incision orthen gives, even to the youngest child, the follow- dilatation. Dr. Boardman Reid, of Atlantic City,ing mixture every Izour night and day* lhas had good success, however, in the treatment ofR Tr. Ferri chlor. giij. these intractable affections by means of iodoform.Pot. chlor. 31. He uses the following ointment:

Syr. acaciæ. -- Iodoformi...3ss
Aque. aa 3ij.-M. Bals. Peru .. .. 3ij

SIG.-From a teaspoonful to a tablespoonful ac- Cosmolini.. .-- Mcording to age. Milk is to be given between the SIG.-Apply three or four times a day afterdoses, not only to serve as nourishment but also washing the parts.
to prevent the iron from upsetting the stomach and Dr. Canniff desires very particularly to thank bisbowels. He uses no local treatnent at all--in fact medical brethrni who so kindly and Voluntariydenounces it as hurtful where a child resists. The medical hrn hs in and volutioysuccess, lie caims, is largely due to the persis- supported him in bis application for the position ofennms, a ran oft Medical Health Officer for the City of Toronto.ng/At and day. 

He also begs to ask for the cordial co-operation of
the profession in the work which they well knowOBITUARY.-The numerous friends of Dr. Henry is most important, onerous, and may be diflicult.Croft will regret to hear of his death which took It is his intention to carefully avoid infringingplace in Texas on the 21st of February, at the age upon the rights of all in relation to cases which mayof 64 years. Dr. Croft was professor of Chemistry be reported as affected with contagious diseases.in University College, Toronto, for upwards of a Any suggestions or information which may bequarter of a century, and was for many years the kindly supplied to him will be thankfully received.chuef ch'emical expert in this Province. He 'was THE LATE DR. KOLLMYER. - The followingsuperannuated about two years ago, and since address of condolence was presented to Mrs.then has been living with his son near San Diego, Dr. Kollmyer by the students of Bisop's CollegeTlexas. He died of an affection of the heart.

MICHIGAN SANITARY CONVENTION.-A Sanitary Bishop's College, Montreal.
Dear Madam,-We, the students of medicineConvention under the auspices of the State Board of the Medical College of Bishop's University,Of Health, will be held in Reed City, Mich., on hereby beg to tender our most sincere condolencethe 26th and 27th of April. Subjects of interest to you in your sad bereavement by the decease ofin connection with sanitary science, and methods your lamented husband, Alexander Kollmyer,M.D. We feel that the loss is not yours alone

relating to the prcvention of sickness will be pre. but that the city of Montreal has lost a valuablesented at the meeting. 
citizen, the profession of nedicine has lost one of



its most efficient and devoted members, and we,
the students in the College of which he was a
Professor, have lost a kind friend, an enthusiastic
teacher, and a valuable counsellor. And we pray
that the consolations of heaven may sustain you
now, and be your abiding comfort.

March 16th, 1883.
(Signed), J. B. Saunders, C. D. Bell, Chas. La-

Fontaine, and thirty others, comprising the students
in medicine in Bishop's University.

QUEBEC ANATOMY ACT.-The Quebec Govern-
ment has recently brought in important amend-
ments to the anatomy act which will, it is hoped,
put an end to the disgraceful body-snatching which
has obtained of late in this Province. Inspectors
are to be appointed whose duty it will be to see
that ail unclaimed bodies in institutions receiving
government aid are handed over to the schools,
who shall pay ten dollars for each body. The in-
stitutions are to notify the inspectors within twenty-
four hours after the death of any friendless persons,
and claimants must show relationship within the
third degree.

NEW SPLINT FOR COLLES' FRACTURE.-Dr. Mc-
Naughton, of Erin, Ont., lias shown us a splint
devised by himself for the treatment of Colles'
fracture of the radius which meets the in-
dication better than any splint we have ever
seen. It is applied to the anterior surface of the
forearm and hand, extending down as low as the
palm, and is moulded to fit perfectly the inequali-
ties of the surface. The Dr. has used it for many
years with great success in the treatment of this
form of fracture.

EUROPEAN TRAVEL.-Persons contemplating a
trip to Europe, or any other part of the Globe,
either alone or with excursion parties, will find it
to their advantage to investigate the numerous faci-
lities offered by Thos Cook & Son, the renowned
Excursion Managers, of 261 Broadway, New York.
Full particulars of their arrangements will be mailed
free, on application, to any one interested.

DIPHTHERIA is again prevalent in the Maritime
Provinces. Mr. Joseph F. Beit, of Springfield,
Cumberland, N.S., lost three of his children within
a few days from this terrible disease.

ASSOCIATION MEETINGS.-The American Medi-
cal Association will meet in Cleveland, Ohio, com-
mencing on the 5 th of june. The Association of

Am. Medical Editors will take place at the same
time and place. The Ontario Medical Association
will hold its third annual meeting in Toronto, on
the first Wednesday (6th) of June.

ONTARIO MEDICAL COUNCIL ELECTION.--Dr.
C. T. Campbell, of London, Ont., has been elected
by the Homœopathic representatives in the Coun-
cil to fill the vacancy caused by the death of Dr.
Morden, in accordance with clause ii. section vii.
of the Ontario Medical Act.

ONTARIO MEDICAL COUNCIL EXAMINATIONS.-
In our last issue an error inadvertently crept into
the announcement of the date of the primary ex-
amination. The primary will commence in King-
ston on the 13 th of April at 4 p.m., and not on the
4th as therein stated.

MEDICAL HEALTH OFFICERS.-Dr. W. Canniff
has been appointed Medical Health Officer for the
City of Toronto at a salary of $i5oo.

Dr. Neilson has been appointed Medical Health
Officer for Winnipeg, at a salary of $1,200.

ERRATUM.-In our notice of Dr. Sanborn's
medical charts in the February issue of the LANCET
we inadvertently gave his address, Rockford. It
should have been Rockport, Mass.

BRITISH DIPLOMA.-Drs. W. H. MacDonald,
of Trinity Medical College, and S. R. Rogers, of
Toronto, have received the double degree of L.R.
C.P. & S., Edin.

PERSONAL.-D-. Richard Orton, formerly of
Morriston, Ont., who has been abroad for upwards
of a year, has returned, and commenced practice in
Guelph.

Coroner-P. N. Balcom, M.D., of Aylesford,
has been appointed Coroner for the Co. of Kings,
N.S.

APPOINTMENT.-Dr. W. Nelson, formerly of
Montreal, has been appointed Port Surgcon of the
Pacific Mail S. S. Co. at Panama.

T. W. Mills, M.D., &c., Montreal, has been ap-
pointed Demonstrator of Physiology and Histology
in McGill College, Montreal.

REMOVAL.-Dr. H. H. Gardner, has removed
from West Lynne, Man., to Sanfrancisco.
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The death of Dr. L. Ranney of New York, and

also of Dr. Benjamin Howard Rand, Prof. Chem-
istry Jefferson Medical College of, Philadelphia, is
announced

eoo and gamphlete.

THE INTERNATIONAL ENCYCLOPADIA OF SURGERY.
A Treatise on the Theory and Practice of Sur-
gery, by authors of various nations. Edited by
J. Ashhurst, jr., M.D., Prof. of Clinical Surgery
University of Pennsylvania ; illustrated with
chromo-lithographs and wood-cuts, in six vols.
Vol. IL. New York : W. Wood & Co. ; Tor-
onto: Willing & Williamson.

We have already expressed our appreciation of

the value of the above-named encyclopedia in our

notice of the first volume. The second volume

fully bears out the statements then made. It

opens with articles upon wounds, burns, abscesses

and gangren followed by elaborate articles upon

the variousr -enereal diseases, and in the latter

part of th dVolume is begun injuries and diseases

of the various tissues. We observe an excellent

article in this volume on " The effects of cold,"

by our distinguished confrere Dr. J. A. Grant, of

Ottawa, upon which we congratulate him. The

work bears evidence of the painstaking care and

the thorough and exhaustive research of the vari-

ous writers on the different subjects assigned them,
and reflects no small degree of credit upoi Amer-

ican surgery. The illustrations commend them-

selves both by their artistic excellence, and by

their practical value in elucidating the text The

work is well printed, and handsomely bound. It

is sold by subscription only.

PERCUSSION OUTLINEs.-By E. G. Cutter, M.D.,
and G. M. Garland, M.D, Assistants in Patho-
logical Anatomy and Clinical Medicine, respec-
tively, in Harvard Medical College. Boston :
Houghton, Mifflin & Co. Toronto: Willing &
Williamson.

This interesting little work is intended to teach

students and beginners in practice, the anatomical

position of the viscera in the normal state, and as a

guide to the proper methods of detecting abnormal

deviations. The authors state that the book is

essentially a condensed abstract of the German

literature upon this subject, as contributed by

Weil, Ferber, Laschka, and Gerhardt, reviewed

and confirmed by their own experience in practice

and at the autopsy table. The work is embellished
by some most excellent diagrams, giving percussion
outlines of different organs.

THE SCIENCE AND PRACTICE OF MEDICINE, by
Professor Alonzo R. Palmer, of the University
of Michigan, Ann Arbor. G. B. Putnam & Sons,
New York, 1882.

This work is one written by a practical man,
with the object in view of bringing practical sub-
jects before his readers. While not likely in any
way to interfere with the sale of any other mod-
ern work on practice of medicine, it will no doubt
be highly appreciated by the friends of the author,
both amongst the profession and the students who
have attended his lectures.

QUIG COMPENDS No. I-QUESTIONS ON HUMAN
ANATOMY ; By Samuel O. L. Potter, M.A., M.D.,
with sixty-Lhree illustrations. Philadelphia : P.
Blakiston, Son & Co. Toronto: Ure & Co.

Tihis little work contains a series of questions
and answers, comprising the essential points of
the various structures of the body. It is founded
on Gray's Anatomy, and contains many useful
hints and aids to memory not fonnd in ordinary
works.

irth, W rrigesand ptaths.

At Picton, on March 4 th, the wife of H. A.
Evans, M. D., of a daughter.

At St. Thomas, in Nov. last, Dr. Frederick B.
Going, aged 72 years.

At Halifax, on the 27th of Feb., A. Moren, M.
D., city medical officer, in the 4 7 th year of his
age.

At Cape Sable Island, on the 21st Feb., Dr. J. J.
Clark, of Barrington, N. S., aged 56 years.

In Montreal, on the 1 3th ult., Henry Kollmyer,
M.D., aged 51 years.

In Pembina, on the 6th uIt., W. D. Ross, M.D.,
formerly of Ottawa.

At Black River, Jamaica, W.I., on Feb. 4, Di
George E. Giscoigne, formerly of Brockville, Ont.,
aged 49 years.

*** The chargefor Notices of Births, Deaths, and
Marriages is Fifty Cents, which should be forwarded
in postage stamps with the communication.
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Hydroleine and Maltopepsyn.

Having demonstrated conclusively during the past three years the superiority of Maltopepsyn formula over
all other digestive remedies, as attested by the signatures of nearly all our leading physicians, I desire to keep it upto its present high standard, and I cannot do so and give one and one-half ounces for fifty cents, as I find uponfhguring up my expenses of introduction to the profession and of doing business, and the high cost of the ingredientsof Maltopepsyn, that I am at present, after three years of hard work, actually out money. Naturally desiring someprofit, I am obliged to raise the price to 75 cents per ii ounce bottie, as I will not lower the standard of the article
under any consideration.

I therefore ask your continued support in this my endeavor to give the profession a perfect and reliabledigestive of home manufacture at as low a price as it can be produced and afford a living profit.

I desire tocall your attention to the fact that Maltopepsyn given in from i to 5 grain doses, (according tothe age and strength of the child), is a specific for most of infants' troubles, such as cholera infantum, etc.

One word in reference to Hydroleine and I am through. This remarkable remedy beir, 'od Liver Oilof the best quality artificially digested by the use of pancreatine, is of a necessity much more palata, vhen freshand when made during the winter.

Notwithstanding the fact that I put four labels on each bottle, and large label on cach j dozen package tocall druggists' attention to the necessity of keeping the preparation in a cool place and to avoid freezing, andthat I have further mailed each one a circular letter to the effect and asking them to purchase not over a fourweeks' supply, so as to have it as fresh as possible, I find over one half pay no attention, but buy even a six months'stock, and keep it often in their show windows, subject to excessive heat.

I would call your attention to the fact that Hydroleine when fresh is a beautiful and perfectly digested oil,of the consistency and appearance of Devonshire Cream, palatable and highly nutritious. I intend in future to putthe word Winter" in red ink across the face of the inside bottle label on all Hydroleine made during the coolmonths (October to March, inclusive).

If you wili at first see that the Hydroleine is fresh and right, the druggist will soon pay proper attention tothe keeping af it, and you will have a remedy unequalled for the treatment of Consumption, Winter Cough,Affections of the Chest and Wasting Diseases, the Debility of Adults and for delicate children, invariably producingimmediate increase in flesh and weight.

I might remark here that all Cod Liver Oil should be obtained fresh and should be kept in a cool place.

I shall be happy to mail prnted matter on both remedies giving full particulars upon application.

Yours very truly,

HAZEN MORSE,
57 Front St. :.ast, T'oronto.

P. S -Present prices are as follows:

Hydroleine, $1.oo per Bottle, $ia.oo per Doz.
Maltopepsyn, 75c. per ii oz. Bottle, $7.50 per Doz.

in 8 oz. Bottles, $6.5o per lb.



FOR CONSUMPTION AND WASTING DISEASES,

HYDROLEINE (HYDRATED OIL)

FOR DYSPEPSIA, INDICESTION, ETC.,

MALTOPEPSYN.
Having for the past three years published the names of most of the leading physicians or Canada endorsingboth these remedies, I will therefore now only give the names of a few of the profession, and will add the opinionsof some of the leading Druggists throughout the Dominion.

JAS. H. RICHARDSON, M. D., TORONTO. JOHN REDFIELD, MD., MONTREAL.J. ALGERNON TEMPLE, M.D., D. C. MACCALLUM, M.D.,J. H. MCCOLLUM, M.D., F. G. RooîCK, M.D.,
JOHN E. KENNEDY, M.D., GEO. ROSS, NID.,
O. S. WINSTANLEY, D.JOHN T FINNIE, MD.,
J. E. GRAHAM, M.D., GASPARD ARCHAMBAULT, M.DJ. H. BURNS, M.D., W. B. IURLAN D,CHA~S. ,VD. COVERNTON, M.D., CASEV A. Woo , NI.D.,

A. .APTHORN SI, D.,

FROM LEADINC CHEMISTS AND DRUCCISTS.
144 S G. LAWRENCE MAIN ST., MONTREAL Nov. 18, icMo.

Ibeg to say that Hydroleinie is incrcasing in favir with the rnedical profession tdgssesl min most cases rapidly, and bring-s up the weîght of the patient. 'lo prove which, several physicians have xxeighedtheir patients before beginining the remedy. 'My sales this înonth are larger than ever.
.HENRY R. GRAY, Cheist

CORONWO Au;. 15, C88.Wîith reference to your Nialtopepsyn, I xvoul<I say I have neyer sold any preparation of the kind which,seeîned to gix-e such universal satisfaction'both to physicians and patients.n'ote increasing sales wih the tesimony of numabers vho have obtained marked benefit from its use, sho
that iydroleine is a great success.

HEYH. J. ROSE, Pharmacist.

TORONTO, JULY 20, 881We have much pleasure in informing you that the sale for Hydroleine and Maltopepsyn is increasnggreathy, both over the counter an t in dispensing. Many people who cannot take Cod Liver Ou take the Hdroleine
with great benefit.

E. HOOPER & CO., Chemists and Druggists.

MONTREAL, AUG. 15, 1881.We have very favorable news in refrence to Hydroleine and Maltopepsn Their sale is increasing, andxe have heard through medical nen who have prescribed them that they both give entire satisfaction.
LAVIOLETTE & NELSON, Pharmacists.

MONTREAL, AUG. 15 I881.t have much pleasure in say ing that numbers of my customers express themselves highly satisfied with theaction of both Hydroleine and Maltopepsyn, and in consequence I find the sales increasing.
J. A. HARTE, Chemist and Druggist.

444 QUEEN ST. WEST, TORONTO, MARCH 4, 1882.I have much pleasure il informing you that the sale of Hydroleine and Maltopepsyn is rapidly increasing,and the very best of results invariably follow their use. Leading medical men are ordering them freely, which
fact is sufficient guarantee of their being reliable preparations.

HARRY SHERRIS.



I71 KING ST. EAsT, TORONTO, FEBRUARY 3, 1882.y feel it a duty to the public and yourself ta communicate to you the very satisfactory results effected by
yaur Maltopepsyn.

JOSEPH DAVIDS & Co.

382 & 630 QUEEN Sr., 324 SPADINA AVE., TORONTO, FEB., 1882.I have been selling your Hydrleine and Maltopepsyn for some time past, and find it gives universalsatisfaction.

JOSIAH GREEN.

243 YONGE STREET, TORONTO, 1882.I have sld Hydrleine and Maltopepsyn since their introduction, and must say they have given entiresatisfaction.

CHAS. W. HOWARTH.

BELLEVILLE, FEBRUARY, 1882.We have sold bath remedies and find them spoken of very favorably by both the Medical Profession and thePublie.
We can safely recommend them to parties needing such remedies.

L. W. YEOMANS & CO.

BELLEVILLE, ONT., FEBRUARY, 1882.In recammending Hydraleine and Maltopepsyn, we endorse the opinions of many of our custoners who have
- JAS. CLARK & CO.

BEL.LEVILLE, FERRUARY, IM5~2 .I believe Hydroleine gives general satisfactipn I have also received very goad reports fran the use f Malt -pepsyn in cases where other preparations have failed.

A. L. GEEN.

BELLEVILLE, ONT., FEBRUARY 7, 1882.I have much pleasure iv recammending your preparations of Maltopepsyn and Hydroleine, as they have
given entire satisfaction wherever tbey have been used.

-__ R. TEMPLETON.

BELLEVILLE, FEBRUARY 8, 1882.i have inuch pleasure in assuring you of the general usefulness of your Hydroleine and the confidence bestowedupon it by tbose whi bave used it. One. custnmer says respecting his child troubled with Chronic Bronchitis,
Nothing answers him so Wvell; he thrivcs upon it.'

V. R CARMICHAEL.

BROCKVILLE ONT., FEB. 13, 1882.Wc have much pleasure in stating that for the past two years we have sold Hydroleine. It has given satis.
faction, as the sales of it have been considerable, and %we bave had no complaints.

ALLAN, TURNER & CO.

LONDON, ONT., Nov. 24, 188r.bo have much pleasure in informing you that the sale for Hydroleine and Maltopepsyn is iicreasing greatlygrath ver the counter and in dispensing. Many people who cannot take the Cod Liver Oil take Hydroleine withg r e a t b e n e fi t .W 

. T R O G_______W. T. STRONG.

OWEN SOUND, JAN. 6, 1882.The sale af your preparatians, Hydroleine and Maltopepsyn, has been very large, giving satisfaction whereever used.

ROBERT WIGHTMAN

WINGHAM, ONT., JAN. II, 1882.I have used Hydroleine and Maltpepsyn for over a year, and have the satisfaction of knowing that I cansafely and canfidently recTmmend them ta my custBmers.

W. T. BRAY.



New Remedy for Teething Infants.

GLYCEROLEdCELERY COMPOUND
EACH FLUID DRACHM CONTAINS

Celery Seed,
Catnip Herb,
Chamomile,

- 4 grains.

5 grains.
- 2 grains.

Dose for teething infants io to 60 drops, according to age.

This remedy has been found to be a good and harmless substitute for the more
powerful drugs so often used to quiet children. It is not necessary to speak of the advan-
tages obtained by such a substitution, as they will be at once apparent to every physician.

Price for 4 oz. bottle,
"i " i lb. "«

- 50 cents.

$1.20.

MOUS5s

Fluid Extract of Celery Seed
(APUUM CRAVOLENS.)

This remedy has of late been considerably used in the United States in Dropsy,
Incontinence of Urine, and Liver Complaints.

Price per lb.,

i lb. of the Extract represents i lb. of Celery Seed.

A four ounce bottle of each of the above new remedies will be sent free to
any physician who is willing to pay express charges on same upon application to sole
proprietor.

HAZEN MORSE,
57 Front Street East, Toronto.

- $2.50.
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PURE COD LIVER OIL,
With HYPOPHOSPHITES of LIME and SODA,

PERFECT, PERMANENT, PALATABLE.
rThe hlgh charac isueMter, and wide reputation Seqttm Em 01Mou bas attained through the aency of the Medical Profession, and theheary support they have given it eince I flrst introduct i a sufficient guarantee of its superir virtues. The caims we havero adeo s te
ermanency-perfection and l nes-we believe have been fully sustained, and we can positively assure the profession thatiXi9 standard of excellence Wil beul aintained. We believe the profession will bear us out in the statement that ne combination- tiproduced as good results in the wasting disorders, incident to childhood ; in the latter as well as the incipient stages ocf Phthisis, and inScrofula, Anæmia and General Debility. We would respectfully ask the profession for a continuance of their patronage, ad those who havenot prescribed it to give It a trial. Samples will be furnished free upon application.
FoamuA.-50 per cent. of pure Cod Liver Oil, 6 grs. of the Hypophosphite of Lime, and 3 grs. of the H% pophosphite of Soda to a fluidounce.

SEE TESTIMONIALS OF PHYSICIANS.Mesurs. Socrr & BouN: Ha:aNSNv 9 80I have prescribed your emulsion of Cod Liver Oil with Hypophosphites for the aHalifaxN.rS., Nov. 19, 1880.
agreeable to the stomach, and have better results from ltsUse than from any other preparation of the kin I have tried.

W. M. CAMERON, M.D.Meurs. 8ooTT à Boums: Truro, N.8 , Nov. 15, 1880.Gentlemen-After three years experience, I consider your Emulsion one of the very bet in the miarket.

Massas. Scoor & Bowna W. S. MUIR, M.D., L.R.C.P. & S., Ed.
I have much pleasure in stating that for the last three years I have used your Emulsion of Cod Liver Oil and Hypo-phosphites in my practice, ln cases of Phthisis, Nervous Prostration end Anoemia, and always derived marked benefit from its use That itdoes not decompose, is very palatable, and remains in the most fastidious stomach, are some of its greatest merite.

St. John, N.B. I have the honor to be, vours truly, T. J. 0. EARLE, M.D.
Massas. Soorr & BowNEz:

I have used for ome time, and prescribed Scott's Emulsion of Cod Liver 011, and flnd it an excellent fixed prepara-tion, agreeing well with the utomach, easily taken, and its continued use adding greatly to the strength and comfort of the patient.
Petitcodiac, N. B., Nov. 5, 1880. A. H. PECK, M.D., Penn. Med. Co lege.

SCOTT & BOWNE, Manufacturing Chemists, New York.
The Practhtioners' Obstetric Bag. John Reynders & Co.)

Ia 15 nches long, 8 inches high, containing 1 Barnes' Craniotomy For-ceps, 1 Barnes' Long Midwifery l'orceps, 1 Pair of Perforatora. 1
Blunt Hook and Crotchet, 1 Frænum Scissors, 1 Catheter, 4 Sto redBottles, 1 Chloroform Drop Bottle, in case.
The whole in Bag of Superior Morocco Leather, or of BlackHide, with Lock and Fittings, cngraved and gilt, price,complete............................ ......... $26. 00Bag, empty........................$1 50 $5. 50 6. 00
IMPROVED CLINICAL THERMOMETER WITH INDESTRUC-TIBLE INDICES.

LOSS OF INDEX IMPOSSIBLE.

These Thermometers combine al! the improvemants which haverecently been made In the manufacture of Clinical Therniometers.
The Indices are bold and easily seen, and cannot be shaken Intothe Bulb, the engraving is plain and cannot be rubbed off.A certificate is supplied with each Thermometer above thelvalne of*2.00, showing the eviations, if any.

PRICE-In Wood Ca $2.25In Plated Ca e......----... - -..... 2.50Re tering Thermometers 1.50
atent or Lens Pront 3.00 & 3.25

Manufactured by

Je STEVENS & SONY
Surgical Instrument Makers.

GOWER STREET, [40 Wellington St. E.
Londpn, Eng. I Toronto, Ont.

(Late of Otto & %eynders,)

No. 309 Fourth Avenue. New York,
UNDER THE COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS,

Manufacturera and Importera of

SURGICAL
AND

Orthopoeical Instruments,

SKELETONS,

imD

ANATOMICAL

PREPARATIONS.

The Manufacture and Jmportation of every

article used bv Phvsicians and Surgeons our Specialties.

Our Iu&ratM aI gue and Prace Lif
mailed on application, enclosing twelve cents for Postag

FOR LDVERTISMENT OF .SIABURT & JONSON' PLABTzàW, On INUIE PAGE.
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Dr. 3. Collis Browne's
ORIGINAL A.ID ONLY GENUINE

CIILOIODYNE.
COUGHS,

A.ý' I'MA,
BRONCHITIS.

D R. J. COLLIS BROWNE'S
CHLORODYNE. This wonder-

fui remedy was discovered by Dr.
J. Collis Browne, and the word
Chlorodyne coined hy him expressly
to designate it. There never has
been a remedy so vastly beneficial
to suffering humanity, and it is a
subject of deep concern to the pub-
lic that they should not be imposed
upon by having imitations pressed
upon them on account of cheapness,
and as being the same thing. Dr.
J. Collis Browne's Chlorodyne
is a totally distinct thing from the
spurious compounds called Chloro-
dyne, the use of which only ends
in disappointment and failure.

DR. J. COLLIS BROWNE'S
CHLORODYNE. -Vice Chan-

cellor Sir W. Page Wood Stated
Publicly in Court that Dr. J. Collis
Browne was Undoubtedly the
Inventor of Chlorodyne, that the
whole story of the defendant was
deliberately untrue, and he regretted
to say it had been sworn to.-See
THE TIMES, JuIy 13th, 1g64.

DR.HJ. COLLIS BROWNE'S
CLRODYNE is a Liquid

Medicine, which Asmuages Pain
of Every Kind affords a calim, re-
freshing sleep Without Headache,
and Ipvigorates the Nervous
Systerh when exhausted.

DR. J. COLLIS BROWNE'S
CHLORODYNE is the

GREAT SPECIFIC for

Ç HOLERA, DYSENTERY

DIARRHCEA.

The General & .rd of
Health, London, Reort that

it Acts as a Charm, one doe
generally sufficient.

Dr. Gibbon, Army Medical
Staff, Calcutta, states:-" Two
Doses Completely Cured
Me of Diarrhea."

D R. J. COLIS BROWNE'S
CH O O DYNE rapidly cuts

short al] attacks of

EPILEPSY, SPASMS, COLIC,
PALPITATION, HYSTERIA

From Symes & Co., Pharmaceutical
Chemists, Medical Hall, Simla.-
.uary5, 188o.

To J. T. Davenport, Esq., 33
Great Russell Street, Bloomsbury,
London.

"DzAR Sin,-Have the good-
neus to furnish us with your best
quotations for Dr. J. Collis Browne's
Chlorodyne, as, being large buyers,
we would much prefer doing busi-
ness with you direct than through
the wholesale houses. We embrace
this opportunity of congratulating
you upon the wide-spread reputation
this justly-esteemed medicine has
earned for itself, not only in Hin-
dostan, but all over the East. As
a remedy of general utility, we
much question whether a better is
imported into the country, and we
shall be glad to hear of its finding
a place in every Anglo-Indian
home. The other brands, we are
happy to say, are now relegated to
the native basaars, and, judging
from their sale, we fancy their so-
jOurn there will be but evanescent.
We cold multiply instances ad in-
fnih.m of the extraordinary efficacy
of Dr. Collis Browne's Chlorodyne
inDiarrha and Dysentery, Spasms,
Cramps, Neuralgia, the Vomiting
of Pregnancy, and as a general se-
dative, that have occurred under
our personal observation during
many years. In Choleraic Diar-
rhoea, and even in the more terrible
forme of Choiera itself, we have wit-
nessed its surprisingly controlling
power. We have never used any
other for. of this medicine than
Collis Browne's, from a firm con.
viction that it is decidedly the best,
and also from a sense of duty we
owe to the profession and the pub-
lic, as we are of the opinion that

the substitution of any other than
Collis Browne's is a deliberate
breach of faith on the part of the
chemist to prescriber and patient
alike.

We are, sir, faithfully yours,
. SYMES & CO.,

Members of the Pharm. Sèdrety qf
Great Britain, His Excellency the
Viceroy's Chemists.

DR. J. COLLIS BROWNE'S
CHLORODYNE is the
Pure Palliative in

NEURALGIA, GOUT,
CANCER,

TOOTHACHE,

RHEUMATISK

From Dr. B. J. Boulton & Co.,
Horncastle.

" We have made pretty extensive
use of Chlorodyne in our practice
lately, and look upon it as an excel-
lent direct Sedative and Anti-Spos-
modic. It seems to allay pain and
irritation in whatever organ, and
from whatever cause. It induces a
feeling of comfort and quietude not
obtainable by any other remedy,
and it seems to possess this great
advantage over all other Sedatives,
that it leaves no unpleasant after
effects."

IMPORTANT CAUTION.
The IMMENSE SALE of this

REMEDY has given rise to many
UNSCRUPULOUS IMITA-
TIONS.

N. B.-EVERY BOTTLE OF
GENUINE CHLORODYNE
BEARS on the GOVERNMENT
STAMP the NAME of the IN.
VENTOR,

Dk J. COLLIS BROWNE.

SOLD IN BOTTLES, is., /uid.,
/. 4/6, by all Chemists.

So.s MANUFACTURER:

J.T.DAVENPORT, 33 GREAT
RUSSELL STREET. W.C.
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BELLEVUE HOSPITAL

CITY OF NEW YORK.
Ise

T HE COLLEGIATE YEAR in this Institution embraces the Reg..*ar Winter Session and a Spring Seio.

THE REGULAR SESSION will begin on Wednesday, September 2o, 1882, and end about the middle of March,
1883. During this Session, in addition to four didactic lectures on every weekday except Saturday, two or three hours are
daily allotted to clinical instruction. Attendance upon two regular courses of lectures is required for graduation.

THE SPRING SESSION consists chiefly of recitations from Text-Books. This Session begins about the middle ol
March and continues until the middle of June. During this Session, daily recitations in all the departments are held by a
corps of Examiners appointed by the Faculty. Short courses of lectures are given on special subjects, and regular clinics
are held in the Hospital and in the College building.

Faculty.
ISAAC E. TAYLOR. M.D Emeritus Professor of Obstetries and diseases of Women and Children, and President of the Faulty
FORDYCE BARKER M., LL.D Prof essor of Clinical Midwifery and Diseses of Women.
BENJAMIN W. Mc(READY, LD,: Emeritus 1'rofessor of Materia Medica and Therapeutice, and Prof. of Clinl Medicine
AUSTIN FLINT, M. D., Professor of the Principles and Practice of Mediciie, and Clinica I Medicine.
W. H. VAN BUlRN, M.D., LL.D., Prof. of Principles and P'ractice of Surgery, and ('nüi d Snrgery.
LEWIS A. SAYRE. M D., Professor of Orthopedic Surgery and Clinical Surgery.
ALEXANDER B. 1îlOTT, M.D., Professor of Clinical and Operative Surgery
WILLIAM T. LUSK, M.D., Professor of Obstetrics and Disesases of Woien and Children, and Clinical Midwferv
A. A. SMITH, M.1)., Professor of Materia Medica and Therapeutics, and Clinical Medicine.
AUSTIN FLINT, JR., M.D., Professor of Physiology and Physiological Anatomy, and Secret ary of the Fac '
JOSEPH D. BRYANT, M.D., Professor of General, Descriptive and Surgical Aiatomy.
R. OGDEN DOREMUS, M.D., LL.D., Professor of Chemistry and Toxioology.
EDWARD G. JANEWAY, M.D., Prof. of Diseases of the Nervous System, and <lin. Medicine and Asso< snte Profeumo of Pnwméples

and Practie. of Medicine.

PROFESSORS OF SPECIAL DEPARTMENTS, ETC.
HENRY D. NOTES, .D Profesor of Ophthalmology and Otology.
J. LEWIS SMITH, M. D., Citnical Professor of Diseases of Children.
EDWARD L. KEYES, K.D., Professor of Cutaneou and Genito-Urinary Diseases.
JOHN P. GRAY, M.D., LL.D., Professor of Psychological Medicine and Medical Jurisprudunce.
FRE.DERIC S. DENNIS. M.D., M.R.C.S., Professor Adjunct to the Chair of Principles and Practice of Sargesr
WILLIAM H. WELCH, M.D., Professor of Patholo,,ical Anatony and General Pathology.
JOSEPH W. HOWE, M.D, Clinical Professor of $urgery.
LEROY MILTON YALE, M.D.. Lecturer Adjunet on Orthopœdic Surgery.
BEVERLY ROBINSON, M.D., Lecturer on Clinical Medicine.
FRANK H. BOSWORTH, M.D., Lecturer on Diseases of the Throat.
CHARLES A. DOREMUS, M.D., Pa. D., Professor Adjunct to the Chair ef Chemistry and Toxicology.
FREDERICK S. DENNIS .D, .. C.S Denotrator o Anatomy.
WIIJAM a. WELCH, .D., - D

FACULTY FOR THE SPRING BES8ION.

FREDERICK A. CASTLE, M.D., Lecturer oin Pharniacoloy.
WILLIAM H. WELCH B.D., Lecturer on Pathological Histology.
CHARLES A. DOREMbS, M.D., PH.D., Lecturer on Animal Cienilstry.
T. HERRING BURCHARD, M.D., Lecturer on Surgical Emergencie.
CUARL S. BULL, M.D., Lecturer on Ophthalmology and Otology.

FEES FOR THE REGULAR SESSION.
Fees for Tickets to all the Lectures, Clinical and Didactic....................................................................... Mo 00Fes for Studenta who have attended two full courses at other Medical Colleges, 1

and for Graduates of les than three years' standing of other Medical Colores f................ ..................... 70 00
Matriculation Fe ..........................................................................
Dimsection Fee (including material for dissectin ).0.........0
Graduatior. kee ........... ................................................... ....................... .8 00No fees for Lectures are required of Graduates of three yearu' standing, or of third.course Studente who have attenled their secotid oeurseat the Bellevue Hospital Medical College.

FEES FOR THE SPRING SESSION.
Matriculation (Ticket valid for the following Winter).......... .. ....... . . ................... .. •... ............. 00Recitations, Clinics, and Lectures ......................................................................... d00
Dissection (Ticket valid for the following Winter) ...................................................................... 10 00

For the Annual Circular and Catalogue, giving regulations for graduation and other information, addres

PRoF. AuSTIN FLINT, JR,,
Seoastaav BELLUWn Hosmr MaaiL OUsaaew
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ADHE SIVE P LASE
SEABURY& JOHNSONTfus iituiwînme1t to take the placeof týhe ordinary Emp. Adhesive, on account of its superlor quaiity andcheapness. It is pliable, water-proof, no1-irritating, very strng, and extra adhesive. It is fot affected by heat orcold, is spread on honet cotton loth and never cracks or peels off; saicylic acid l iocorporated with it, whichmakes it antiseptic. It is indispensable mherestrength and irm adhesion are required, as n counter-extension orin the treatment of a broken clavicle. It has been adopted hy the New York, Bellevue, and other large hospitabs.and by many of our leading surgeons.

Furnished in rolls 5 yards long, by 14 inches wide

Price by mail, per yard roll, 50 cts., 5 yards 40 cts per yard.

IN RUBBER COMBINATIONa tecodute" bProf. h. 0. Doremus, of Bellevue Hospital Md Colege, and J. P Battershall, Ph. D., analytical chemist, NeYork, determine the comparative quantities of atropine i Belladonna Plaster, prepared by the different Americon manufacturers, disclosed in each case that our article contains a greater proportion of the active principle ofBelladonna than any other manufactured. Samples of the garions manufactures, includin ourown for this test wvere procured in open market by the above nanied chemistis themselves. In the lireparation of tiais article, weincorporate the best alcoholic extract of Belladonna ooly with the rubber base. It packed or elegant tin casest(one yard in each case). wh c can he forwarded by ma 1 to an, part of the countrv.

Price,' by mail post-paid, $1.0O.

BLISTERINC PLASTER
SEABURY 8< JOHNSON

iN ÙBB R C MBIATIN.We icorporteby afiy (best selected Russian), with the rubber base, which constitutes, we believe, the most reliable cawtharida o platerknown I y superior to the cerate, and other cantharilal preparations, the value of which la frequently greatlyImpaire by the excessive heat used ini prepariog them, which volatilizes or drives off an active principle of the fly. iBy our pecuhiar process, no heat is used.
Price, by mail, per yard, $1.00.

MAUSTA RD PLAS ER
SE ABURY JO HNSON eol

Superior to the best French makers ; doesO !r M TrO N C 10 P nO T . ot crack or peel off, or tear wheo wet (Ianbe removed without soiling he skin. Alwayr reliable.
ALL TEE ABOVE ARTICLES TO BE OBTAINED OF CANADIAN DRUGGISTS AT PRICES MENTIONED.

ALWAYS SPECIFY SEABURY & JOHNSON'S
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BUT TI-IE BEST.

ighly recommended by the Medical Faculty of both America and Europe,
and adopted by the United States GIovernment. More of them

Sold than any other Battery in the World.

MoINTOSH COMBINED
Galvanic and Faradic Battery.

The first and only Portable Battery ever invented which giveï boti tle Galv'.u*c
and Faradic Current; thus combining two distinct batteries in one case.

niNo Ph-sician can afford to be without one.-
This Celebrated Battery is constructed on an improved plan. The zincs and carbone are

fastened to hard rubber plates in sections of six each, this manner of connecting bringsthe
plates nearer together than in any other battery, thus giving less internal resistance. The
rubber plate or cover will not warp or break, and is not affected by the fluid.

The cells are composed of one piece of hard rubber and are made in sections of six each with a drip-cup, thus one sectioncan bohandled
emptied and cleaned as easily and quickly as one cell.

The fluid cannot spill or run between the eells, and there is no danger of breaking as with glass celle. The drip-cup is to recelve the
elements when the battery is not in use. The Faradic coil is fastened to the hard rubber plate or cover. The rubber plate to which the
zincs and carbons are attached is securely fastened over tne celle when not in use, making it impossible for fluid to be spilled lu carrying.

An extra large cell (with a zinc and carbon element) is added to the combined batteries for the purpose of producing the Faradie cur-
rent. This cell gives as much power as is ever needed, and avoids exhausting the current from the galvanic cells.

Our Batteries weigh less, occupy less space, give a current of greater intensity and quantity than any other Battery mauufactured. For
simplicity of construction they cannot be surpassed, and any person reading our directions will have no trouble in operating them.

This is the only Battery in which the zinc and carbon plates can be kept clean and always in order by simply rinsing them.
A the metai work is finely nickel plated and highly polished, and every part so put together as to be easily replaced by the operator.
We have the most complete line of electrodes yet offered to the profession. We also manufacture various styles of Table and Office

Batteries, Bath Apparatus, etc., etc. Our manufacturing f acilities are the largest of the kind in America, and we employ none but skilled
mechanices, and men of scientific experience.

Our Illustrated Catalogue, giving full description of all our goode, and other valuable information, sent free on application.

McIntosh Galvanic and Faradie Battery Company,
192 & 194 JACKSON STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.

Or, F. GROSS, Chemist, 682 to 690 Craig St., Montreal, And, ELLIOTT & CO., Chemists, 3 Front St., Toronto.

WILLIAM SNTOWDEST,
Manufacturer and Importer of

SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS, TRUSSES, OBSTETRICAL FORCEPS, ETC.

SNOWDEN'S PERFECTED BINAURAL STETHOSCOPE.-PRICE $3.00.
All geruine ones have " WM. SNOWDEN, PHILADELPHIA," stamped on the So t RubberCup of Bell (F).
The Rubber Tubes are free from ail woollen or silk coverings, thus avoiding all friction sounds arising from this source.

Established 1821. No. 7 South Eleventh St., PHILADELPHIA.

MEDICAL ELECTRICITY W.
,lm in' . iroM dia W, F COLEMAN, M. D., M.E.C.S., Eng.Flemming's Electro-Medical

BATTERIES Fornerly Surgeon to Toronto Eye and Ear Infrmary
Are considered

The BEST iu the MYlarket. OCULIST and AURIST
Faradic Batteries.
Galvanic of 10, 20, 30 or 40 cells.
Far. and Galv, Batteries combined. to St. John General Public Hospital. Practice limited te
Cautery Batteries.
Stationery Batteries. and aIl forms of Elec-

trodes on hand. Send for Illustrated Catalogue E rc .1TI
to OTTO FLEMMIlNG,

729 Arch Street, PhiaueIphia, Pa. Office 40 Cobourg Street, St. John, N.B.
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Syr. Ilypophos. co., Fellows.
-CONTAINS-

The Essential Elements to the Animal Organization-Potash and Lime;
The Oxidizing Agents-Iron and Manganese;

The Tonics-Quinine and Strychnine;

AND

The Vitalizing Constituent-Phosphorus,

Combined in the form of Syrup, with SLIGHT ALKALINE REACTION.

LETTER FROM ROBERT W. PARKER, M.R.C.S., ENG., Med. Chir. and Obs. S.: Assist.-Surg.
E. Lond. Children's Hospital; Author of " Tracheotomy in Laryngeal Diphtheria."

8 OLD CAVENDIST STREET,
DE.AR SIR- CAVENDISH SQUARE, LONDON, W.

I have used your Syrup of Hypophosphites in the Children's Hospital. I find that
it is well taken, and consider it an important addition to our Pharmacopæial remedies.
Combined either with Glycerine or Cod Liver Oil, it has proved itself an efficacious
remedy in Serofulous Diseases affecting bones or joints.

In the debility which often follows on the exanthemata, and especially in that
which follows diphtheria, I have found it a very useful tonic.

I must thank you for the present of the Syrup to the Hospital.

Yours faithfully,
MR. FELLOWS. ROBERT WM. PARKER.

Each Bottle of FELLOW'S HYPOPHOSPHITES contains over 100 doses.

Prepared by JAMES I. FELLOWS, Chemist.

PRINCIPAL OFFICES:

ST. ANTOINE STREET, 48 VESEY STREET,
MONTREAL, CANADA. NEW YORK, U. S.

8 SNOW HILL, HOLBORN VIADUCT, LONDON.
Pamphlet sent to Physicians on application.

Mr In corresponding with advertisers, please mention the CANADA LANCET.
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JOHN WYETH & BRO., Philadelphia.

PAPOMA
Is made out of the entire kernels of the choicest wheat, subject to a peculiarly thorough process of torrefaction or roasting,
by means of patented apparatus. The phosphates and all the constituents of the grain are retained, the gluten cooked,
and the starch converted into dextrine ; and the result is, that the elements necessary for the nutritio and support of the
infant body, are supplied in such a condition as to be easily digested and assimilated.

MEDICINAL FLUID EXTRACTS.
Our List of FLUID EXTRACTS embraces not only those officinal in our Pharmacopaeia, but also those whose

therapeutical value has induced their use among physicians.
Our many years' experience as practical pharmaceutists, thorough knowledge of the character and properties of each

drug, together with appliances for manufacturing (which, for completeness and economy of working, cannot be excelled),
enable us to produce a line of Fluid Extracts of unsurpassed purity, activity and reliability. We ask for them the most
careful and critical examination and comparison, claiming, as we do, their superiority over almost all other similar prepara-
tions in the market. We feel confident our claims will be sustained by any unprejudiced and experienced druggist.

Every detail of their manufacture, from the crude drug to the completion of the operation, is based upon the most
extended and intelligent knowledge of the characteristics of each drug.

PEPTONIC PILLS.
Pepsin, Pancreatin with Lacto-Phosphate of Lime and Lactic Acid.

(Copyright secured.)

This Pill will give immediate relief in many forms of Dyspepsia and Indigestion, and will prove of permanent benefit
in all cases of enfeebled digestion produced from want of proper secretion of the Gastric Juice. By supplementing the
action of the stomach, and rendering the food capable of assimilation, they enable the organ to recover its healthy tone,
and thus permanent relief is afforded. One great advantage of the mode of preparation of these Pills is the absence of
sugar, which is present in all ordinary Pepsin and Par ceatin ccmpound-in this xorm the dose is much smaller, more
pleasant to take, and is less apt to offend the already weak and irritable stomach. The results of their use have been so
abundantly satisfactory that we are confident that further trial will secure for them the cordial approval of the Medical
Profession and the favor of the general public.

COMPRESSED TABLETS OF CHLORATE OF POTASH.
For Hoarseness, Bronchial Irritation, Sore Throat, Diphtheria,

Croup, Etc., Etc.

Chlorate of Potash is a rermedy of acknowledged value in cases of Diphtheritic Sore Throat, and in inflammation of
the Mouth and Throat, induced hy a depressed state of the system. In these instances, as in the milder forms of Croup,
it has, besides its depurative and detergent effects, a solvent action on the deposits characteristic of those troublesome and
dangerous affections. It relieves Hoareness ; and in many cases of Fetid Breath frcm disordered secretions, it proves an
efficient corrective. Its Nirtues in simple Angina, or ordinary Sore Throat, are recognized by many of the most eminent
Physicians.

Samples will be sent to Practicing Physicians free of cost, by addressing the General Agents,

PEETtY DAVIS & SON & LAWENCE,
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-lliELIXIR FERRI ET CALCIS PHOSPH. CO.LACTO-PiOSPRATES prepared from the formula of DR. DUSART, of PaM.
Compound Elixir of Phosphates and Calisaya-A Chemical Food and Nutritive Tonie.

agreS el co rimed cormaises wth a sound Sherry Wine percolated through Wild Cherry Bark and Aromatics, in the form of anQuneea cordialkonia, and Freeof Phosphoc Aof Lime, Phosphate of Iron, Phosphate of Soda, A lkaloids of Calisaya Bark, Quinia,
The Compound Elixir of Phosphates and Caliyava is the outcome of twenty-five years' investigation of the chemistry and therapeuticsof phosphorue and its compounds, testing carefully bv prolonged use in practice the relative value of pure phosphorus in pill, solutio 1 andcombined as phosphoric acid, phosphates and hypophosphites, in the treatisent of nerve prostration and wasting diseases, and the mostlogical medical mids at home and abroad have a common experience, that the preparation is more acceptable to irritable stomachs, moreeasely asuimilated. and m-,re prompt and radical th iLs restorative action than any other form or combination of phosphorus in existence.It meets a ivant every day experienced by the buy practitionEr of a general utility compound of those elements of nutrition that may besafely exhihuted u child or aduit for prolonged periods. in ail forms of dehility, without danger of over-stimulating or depressing the organ-sem. Manufacturing chemist acd druggists are so persistent in introducing nei- theories and new renedy sensations that it is difficult tosecure the attention f the practitioner to any preparation long enough to ascertain its value, but this Compound is now so widely and favor-ably known to the medical profession that it say be accepted as a standard with perfect confidence; its use in practice will demonstrate itsmerits. The chemical working o the formula is peculiar to Le originator, and the various imitations and suhstitutes offered by druggists
DO.iE -For an adult, one teaspoonful three times a day, after eating; from seven to twelve years of age, one deseertepoonful; fromtwo to seven, one teaspoonful.
Please mention the " Canada Lancet." Prepared by T. B. W IEELER, M.D., MONTREAL, D.C.

j~I
UNIVERSAL ATOMIZER

E desire to call the attention of the Medical Profession to our
UNIVE RSAL ATOMIZER (see cut), which excels any instru-ment ever offered for Throat and Nasal applications, and for all purposesin which an Atomizer is reqiired. The tube being flexible may be bent to

any desired position, and is not alTected by acid. The spray is continuous.

SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS.
Steam'Atomizers, in tin, brass, or nickel.
Hypodermic Syringes, 25 varieties, from
Clinical Thermometers,
Pocket Cases (filled) •

Pocket Cases (empty)

$0 85
.1 20

6 50
. 10y

»W A full stock of Practitioners' requisites, drugs, etc. Private recipes filled to order. Prices quoted on application.
E DWIN A. SMITH, Proprietor, City Pharmacy, 274 Yonge Street, Toronto.

A. PI O L.
OF DRS. JORET AND HOMOLLE.

PIOL ta peM for Mentrual disorder: 14 rivue hp.preson, regulates he Porioda, and preveate or removlw*e pain which accompuae thoe. It la vithout danger, eventa Ous of pregnancy. But the trade issues, under the nameet Arro& producse more or lem adulterated; ng othore, ageenish preparaUon which physiciars should reject. ln a&ae of purity Apiol te an oleaginous liquid, et an amber colorand deneor than water. This ls the character et hat suppliedby Drm. Joret and HoSolle, the discoveres of this valuable
H dme hegu. breat ecaey of whieh has benau ha.d inihb Heepia of Parli.

onl at th* PUAmàmA BRIAlr, 190 Rue de

De.--One capsule morning and evening, durwn 0 laye atpresunmd pOriod of the monthly courues.

DISEASES 0F WOMEN.

Dr. J. W. ROSEBRUGH, of Hamilton,
May be consulted on Diseases of Women,

At Dr. A. M. Rosebrugh's Ofice, 121 Church-st.,
l oront f

On the Last Thursday of Every Mlonth.

Naso-fOral Rlespirator,
As devised by Dr. G. Hunter McRenzie, Edinburgh,

For the Antiseptic Treatment of

Phthisis, Bronchitis, etc.,
Sec articles in January number of " Canada Lancet, 1882, by Dr.Philip, of Brantford, on " Antiseptic Treatment of Phthisis etc."alo, 1Braithwaite's Retros eet," January, 1882, by Dr. Coghitl,Physician to the National Hospital for Consumption; by Dr. Wil-liams, Physician to the Royal Southern Hospital, Liverpool, and

others.

Manufactured by Gardner, Edinburgh,
And For Sale by

J. S. MILLS, Chemist,
BRANTFORD, ONTARIO,

30 Days Trial.
A very Complete, Compact and Efficient LittleGliant Freneli Battery, is sent out on Trial
by C. E. JON ES & BRO., Cincin nati., O.Send for circular and mention tîsis papcr.
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Pnttner's Emulsion, of God Liver Oil,
WITH HYPOPHOSPHITES OF LIME AND SOCA, PANCREATINE, &c.,

PREPARED AFTER THE FORMULA OF

C. E. PUTTNER, Ph. M., Instructor of Pharmacy, Halifax College.
PUTTNER'S EMULSION was awar-led First Diploma atthe Provincial Exhibition held at Halifax, in 1881.
Over 13,000 bottles were sold in Canada alone during September and October, 1882, chiefiy prescribed through Physicians; and over40 gallons were used in the General Hospitals and Dispensary at Halifax during the year 1882.
The leading Physicians throughout the Dominion are prescribing PUTTNER'S EMULSION, and speak very highly of its merits asa pharmaceutical preparation. No further proof of this is nieed"d than a perusal of the following testimoniais:

MR. C. E. PUTTNER has shown me the composition of the prepara- Mesrs. The Puttner Emulsion C-.:tion sold under the name of 1 Puttner's Emulsion of Cod Liver 1
011 and Hypophosphites." I believe the combination to be good, DEAR SIRs,-I prescribe your " Emulsion of Cod-Liver OU
and well suited for persons suffering from some of the diseases of the With Hypophosphites " largely in my practice with most gratify-
lungs and digestive organs. I think it will also be fonnd very useful ing results. You May use my opinion in any way you desire. 1
in cases where the nervous system is impaired in tone and debilitated. cannot speak too highly of your preparation.

D. McN. PARKER, MD., Yours truly, J. F. T. JENKINS, M.D., C.M.HALIFAX, N.S. Consulting Physician P. & C. Hospital. 1
MONTREAL, April 25th, 1882.

MEDICAL STAFF HALIFAX DISPENSARY.
We, the undersigned physicians, attached to the Halifax Dispensary Mlessrs. The Puttner Emulsion Co.

whose names are appended to this certificate. haviig had frequent DEAR SIRs,-I have used your Emulsion extensively during theoccasion to prescribe "Puttner's Emulsion of Cod-Liver Oi, past four years, and have much pleasure in adding my testimony au
Hypophosphites, &c,," have much pleasure in stating that we to its e cacy. We had here last summer numerous cases of Whoop-
have every rea4on to be satisfied with the resuits from its use, having ing Cough and Scarlet Fever. I found the Emulsion answer ad-
found il not only an efficient and reliable remedy, but also one which mirably when the acute synmptoms had subsided, in very many in-
tould be taken without any of the disagrecable effects which so stances. In most wastiung disorders, especially those peculiar to
frequently follow the use of Cod Liver Oil. children, your Emulsion has rendered nie good service, being plea-

THOS. TRENAMAN, M.D., Visiting Surgeon. sant to the taste, and noý feeling of nausea following its administra-
CHAS. D. RIGBY, M.D , Surgeon

7 
tion. It seldoni fails to give good results, and I prefer it to any other

ARCH D LAWSON, M.D., &c., Surgeon. preparation of the kind.
D. A. CAMPBELL, M.D., Diseases of Women and Children. I am, yours respectfully,
J. VENABLES, M.D., Visiting Phvsiian. J. F. BRINE, M.D.
Il. P. CLAY, M.D., Visiting Surgeon. PORT HILL, P.E.I., April 7th, 1882.

WqThe Physicians of Ontario informed your agent, who has lately interviewed them, that one great advantage Puttner's Emulsion
holds over ail others is that it is easily digested, and their delicate patients after rejecting ail other Emulsions cani retain Puttner's
with ease. SOLD EVERYWHERE, PRICE 50 CENTS.
PUTTNER EMULSION CO.'Y, 86 and 88 Upper Water St., HALIFAX, N. S.

ONTARIO MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.
Thle Third Annnal Meeting of the Ontario Medical Association will be heki in the

Medical Council Hall, Toronto,
WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY, JUNE 6rH AND 7TH.

It is requested that papers to be read at the metting ivill be c ncise and practical,
and that the tales be sent to the Secretary not later than May 28th, to enable members
to know what subjects are to be discussed.

The aezessity for a provincii museum of pathological specimens is making itself
more evident, many vajuable specimens being lost, for the want of some ccntral place to

'CA L colkct them. Any material forwarded to the Secretary, will be considered as forming the
nucleus of a museum under the cont-ol of the Association.

Mr Railroad Certificates will be issued to the Profession about the middle of May.
J. D. MACDONA LD, Presidert. J. E. WHITE, Secretary.

Private Treatment of Opium Habitues. D. W. KO LB E & SON,
DR. J. B. MATTISON Manufacturera of SURGICAL and ORTH0PEDICAL INSTRU-

Continues to receive cases of Opium Habituation at his SUPPRTERS, LIC STUCKNS, O L
residence, 185 Livingston Street, Brooklyn N.Y., to whom
he devotes his special professional attention. Number lim- 1207 AICH WUI1IT, Pli LADELPINIA
ited-four-and select. None but opium habitués adnitted. Late of 15 S. Ninth St.
Advantages : handsomely furnished apartments, desirable à CATALOGUE LIST FREE ON APPLlCATION.
privacy, a liberal cuisine, cheerful social surroundings, and
personal professional attention based upon several years'
experience in the management of this disease. Details on DR. R. A. REEV E
application. MAY BE CONSULTED AT THE

PRACTICE FOR SALEanfcu o A TR

ofEtTSr eARIPICIL LIMBHTUSELODON

At Muskegotî, Mich. An established practice of $5,O per year TE U SE OU E L N O
sion in the city. Satisfactory reasons for selling. On the First Saturday of every month.

PcierCAOGUE LS FREEr A CTIront.
ress . j 

P.O0. Box 64, Muskegon, Mich. Residence and Office, 22 Shuter, St., Toronto.
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LIOPEPTINE.I
PEICE, 01.00,

Luotepeptlae containa the flee saifs.
agenteof digestion-Pepain. Ptya.
lin, Pancreatine, Lactic Acid and
Hydrochloric Acid-combined la
the #ame proportion a thh# e/et j@
th. human system, Y dr. =/Nl digeut
from 8 t. 10 oza. Of cither albumea,
fibrin, o 'aalne, ga "tlne, e'"ual.n..
[go 16 oz@. of oo~d lies, *il mnd 00eeest
4 oz@. of staroh iat gluco»,

Laompeptine =i bd foond tar M.-
pari-r to ai other remedies for og..
pepuia and hindred dfseases.

Alto particularig Indicated ft
Anemla, General Debllity, Chroni.
Diarrhaa, const/pation, Headaohe l
and deprooed condition sf the bleed

IU&tag from imperfect digeatloa.
TlS 5KW YOK

Pharinci Ass0Ciatim.CANADA Mna. p. (11s30M10 Colborne St, Twg

id

LACTOPE INE contains all the agents of digestion that act upon food, from mastication to its con-version into chyle, thus combining all the principles required to promote a Healthy Digestion.
Orle of its chief features (and the one which lHas gained it a preference over all digestive preparations)is, that it precisely represents in composition the natural digestive juices of the stomach, pancreas andsalivary glands, and will therefore readily dissolve all foods necessary to the recuperation of the huanorganism.

Sugar of Milk..............
Pepsin.........................
Pancreatine.................

FORMULA OF LACTOPEPTINE s
..•...... 40 ounces. Veg. Ptyalin or Diastase........ 4 drachms..... •..... 8 ounces. Lactic Acid....••••••.............5 fL. drachms............ 6 ounces. 1 Hydrochloric Acid..... 

LACTOPEPTINE is sold entirely by Physicians' Prescriptions, and its almost universal adoptionby physicians is the strongest guarantee we can give that its therapeutic value has been most thoroughlyestablished.
The undersigned having tested LICTOPEPTINE recommend It to the profession.

ALFRED F. A. KING, M.D., Washington, D. C. ALFRED L. LOOMIS, M.D .,Prof.of Pathology andProf. of Obstetrics, University of Vermont. Practice of Med., University of the city of NewD. W. YANDELL, M.D., Prof. of the Science and York.
Art of Surg. and Clinical Surg., University of SAMUEL R. PERCY, M.D., Prof. Materia Medica,Louisville, Ky. New York Medical College.L. P. YANDELL, M.D., Prof. of Clin. Med., Diseasea F. LE ROY SATTERLEE, M.D., Ph.D., Professorof Children,and Dermatology, University of Louis- Chem., Mat. Med. and T/herap. in N. Y. Col. ofville, Ky. Dent.; Prof. Chem. and J'Iyg. in Arn. Vet. Col,. etc.ROBI. BATTEY, M.D., Rome, Ga., Emeritus Prof. JAS. AITKIN MEIGS, M. D., Philadelphia, Pa.,
of Obstetrics, Atlanta Med. College, Ex-Pres. Med. Prof. of the Institutes of Med. and Med. juris.Association of Ga. e. e.Clee h.tPn.Hopa.CLAUDEH MASTIN, M. D., LL.D., Mobile, Ala. W. Jeff. ecd Cllege; Phy.l Penn. HospitaliCLADE . MSTI, MD.,LL.., obie, la.W.*W. DAWS ON, M.D., Cincinnati, Ohio, Prof.PROF. H. C. BARTLETT, Ph.D., F.C.S., London, Prin. and Prac. Surg., Med. Col. Oh,; Surg.
England. to Good Samaritan Hospital.

PROF. JOHN ATTFIELD, Ph.D., F.R.S., F.C.S., London, Eng.
For further particulars concerning Lactopeptine, the attention of the Profession is respectfully directedto our 32-page Pamphlet,%hich will be sent on application.

MA.NUFACTURED BY THE N. Y. PHARMACAL ASSOCIATION, NEW YORK.
CANADA BRANOH:-H. P, GISBORN. 10 COLOINE Sr. TORONTO.

DEMONSTRATED SUPERIORITY OF

LACTOPEPTINE
AS A DIGESTIVE AGENT.

Certinfaste of Composition and Properties of Laetopep-
tine by Professor ATTFIELD, Ph.D., F.R.S., F.I.C.,
P.O.S., Professor of Practioal Chemistry to the Phar-
maceutial Booiety of Great Britain.

Lactpepinehavng eenpresevlb.d for me 01 may frids durig th.
paife years-apparenîîy wiluVary sali'aotor reuls-fts formula, whichitated on the botties, a.nd itýs genaral hrce aebcm weIl known tome. But recenly the manufacturer of this article has asked me to, witness Itsearation on thq,larg l cale, to take samples of its ingredients from large, and examine thsm and also mix them myself, and to prepare Lactopep.li fro in dients made under my own direction, doing al[ this with theabject cf e g that Lacto eptine i what its maker professes It to be, andthat its ingre ents are in quarity the best that can be obtained. This I avedon and 1 Dowre rt that the almost inodorous and tastelesu pulverulentsubstace termed Latopeptlne ia a mixture of the three chief agents whichenable ourselves and all animals to digest food. That ls to say, Lactopeptinela a ukilfully prepared combmnation of meat-converting, fat-converting andstarch-convesring materleis, acidifted wlth thôse en al pro ortons og ancd*that are always present in the healthy stomach ; al being dseminated in anapropriate vehicie, namely, powdered sugar of milk. Tie acide used at thery-laci n d hydrochloric-are the best to be met with and are per-fectly oomblned to form a permanent preparation. the milk s aris absolutelypure; 1he powder known aa "diastase" or starcn-digesting (bread-, potato-,and pastry-digesting) materiai as well as the pancreatin," or fat'digetingingrediet, are as good as any! can repare* wnile the pepsin in much supe-rior to tha ordinarily used in medi e. Indeed, as regards this chief ingredi-ent, popsin, I have only Met with one European or American specinien equalto tiat used by the nianuiacîu er of Laclopeptine. A perfectly parallel seripsof experiments showed that any given weight of acidif edpepsin, alone, at firstacte somewhat more rapiclly than Lactopeptine containing the same weight ofthe mae pepsin. Sooner or later, however, the action of the Lactopeptineevertakes aud outstrlps that of pepein alone, due, no doubt, bo the meat-digesting as well as the fat-digesting power of nhe pancreatin containe in theLactopeptine. My conclusion isthat Laopopa la mcvaluable digesngaient. and supenlor to pepsin abuse. JORN ÂTTEIELD.
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GELATUM V AESELINE PETROLEI
GRAND MEDAL at the Philadelphia Exposition, 1876.

SILVER MEDAL at the Parts Exposition, 1879.
MEDAL OF PROGRESS by the Americaun lstitute, 1980.

j The attention of physicians, druggists and hospitals, is called to this article and to the
fact that it is favourably regarded and extensively used ln the United States, on the continemt
and ln England, by the profession and pharmacista as a bae for

>.'Il OINTMENTS, CERATES, &o.,
- As a dressing for W OUNDS, CUTS, BRUISES, BURNS, "

SPRAINS, PILES, RHEUMATISM, SKIN DISEASES,
2 CATAR RH, SORES or ERUPTIVE DISEASES, and all contused

e and inflamed surfaces, it is not equalled by any known substance. S
co ~ ~ In the treatment of COUGHS, COLDS, CROUP, DIPHTHERIA,

and of TH ROAT and CHEST complaints. the best results are obtained.

Z.- 8 One Pound Cans, 60cts. Five Pound Cans, $1.50.
a e a Extract from Report of Dr. Galezowski, the distinguished h

C French Oculiest
"Vaseline la the best pharmaceutical preparation In the making of Ointments ai it la

completely neutral and unchangeable. I saw it used for tho tiret time ln London by br. Lan- C.
son. I then procured the 'Vaseline' myself, and have experimented with it for four months g 2
on over one thousand patients, aud I must declare that the knowledgs acquired by practice hai

~; S ' surpassed my expectations by far. * I have also prepared la e quantities of eye seg
-g;g 0 -ointments with ' Vaseline,' and have employed them on numerous maladies with very great
a-- success, and I can afBrm that 'Vaseline ' is very precious in ocular therapeutics, and must *
cc replace ail the ointments in use at the present time. *C*a ., .2 « "In conclusion, on account of its unalterability and its great afnity for perfumes, I
.C believe that 'Vaseline' merits the attention of the scientiflc and industrial world." ,. 2m

DR. REUSCHE, of Hlanburg (translaton) says: -
"In six cases of small-pox I have used Vaseline with eminent success--one a severe case

of variola vera-a boy sixteen years old, not vaccinated.

"It developed the disease rapidly, and shortened considerably the duration of it--the a
- a time varying from seven to twenty days, the latter period for the most secios case only. JK

"While the application of Vaseline was regularly renewed, aIl inflammation and fever were & _
kept off, and none of the patients, at any time, suffered any pain or great inconvenience, . I. -

es whereas, if neglected, the patient would become irritable and feverish.

"Applied Internally, it removed the small-pot in the mouth and throat ln a few day.. CDCP
A few scarm remained ti only one case, but the patient will outgrow these, as they aru.

Tery liht. -

Sa From the LONDON LANCET, Jan'Y th, 1878:
"l We have before noticed this preparation of petroleun in terms of warm praise.

. the consistency of butter, le perfectly free from odor, and does not become rancid. We have
now before us several new preparations made from it, which are so ueful as to call for remark.

.e They are a pomnade, a cold cream,'and a camphor ice, al of excellent quality. We have tried
1Il of then with most satisfactory results, having found them greatly superior to the prepara- -.

i ltions in common use."

We manufacture the following Standard Ointments, aSoording to the United States Pharmacoposia, usiug Vaseline ai a base Instead of lard:

Ung.: Hydrargyri (}4 Mercury) ....................... Ung.: Zinci Oxidi.
Ung.: Rydrargyri: Nitratis (Citrine Ointment)- .... Cerat.: Resinu.
Cerat. i Plumbi Sub-acetatis (Goulards Cerate) ...... Cerat.: Simplex.

We recommend them as vastly superlor to anything in ese. PRICE 75 OTS. PER POUND. NO CHARGE FOR JARS Sene
for Pamphlet.

Chesebrough Manufacturing Company, New York,
No. 249 NOTRE DAME STREET, MONTREAL. 'W'

Pemade Vaseline, Vaseline Cold Cream, Vaseline Camphor Ice, and Vaselint
Toiet Soap, are all exquisite toilet articles made from pure Vaseline, and excel all similar ones.
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The Attention of Physicians is Requested.
JENNERINE. (A Sure Preventive and Cure for Small-Pox.)

Jenner made his great discovery of Vaccine in the year 1798. An ancestor of the discoverer of Jennerine, contemporary with Jenner,
appreciating the value of the discovery, and at the same time the opposition which would be made to its application in future years, owing
to the possibility of inoculating the human subject not only with the vaccine virus, but with other humors of the system, and the characters
which were liable to accompany such inoculation, decided upon a course which would obviate such danger and at the same time render the
vaccine virus effective not only as a preventive and curative agent in small-pox, but also as an assistant in bettering the characteristic
features of the human race.

Recognizing then the value a- the pure aristocratic blue blood of the English race, as well as a similar strain in cattle, Vaccine Virus
was obtained as a result of spontaneous production in a blooded cow of long pedigree. By the special permission of a member of the royal
family of England his armi was imoculated with this virus, and from him the virus was carried to other memnbers of the royal family and of
the nobility of England from generation to generation, under the supervision of the ancestors of the inventor of Jennerine, until the virus
which we have has so increased in power and effectiveness, and also brings with it much of the attributes of the blue blooded races that it
has been decided in this the latter part of the nineteenth century to place this great discovery before humanity. Limited space here forbids
our amplifying upon the subject. We can only say that the intense vitality of this vaccine, as a result of its transmission through the blue
blood of ages, enables us to prepare a preparation in powdered forin, which will preserve its intensity for all time. It may also by a process,
also invented by the same person, be transmitted by electricity over many miles of wire, so that patients may be inoculated in the neigh-
boring states or counties to the residence of the physician.

Those interested in the subject wili please send for special circular.
The name Jennerine as applicable to this wonderful discovery will be covered by a trade-mark in order to protect the medical profession

from miserable imitations which are sure to follow.

PASTEURINE.
Taking up the subject of investigation pursued by the great Pasteur at the place where that savant left off, we have conducted the in-vestigation further towards a practical result in the treatment of disease rather than in the estabilishment of any theories as to the cause

thereof. Taking into consideration in the outstart that all diseases are more or less due to the effect or pre§-ence of Bacteria our objective
point bas been to invent a coimpoun I whicb will effectually destroy these Morbid and deathly agents. Years of careful study on our part
and the exhaustion of all published literature upon the subject have led us as usual to a successful issue. We now offer Pasieurine as one
of the greatest discoveries oi the age. The formula of this comspound, in accordance with our usual rules in this respect, is afforded as
follows

Nitrogen, one volume.
Pure Oxygen, without admixture, one volume.
Carbonic Acid Gas. pure, unhylsdrated, two volumes.
Pure Carhon in Crystalline form, one part by weight.
Perimanganate Potasi, two parts by weight.

These inredients should be carefully mixed in an air-tigrht receptacle of pure platinum of a capacity of five gallons. It should he gently
boiled, and the resulting product, a liqui<i of extremue density and oily consistence, is dissolved in a strong solution of Nitro-muriatie Acid,
the proportion being one part of the liquid by weight to ten parts of the acid. With this result is then admixed the active principles of
Eucalyptus Globulus, Carbolic Acid, Nitrate of Silver dissolved in a menstruum of highly concentrated Sulphuric Ether in the proportion
of one part of each ingredient to five parts of the ether. The whole compound is then mixed in a platinum vessel and allowed to precipi-
tate, when the clear fluid is decanted for sle. Further particulars given in circular form.

The nane Pasteurine is protelte i by trade-mark, as it is our invention, and other dealers are warned not to infringe upon our rights.
Put up lu bottles of one pound. Prices afforded on application.

CONSUMPTINE.
Physicians have always disputed among themselves, and probably always will differ, as to the cause and treatment of this disease

Throwimg aside all questions of eti'slogy we have ainsed our effsrt at the solving of the question-as to whether censumption can be curedand if so. how ? We answer this question in the atirmative, and offer Consumptine as an agent. As a basis for our operations it sas beenassumned that consumPtion was due to a gradual wasting of the tissues of the body, with espeial reference to the loss of carbon and albumenthrough the sputa. We propose to restore the carbon to the body in the form of the well-known agent, Cod-Liver Oil, and the albumen bymeans of the albumen of the ostrich egg, which latter we collect in the process of raising our ostriches. Cod Liver Oil per se bas not been
very effec- ive, as it bas been dermonstrated that it must be modified by being perfectly dissolve<d, not admixed with water, otherwise the mostdelicate stonach will reject it and its nourishing effect be lost. To form this combi nation bas been the greatest difficulty which we have hadto overcome, but we liae tt last succeeded, and offer a prepsration which might be more scientifically designsated as Hydro-oleo-protein,meaning a chemical combination of water, oil and albumen. A diffilculty we h tve experienced too is to keep our albumen in liquid form andavoid the tendency to decomposition without destroyin its nouri hing efficieney. We are aware that the above results have never yet beenachieved by cheinical scientists, and for that reason believe that the medical profession will hail with acclamation the result of our midnightwork. Consumptine contains in every 10) parts of the fisnisied product 65 parts Col-Liver Oil pure, speciaily manufactured forusfrom freshcod livers, 40 parts of distilled water and 25 parts of the albumen of the ostrich egg. Put up in bottles 'of one pound. Prices given onapplication.

The name Consumptine will be covered by trade-mark to protect the muedical profession fron the action of unscrupulous parties.

A number of other remedies of tis nature will be introduced by us from time to time with the intent of affording to the physicians anew line of therapeutical agents, wihich will <o awav with the worn out recipes of the pharnacopia, and enable them tos treat the diseasesof the 19th century with inventions on a similarly advanced plan. We call attention to the following which will be shortly offered:-
Ne-versay-di-ine.-A remedy calculated to insure a green old age, preceded by a young and blooming youth. The secret bas been

buried for years in the private memorandums of Pons de Leon, but having resurrected the manuscripts we will soon give humanity the be-
nefit of our investigations.

Cancerine.-A sure remedy for cancer.
Brain.rin.-Prepared from the brains of various animals, and especially those members of the monkey family nearest in physical

formation and mental characteristics to their human congener.
All communications should be addressed to the

NINETEENTH CENTURY THERAPEUTICAL COMPANY,
Box 2,955, New York City.


